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lthacaColleqeSelects Sena Kennedy Announces Loan 
3'3For Who's Who For Performing Arts Building 
The candidates for Who's Who 
in American Colleges and Unf• 
versities have been announced 
by Earl Clarke, dean of Stu-
dents. Ithaca College has nomi-
nated 33 students for the national 
directory. 
The following persons have 
been chosen for this year: 
Babbaro, Elizabeth: Hailing from 
Ithaca, Betty is a Senior in music 
education. She is in Oracle, In 
Zeta Sigma Nu, treasurer of 
Sigma Alpha Iota, in MENC, and 
in UCF. She is in the choir and 
Spring :Musical. 
Barton, David: Dave is a Physical 
Education major from Pine 
Plains, New York. He was captain 
of the 1967 Varsity football team 
and a member of the Varsity 
Basketball team. Dave was also 
Vice Ptesident of the Junior 
Class and is a Dean's List stu-
dent. 
Union Problems 
Halter Show 
by Toni Seger 
Betts, Judith: A cheerleader and 
past Sweetheart of Phi E. K., Judy 
is a senior of Physical Educa-
tion. She is a member of Phi 
Delta Pi, secretary of Zeta Sigma 
Nu, Oracle historian, Dorm Ad-
visor, and manager of the syn-
chronized swimming. Fro m 
Franklin, Massachusetts, she is 
also on Dean's List. 
(Continued on pa,go:1£) 
Scampers' Calls 
This Week 
Kramer Produces 
Jeffrey Kramer, the director of 
this year's SCAMPERS has an-
nounced calls for positions in the 
production: 
Mon., Dec. 12-7:30 auditions 
for Singers in Theatre. 
Tues., Dec. 13-7:30-Dancers 
report to Green Room Reading 
auditorions in Theatre. ' 
Wed., Dec. 14 - 7:30 - Call 
Backs, Theatre. 
Sketch of Performing Arts Building shows outdoor pool and buildings to be located 
near Job Hall. Building scheduled for completion next year. 
Pi Lam To Hold Swiss Printer. To Show 
Da~~e With Works io Union lounge 
Or1g1nal Flames PRINTS BY PAUL KLEE, a than his works in other media, his 
Pi Lambda Chi will present the selection of 71 works by the evolution from a traditionalist in-
Swiss-born master, will open at to one of the most personal and 
original Flames on Friday, Janu- the Ithaca College Museum of influential masters of the 20th 
ary 20 in the College Union Recre- Art on Dec. 13 and remain on Century. From the beginning 
ation Room. The dance will begin view until Jan. 3. Klee's admirations in both 
at 8 p.m. Klee's prints, show, more fully graphic art and literature were 
Ithaca College will get its an-
ticipated $1,217,995 federal grant 
toward construction of a perform-
ing arts building, the U.S. Office 
of Education informed Sen. 
It will be located west and 
south of Job Hall, the administra-
tion building, and near the Physi-
cal Education Center. 
The building will contain a 
modern proscenium theatre wtih 
a total seating capacity of about 
525, and an arena theatre that 
will seat about 320 persons. 
The proscenium theatre will 
have the usual stage house fa-
cilities, plus acting area in front 
of the proscenium arch. A sliding 
wall can reduce the audience 
area to 375 seats for a more inti-
mate house. 
Backstage will be facilities for 
prop storage, scene design and 
construction, dressing rooms, re-
hearsal spaces, storage, etc. 
Conflict between Cornell and 
ithaca students and a local unit 
of the International Alliance of 
Theater Stage Employees and 
Motion Picture Machine Oper-
ators (IATSE), came to a head 
Friday December 2 over who 
would work the performance of 
the Martha Graham Dance Com-
pany scheduled for Alice Statler 
Auditorium. 
SCAMPERS, which will be an 
original musical written by Bob 
Spear and John Federico, is pro-
duced by Oracle. Money col-
lected through ticket sales goes 
to the Orcle Loan Fund. 
The Flames were organized in 
the fall of 1963. They gained 
The presentation is scheduled 
for February S-ll. their greatest fame during the EUB Has Flicks 
For Finals 
the fantastic. He was interested 
in Goya's "Caprichos," the en-
gravings of Blake and Fuseli, 
while the more recent masters he 
admired were Kubin, Ensor, and 
Redon. In literature, he preferred 
the tales of Hoffman and Poe 
and the poetry and prose of 
Baudelaire. 
The arena theatre will have 
seats on all four sides, permit-
ing acting-in-the-round. In this 
theatre productions may be pre-
sented with or without scenery. 
This theatre will require acting 
techniques that are different 
from those employed on the more 
conventional stage. This is in re 
sponse to the trend in the Ameri-
can theatre toward open staging 
productions. 
The union local is beaded by 
Peter Forward, an instructor and 
set designer at Ithaca College. 
In th& past, he has issued tem-
porary union cards to I.C. stu-
dents and • they in turn have 
unloaded and worked shows for 
which IATSE requested a crew. 
For this particular perform-
ance, however, Cornell bad in-
serted a special clause in the 
contract stipulating that "Cor-
nell will supply student labor 
... to work the show." 
The Company, unaware of the 
c!ause, contacted the local for 
a crew. 
Cornell's crew was waiting 
when the company's truck ar-
rived at 10 a.m.; the union crew 
being under the impression that 
unloading had ·been set for 1 p.m. 
People in the traveling com-
pany who were members of the 
union refused to permit the stu• 
dent crew to unload the equip-
ment and the unloading time 
remained at 1 p.m. 
It is the responsibility of the 
host organization to pay the 
technical crews, but since the 
contract now stipulated that only 
student labor was to be used on 
the show, if a union· crew worked, 
Cornell would be free of all pay-
ment. When the company's busi-
ness manager announced that he 
would authorize payment for the 
technical crew, the unloading 
began. 
This is not the first time ar-
guments have arisen over this 
same problem, the last time be-
ing at the performance of ''Royal 
Hunt of the Sun" earlier ·this 
year. 
Riggin Speaks 
On Students' 
Self-Programs 
The aim in an academic institu-
tion should be a student self-pro-
gramming, an environment where 
the student learns to structure 
his own creativity. This was the 
thesis of a speech made to a 
group of faculty and staff Friday, 
December 2, by George, A. Rig-
gan, theologian, from Hartford 
Seminary in Hartford, Connecti-
cut. Dr. Riggan was visiting the 
Ithaca College campus for the' 
first time and addressed his ra-
marks, in an ¢ormal lrmcheon, 
to faculty and staff that repre-
sented many of the departments 
of the college. 
Dr. Riggan asserted that we 
need a new view of the univer-
sity, where students and faculty 
work together. The administra-
tion, he said, is not a program-
ming machine for students but a 
unit that works with them. An-
swering questions about the risks 
of such a project to university 
life Dr. Riggan asserted that "we 
must take the risk of control. I 
aDl for a radical confidence in the 
human animal." He felt very 
strongly that in many institutions 
today we have not programmed 
this freedom of which he was 
speaking, into our curriculum. Dr. 
Riggan'a remarks brought forth 
a very lively discussion and dif-
fering viewpoints. Several ex-
pressed hope, after hearing him, 
that he might return again and 
speak to a larger group. 
The meeting was arranged 
through the Rev. George E. 
Calrkson, Protestant Chaplain, 
and through the President's 
Office. 
fall and spring season 1964-1965. 
These band members will return 
to the campus from New York 
City, Boston, and London. David 
Bresniak will be the singer. Chris 
Champion will resume his posi-
tion on guitar. Beebs Miller will 
play bass. Mike McNamara will 
be on rhythm; and Vince Zarcone 
will give the campus his best on 
the drums. 
Admission to the dance wil be 
75 cents stag ,and $1.25 drag. 
Hogan Announces 
Registration Plans 
Registration for Spring semes-
ter will take place on January 
16, 1967. Students can take a 
number of steps to reduce incon-
venience to themselves and their 
parents. 
Material received from the Reg-
istrar or the Treasurer should be 
reviewed promptly. Where nec-
essary take immediate action to 
resolve or correct questionable 
items. 
Financial arrangements should 
be completed well before regis-
tration. Federal loan applications 
should be submitted to the Finan-
cial Aids Office before vacation. 
Payment in full received well 
in advance of registration will 
enable us to mail the validated 
copy of the bill back to you. 
Bring the validated copy of the 
bill when you return. It will 
greaUy facnttate registration. 
The Treasurer 
Continuous Showings 
The film committee of the Eg-
bert Union .Board is inviting all 
students to take a study break on 
the nights of December 18-21 and 
come watch a flick in the Union 
Recreation Room. 
Eight short flicks v.ill be 
shown a night with refreshments 
following the first four. All ad-
mission and refreshments are 
free, compliments ofthe Union 
Board. 
' Showings will begin at 8 p.m. 
and will include such names as 
Charlie Chaplin, W. C. Fields, 
Laurel and Hardy, Abbott and 
Costello, and Ben Turpin. 
Students may enter and leave 
at any time during the showings. 
The earliest group of prints in 
the exhibition reflect this in-
terest. Done between 1901 and 
1905, they are characterized by 
a tight precision of contour and 
modelling, based on the Central 
European tradition of the 15th 
and 16th centuries, while at the 
samet ime showing the influence 
of Jugendstil. In this group a.re 
the "Virgin in the Tree," "Two 
Men Meet, Each Belie,ring the 
Other of Higher Rank," and "The 
Hero with the Wing." But even 
as early ast his, "the humor," 
James Thrall Soby v.rrites, "that 
steady and brilliant ingredient 
which cololrs Klee's art to its 
end, is his own." 
Childre@9§ Christmas JP>arlty 
Held Sunday With s~rrnta 
Ithaca College, last Sunday 
December 11, played host to ap-
proximately eighty-five children 
from the Ithaca area at a party 
sponsored by the Egbert Union 
Board, in the college recreation 
room. 
The children, ranging in age 
Each child spent his time at 
the party accompanied by an J.C. 
student, playing his big brother 
or sister for the day. 
It is debated whether students 
or children had the better time 
at the party. 
from seven to twelve, were treat- .---------------, 
ed to cartoons, cookies and hot 
chocolate, and a visit from Santa 
Claus. 
Roger Ochs, a former student 
of LC. and Leslie Shreve did a 
Punch and Judy skit followed 
by Sharon Staz, program direc-
tor of the Union, who read 
" 'Twas the Night Before Christ-
mas." 
Marty Nadler played Santa 
banding out gifts, each with the 
child's name on il Clown assist-
ance was afforded by Doug Rud-
man and Bill Little. 
OF SPECIAL INTEREST 
IN THE ITHACAN 
THIS WEEK 
"v 
The Draft II ............•• p. 
Dear Santa .............. p. 
Outside Ithaca ........ p. 
2 
4 
9 
MIAA ........................ p. 12 
Hockey • RIT .............. p. 24 
Studios for television will be 
located on the first floor which 
will function as the central core 
of a possible closed television 
system for the entire campus. 
There will be rooms for film 
change and equipment repair as 
well as a control room. 
On the same floor will be A..\! 
and F.M radio studios, news room, 
record storage and other facili-
ties. 
An audio-visual aid center will 
also be on the f1rst floor, includ-
ing facilities for storing and re-
pairing film, a preview room, 
sound studio for the preparation 
of film and a photographic studio, 
including dark rooms. On this 
floor will be offices for facutly. 
This will be final building in 
Ithaca College's original plan 
for the South Hill campus and 
will permit transfer of the last 
downtown college facility to the 
new campus. 
BULLETIN 
Janos Benedek has been se-
lected to be a member of the U.S. 
Olympic Soccer team according 
to announcement in the Now 
York Times. 
...... 
Third water main break in com-
plex shuts water off for many 
hours last Monday. 
0 0 .. 
The Ithaca Hoopsters lost to 
Cortland in their annual basket-
ball game Tuesday night at Cort-
land. Score 87.g5. 
• • • 
Dorms will reopen on Sunday, 
January 15, at 10 a.m. 
i: 
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A New Approach to 
Draftt Deferments 
that the pamphlet is no money- When the officlals questioned E F d N d d 
maker. "We lose two cents on the woman about her settlement mergency Ufl S ee e 
every pamphlet since we send activities of the previous week-
!!1:~~t ~~t~;~ ~ts~!:! :! s!:i::i:~pf~rf:!t~~ For Italian Paintings 
a lot of our orders come from had gon·e to see "Pon Giovanni" A Committee of Italian scho- the article entitled "U. s. Expert 
by RogeT Rapoport 
urgent cases." at the Stratford, Ontario, drama Jars · headed by Prof. Carlo L. says restoration of Italian Art 
Mail wrote in a recent editorial, Another organization aiding festival. Ragghianti launched an appeal will take 20 years," New York 
The Collegiate Press Service "The granting of political asylum draft dodgers is the Fellowship "Who's 'Don Giovanni'?" asked to save 'the many masterpieces Times, Nov. 16, 1966, p.8). The 
(Last of a two.part.. series) is an accepted principle in all for Reconciliation, a small Chris- one interrogator suspiciously. damaged by the recent floor. All damage has been incalculably 
civilized countries. Canada can- tian pacifist group. The group's Still, the amount of pressure on interested person's can contribute large; but it will become much 
TORONTO-"rve always thought not, decently breach this princi- Canadian National secretary, the draft dodgers and their by sending money as soon as pos- larger if help and contribution, 
a man had an obligation to go ple." Brewster Kneen, says he tore up friends is minimal in Canada. sible to: however. generous, arrive too late. 
fight where his country tells him At the University of Toronto his "draft card into fine pieces The U.S. expatriates point out Gian-Paolo Biasin, Dept. of Ro- Checks should be made payable 
to," says Corporal Ron McIntosh, admissions director E. M.- David- and mailed back to the draft that the absence of a Canadian mance Studies, Goldwin · Smith to Emez,gency Fund for Italian 
a career soldier with the Cana- son says the draft status of board," after moving here from draft gives them far more free- 286 and 278, Cornell u. Art Relief. dian Army. "But it seems to me American applicants is not a Cleveland. dom 
that the United States hasn't giv- factor in admission to the school Kneen says one of the most "Everyone thinks that because Kenneth Evett, Dept. of Art, 304 ------------
en its boys much of an explana- "We admit exclusively on aca- encouraging things about Canada the United States is a democracy," ~~e!:?J, t:e!d Labor 
tion on why they should go to demic and behavioral grounds." to new arirvals is the lack of says one expatriate, "that we are Relations, 286 · Ives, Cornell Viet Nam. So if they want to Davidson has noticed no up- "pressure to ·become Canadian. obliged to follow all its laws. But Pietro Pucci, Dept. of Classics, 
come up here to escape the draft surge of applicants from Ameri- No one makes you take on some that's not true. Simply because Goldwin Smith, 126 Cornell it's fine with me." can men to the school In fact, kind of superficial idealogy. It's the draft law was democratically Robert Wilson, Nuclear Studies, 
Most of official Canada views the number of U.S. male appli- not like America where you passed doesn't mean we should 824 Newtnan Lab., Cornell things the same way. Police, cants has fallen off in recent must do it or get drummed out be prohibited from going against , 
civic, and university administra- months. "But that's probably be- rd much rather bring up my kids it." The purpose is to send money 
tors as well as the press solidly cause the draft is draining off a here than in Cleveland." Gen. Hershey disagrees. "Con- immediately in order to intervene 
endorse the right of U.S. citizens lot of our prospective American Nicohlas Volk, U.S. Vice-Consul greess never took notice of po- when books and pieces of art can 
to avert conscription. U.S. diplo- students," he explains. in Toronto says he is not worried litical reasons for wanting to stay still be saved and restored (see 
matic and military officials are Several Canadian, organizations about the aid Canadian groups out of the Army. You couldn't the article by C. L. Ragghlanti in 
not visibly dismayed by the situ- actively assist expatriates. The are giving American draft dOdg- run a democracy if everyone "Le Stampa," Nov. 9, 1966, and 
ation either. Student Union for Peace Action ers. "It's none of our concern," obeyed the laws he liked and de- ..-------------,i 
"There's no reason to get your with headquarters at 659 Spadina says Volk. "We feel it's a matter fied the ones he didn't. Why you 
blood pressure up when you have St. has become the Welcome for the Canadian government. We couldn't even run a fraternity 
a few hundred draft dodgers Wagon for American draft dodg- are guests here." unless everyone went along with 
amidst 30 million draft regis- ers. It helps new arrivals to settle. Volk saps of draft dodging: majority decisions." 
trants," National Selective Serv- While SUPA leader Tony Hyde "Anything like this naturally en- Still Hershey is not dismayed 
ice Director Lt. Gen. Lewis B. is quick to explain that his organi, courages the Communists, but by the spector of young men 
Hershey said. zation "makes no move to get peo- generally I think the problem is leaving the country to avoid 'the 
''You can't have ·a sawmill pie to some up here," it has pub- overrated." draft. 
without a littie sawdust and these lished an informative 15-cent Nonetheless American officials "This isn't anything new," he 
draft-dodgers are just sawdust. pamphlet called "Coming to have taken active interest in explains. "There's always been 
Besides I don't think they are Canada?" for "Americans con- speclal cases. The Royal Canadian people who've left their country 
much of an asset to the United cemed about the possibility of Mounted Police says it receives to avoid conscription. The history 
States. I've told my Canadian being drafted." five or six inquiries a month books tell us that many of the 
friends that they are welcome to The informative document in- from the Federal Bureau of In- mid-19th century immigrants to 
them." eludes all pertinent informa- vestigation seeking to find Cana- the U.S. were leaving central Eu-
Canada seems happy to oblige. tion on such ,crucial matters as dian citizens who lived or worked ropean countries to ,escape com-
"We don't even think about it," extradition, customs, and lan'.ded in the U.S. and returned to Can- pulsory service. And a lot of 
says a spokesman for the city of immigrant status (a prerequisite ada when they received their them became fine citizens here." 
Toronto in the town's posh new to Canadian citizenship). In es- draft notices. (Canadians who live The Selective Service director 
city hall. "What's the staying? sence it says that coming to in the U.S. are subject to Amerl- contends that American conscrip-
What you don't know don~t hurt Canada poses no major problem can draft laws.) tion "provides the military 
you," he says -whimsically. for the draft dodger who plans And one draft dodger reports strength to protect Canada and 
A spokesman for the Royal ahead. 1 that a woman who had been ac- keep it draft free. As long as Canadian Mounted Police explains Hyde says the pamphlet is "our tively finding homes for the new you've got a big brother around 
that the draft status of U.S. im- fastest selling item at present. American arrivals was recently you don't have to learn how to 
migrants is not a matter of Cana- We get about 50 requests a week visited ,by agents from the Amerl- box." 
man concern. and the number is growing." can Secret Service and the Royal (Rapoport is from the Michigan 
And the Toronto Globe and But he is quick to point out Canadian Mounted Police. Daily.) 
MERRY CHRISTMAS 
ALL AMERICAN 
GIRL OF THE WEEK 
Lois R. Moses 
P.E. '67 
receives 5 gallons of 
gas FREE 
at 
Frank's American 
201 W. Seneca St. 
If Eve 
had a choice .. 
Adam wouldn't have lost par-
adise I A diamond admits ofno 
other temptation-especially a 
diamond *cut by Lazare Kaplan 
& Sons. Only the Master Cut-
ter can release such exquisite 
brilliance and fire. 
*Recogn'ized among gem authori-
ties as the world's finest cut 
diamonds. 
Patten's Jewelers 
306 E. State St. 
FALL VIEW SKI SHOP 
JEVERTHING FOR THE SKIER 
Christmas Special 
$35.00Wood Ski with Petex Base 
$18.00 
Your Shopping Headquarters 
for Every Skier on Y ourr 
Christmas lost. 
Skis 
!Fischer 
Yamah'2 
Arlberg 
Sohler 
326 E. IF ALLS ST. 
AT THIE FOOT OIF 
ITHACA FALLS 
OPEN 9 - 9 MON. - IFRD. 
Ski .AppareO 
SAT. TILL 5 
Parkas 
Hats 
Gloves 
Knickers 
Sweaters 
Socks 
T-Necks 
Ski Pants 
Boots 
Henka 
Tyrol 
Rieker 
l?oDes by Scott 
& Dual Taper 
BINDINGS 
by - Tyrolia, Marker, 
Look Nevada, Miller anc:Q 
Dover 
~ YAMAHA 
EPOKI SKIS 
INTERNATIONAL $79 
ILL-ROUND $99 
HI-FLEX $129 
See this bold new breed of ski 
Complete Rental Shop 
Repair Shop 
Ski Eng. 
Boot Stretcher 
and Edge 
Sharpening 
Run by Slciefs 
For·Slciers 
Ask about 
our 
Stoc:lcing 
Staffers 
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GREEK HIGHLIGHTS 
ALPHA EPSILON RHO 
Alpha Epsilon Rho, the na-
tional Radio-TV fraternity, con-
graduates -its fellow performing 
fraternity, Theta Alpha Phi, the 
national dramatic fraternity, for 
its splendid presentation of "Han-
sel snd Gretel." The fraternity 
performed this sho~ before 2000 
children on Saturday as part of 
the Children's matinee Series 
sponsored by the Ithaca Youth 
Center. 
TAP members showed them-
selves to be especially adept in 
performing for children. The 
audience roared with enthuiasm 
at the antics of .Jeanne Merritt, 
Don Croll, Gibby Brand and' 
Karen , Shanker. The director of 
the play was Henry Mandel, 
which was written by TAP mem-
bers Kathy ·Bishop and Pam 
Wintle. 
AERho also takes pleasure in 
announcing a joint project with 
TAP. Tuesd_ay night, "Dress Re-
hearsal" was heard over WICB 
AM and FM. The show, produced 
by AERho, featured TAP mem-
bers who are staring in "The 
Holly and the Ivy." Those partici-
pating were AERho's Steve 
Schiffman and Fred Eisenthal. 
The TAP Members were .Jeanne 
Merritt, Sal Mistretta, David 
Burrow and :Mary McLain. This 
is the first of several projects 
that kERho and TAP will be 
working on together. 
AERho is finishing the first 
semester with a Chrit;tmas party, 
open w members only. The 
semester has been profitable, and 
AERho is looking forward to 
some new and exciting ideas. 
ship, Mu Phi hopes to be able to 
start its Music Therapy program 
as soon as possible. The sisters 
are presently collecting old sheet 
music to be sent to the Philip-
pines as part of the National 
"Music to the Philippines" pro-
ject. 
PHI DELTA Pl 
Phi Delt wishes a Merry Christ-
mas and a Happy Chanukah to 
all! 
Congratulations to the fall 
pledges on becoming sisters. On 
Sunday, December 4th, we held 
our Formal Initiation at which 
time eight girls were inducted as 
members: Toni Beers, Kathy Mat-
teson, Judy Hamilton, Jacki Goss, 
Karen Steele, .Jan Robinson, Gin-
nie Willetts, and Mary Anne Wal-
kup. To celebrate this occasion, 
we held a party at the Chanti-
cleer on December 9tli. It was 
very successful and a perfect 
ending to the grueling pledge 
period. 
Our work project at the Im· 
maculate Conception this semes-
ter was extremely rewarding and 
successful. It will continue again 
after the vacation until May. 
Several of our sisters partici-
pated in the W.A.A. Holiday 
Show, held on November 30th. 
The hostesses were Patricia Karas 
and Lois Katz. The modern danc-
ers included Pat Karas, Lynn 
Ryan, Jan Shirreffs, Helen Saun-
ders, Andi Lown, Marsha Co-
hen, Connie Bartolotti, Marilyn 
Smith. Lynn Faurie, Mary Jo Juli· 
ano, and Judy Betts participated 
in a tap dance routine. Finally, 
two Phi Delts, Dee Riley and 
Judy Betts were in the synchro-
DEL TA PHI ZETA nized swim show. 
Pledging' is over! Congratula- We would like to wish the best 
tions to our new sisters: Linda of luck to those girls going prac-
Ahart, Nancy Cole, Gwen Frut- tice teaching third block: Jan 
chey, Lucia Montford, Mary Ann Shirreffs, Lynn Ryan, Pat K8;85, 
Salamanhas Jo Lynn Siebert, Marsha Cohen, and Manlyn 
Sue Schildw~ter, and Barb Wer- Smith. 
ner. Have a wonderful vacation! 
Last Saturday the annual 
Christmas party was held at the 
Groton Rod and Gun Club. To 
start the evening and the holiday 
spirits, the tree was decorated 
and a buffet dinner was served 
at the house for the sisters and 
their dates. At the lodge, we 
danced to the music of the 
Flames. 
We would like to congratulate 
Betty Hoerner and Nancy Slater 
for being elected to Who's Who 
In American Colleges and Uni-
versities. G<iod lack goes to .Janet 
Armstrong, Linda Corrin,-Connie 
Grey, Sharon Lowry and Lois 
Moses who will be practice teach-
ing third block. 
Good luck on finals and have 
a happy and safe vacation. 
GAMMA DELTA Pl 
Gamma Delta Pi, local social 
service sorority, initiated its new 
sisters on Sunday, December 4. 
They are: Chris Bennett, Allee 
Cohen, Jackie Finch, Judy Gould, 
Marsha Housman, Carol Jenove, 
Gail McCarthy, Carol Ann Ru~ 
Helene Schumer, Mary Sue 
Tauss, Susan Treitak, and Mary 
Washburn. 
An initiation dinner at the 
, Stone House followed the formal 
ceremony. Congratulations to all 
new sisters! 
PHI EPSILON KAPPA 
On Sunday, Dec. 4, the brothers 
of Phi Epsilon Kappa elected the 
following new offiecrs for the 
coming year. 
President - Peter Anderson, 
1968; Vice President - .John 
Slocum, 1968; Secretary - Frank 
Annis, 1969; Treasurer - Bob 
Bluett, 1969; Sargeant at Arms 
- Art Marangi, 1968; House 
President - Bill Smith, 1968; 
Historian - Dave Greenberg, 
1968; Social Chairman - .Jon 
Robbins, 1968; Guide - Dennis 
"Putt" Moore, 1968. 
We would like to congratulate 
the brothers on their election to 
office. 
On Sunday, December 4, Coach 
Dennis "Putt" Moore's Immacu-
late Conception basketball team 
defeated St. Bernard's of Auburn 
at Auburn by a score of 14-9. The 
brothers congratulate Coach 
Moore in his winning debut as a 
basketball coach. 
PHI MU ALPHA 
Sunday, December 4 saw the 
initiation of the fall pledge class, 
a group of six. New brothers are 
Gregory Trone, Alan Kenfield, 
Roger Kingsland, Donald Zegnl, 
Donald Robertson and S. Boyer 
Peth. At the same iniation cere-
mony, two faculty members were 
given chapter honorary member-
MU PHI EPSILON ship. They were Dr. Sames Ode 
The sisters of Mu Phi Epsilon and Gregg Smith. 
held their formal initiation at the ·Dr. Ode did his undergraduate 
house on Sunday, December 4. work at Augustans College in 
Preceding the ceremony, the South Dakota and received his 
pledges gave a recital for thet master and doctoral degrees from 
sisters and presented them with the Eastman School of Music in 
a large paddle for the house. The_ Rochester. He has been Ass't 
new initiates include: Gretchen professor of :Music and instructor 
Bennett, clarinet; Joanne Cromp- in trumpet at the college since 
ton, voice; Terry Gatto, string 1965. Dr. Ode resides with his 
bass; Susan Jones, piano; Ro- family on Coddington Road in 
bcrta :Recchia, cello; Marjorie Ithaca. 
Rooke, voice; Barbara Scott, Mr. Smith· did his undergrad-
clnrinet• Jacqueline Scott, voice; uate and graduate work at 
and Mi:rgaret Weidbusch, clar- UCLA. He is best known for his 
inet. Following the initiation the work with his professional group; 
sisters and new members adjourn- The Gregg Smith Singers and 
ed to the Normandie for dinner. more recently for his associations 
With the increase in member- with Igor Stravinsky. Mr. Smith 
is an Associate Professor of 
Music and is head of the vocal 
Department in the School of 
Music. He, and his family reside 
on Bostwick Road in Ithaca. 
The brothers of Phi Mu Alpha 
would like to extend their Seasons 
Greetings to the students, faculty 
and staff of Ithaca College. 
Pl LAMBDA CHI 
Pi Lambda Chi had its initia-
tion last Tuesday. The new 
brothers who were welcomed into 
fraternity were James Charles 
Ryan, Robert M. Richardson, 
Charles Edward Kelly, Donald 
Peter Trabold and John .Jay 
Swainbank Ill. ,. 
In a special ceremony last Sun-
day, the brothers of Pi Lambda 
CM conferred the title of Honor-
ary Brother upon Mr. Bruce Mor-
row. Mr. Morrow is, of course, 
the radio announced from New 
York City and is better known 
as "Cousin Brucie." President 
Rick DeFuria presented him with 
a Pi Lam paddle, shovel, and 
certificate of memberShip into 
the fraternity. Mr. Morrow spent 
the morning entertaining the 
brotherhood with his wit and per-
sonality. After the ceremony, 
cake and coffee were served to 
all giving the brothers a chance 
to talk informally with their 
newest brother. 
Pl DELTA PHI 
Pledging-It's over! Now the 
problem is what to do with all 
the new free time, and I'm sure 
the new members will be able to 
adjust! December 2 was the mem-
orable night and on December 4 
formal initiation and marked the 
beginning of many wonderful 
times together. The following 
physical therapy majors are now 
a part of Pi Theta Phi: Marion 
Allen, Bev Anderson, Melody 
Clark, Lois Feit, lea Ochoa, Steve 
Olson, and Bob Orendorf. 
On December 7, a film designed" 
for those interested in rehabili-
tation was presented, entitled 
"Orientation to Occupational 
Therapy." More films arc being 
scheduled for next semester, aisa'. 
Saturday, December 10, marks 
the 70th Anniversary of Pi Theta 
Phi, Alpha chapter, professional 
physical therapy fraternity. A 
gala affair is planned and all 
alumni have been invited. 
SIGMA ALPHA ETA 
Sigma Alpha Eta, National 
professional speech correction 
fraternity, will hold its annual 
Christmas Party for clinic chil-
dren on Sunday, December 11, at 
hvo o'clock in the Rec Room of 
Egbert Union. 
The fall induction of Key and 
associate members will be held 
on Tuesday, December 1:J_ Time\ 
and place will be posted on the 
clinic bulletin board. i 
SIGMA ALPHA NU 
As the semester ends, the 
brothers recall the many events 
that occurred during the preced· 
ing three months_ Our dance in 
November was quite successful 
and was enjoyed by all. Another 
dance is being planned for March 
and will exceed all previous 
dances. Elaborate plans are being 
made now for it. 
Next semester will see a whirl-
wind of social activities for the 
brothers, topped by Spring Week· 
end, which will surpass all others. 
Pledging is a much more active I 
part of the Spring semester and 
new and different activities are 
planned to be included in the new 
pledge program. 
After three months of waiting 
we are now settled in our new 
fraternity house, all the brothers 
are now living there, and it seems, 
several workmen who just seem 
never to leave. When the house 
is completely finished, we plan 
to hold a house opening. 
Congratulations to brother Fred 
Lasky upon being elected to 
Who's Who in American Colleges 
and Universities. 
On behalf of all the brothers, 
seasons greetings and a very 
happy new year to all. 
WIE PIRINV-
invitations 
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How much do over 
50 leading Rochester 
companies want you? 
!Enough to join together 11:o unterview you at the _ 
!Rochester Chamber of Commerce December 28 and! 292 
Think of it! All the largest companies plus many 
fast-growing smaller ones will be there. Over 
50 industrial and commercial firms gathered 
in one spot to interview you! To tell you about 
the unequaled opportunity that is yours in the 
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• Sales • Secretarial Science 
• TechDology. __ and many other'.' 
(Your College Officer in charge of Student 
Placement has a supply of Brochures describ-
i'1q Project Opportunity.) 
Exciting careers with exciting futures. Look 
over the list below. Then decide which you 
would like to discuss with representatives of 
these companies in 15 to 20 minute interviews_ 
Any Junior, Senior or candidate for an c -
--,need or associate degree is eligib'e. 
R~grster NOW! 
Fill in coupon below and mail to: Project 
Opportunity, Rochester Chamber of Com-
merce, 55 St. Paul St., Rochester, N. Y. 14604 
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!bits & pieces 
The Ithacan by Susan Lenox Did you know that the Play-
mat.e of the Month visited TH V .. 
that the neuro exam was a 
Comedy of Errors . -. . that EUB 
has Films for Finals . • . that it 
went from O to 60 degrees in 4 
days . . . that the new cafeteria 
will open next semester . . . that 
the new Editor bas to be approved 
by Student Congress ... ·that 
there was a misunderstanding be-
tween the Greeks and the Cayu-
gan . . . that Little Fairies are 
back . . . that there is a new 
drama critic ... that is Whatever 
Happened to King Lear? . . . that 
the IC Forensic Society is host-
ing a meet . . . that Rothschild's 
was once an opera house . . . 
that Kappa quoted H.D .... that 
Jack Bromley wants to see bis 
name in print . . . that Cousin 
Brucie named the Low:er Lecture 
Hall Fetal Pig Hall ... that Den-
nis, Bill, Greg and Al of Upsilon 
Beta Sigma were 'here _ .. that 
there are many extra classes be-
ing held this week ... that rumor 
has it that faculty member's sec-
retary called the men in the 
white coats . . . that the entire 
Pub sang "Silent Night"- last Fri-
day ... that the fire alarm system 
is not connected on Dorm 18 ... 
that it's Baron and Son for adver-
tising and public relations . . . 
that the Ithacan staff wishes ev-
eryone a happy and safe holiday. 
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After four years of workin?; on The Ithacan, 
culminating with my editorship, I have met 
some fine people who have contributed their 
1 time, effort, and knowledge to this paper; I 
have been fortunate to have their assistance 
throughout these years. 
Notably this last year, the paper has bene-
fited remarkably by the efforts of three people. 
The Managing Editor, Jeff Falkner, has proved 
himself more than capable of meeting four 
deadlines each week for many weeks, so that 
The Ithacan never missed its publication date. 
With a working knowledge of newspaper make.-
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style, and journalistic quality of this paper. 
Lois Moses, the Advertising Manager, has 
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Through her drive and efficient staff, The /th,.. 
a.can has increased its advertising to the point 
that we are 50 percent self-supporting .. The 
downtown merchants are more aware of Ith-
aca College in this aspect. We thank them for 
their contributions and generosity throughout 
the spring of last year and especially this fall. 
A newcomer to the staff in the position of 
Sports Editor is Alex Block. He has done the 
best job of any Sports Editor that I can re-
member. Alex used to write feature stories for 
the paper; he came back as Sports Editor and 
in just a few short weeks has improved the 
styl~, content, coverage, and length of the 
stones. 
John Mason Potter, director of Public In-
formation and advisor to The Ithacan has been 
an aid during the past two years, for he has 
patiently trained each newcoming staff and 
has made some fine suggestions to refine our 
meager journalistic techniques. 
The Deans of the College have been helpful 
in that they have rarely agreed with us when 
it came to editorials; however, the conflict of 
interests was valuable in that the students 
were able to learn how the deans were think-
mg.__ 
The faculty have been of valuable assistance 
due to their many discussions and suggestions 
for improvement and wider coverage. Their 
personal discussions with other students out-
side The Ithacan staff have, many times, pro-
vided a necessary spark for further student 
participation. 
as I held the press for a last minute story or 
ripped apart pages. Without them, The Ith-
acan would never have survived. 
And I owe special thanks to two people who 
have ~tood by me throughout these four years 
-dunng the good and the bad. This couple 
has watched patiently as my grades have 
dropped considerably and my health has been 
errati~. Without their suggestions, kind and 
soothing words, my endurance at this difficult 
b~t exc1tinp; field wo~ld have been at a pre-
mmm. Their sympathies have helped me main-
t_ain my stability during those weekly dead-
lme pressures. My most humble and sincere 
thanks to my parents. 
Preface 
Student Gov't. 
This Week 
Executive Committee 
We discussed job availability 
and also centralization of job 
application forms. Again the 
question of Narcotics was brought 
up, and what should be done con-
cerning Narcotics sellers on Cam-
pus if they are found. Should 
to the Federal Narcotics Bureau 
While I could have written a Preface many these individuals be turned over 
years ago, I did not think that I would have ·or should the school assume the 
to explain the philosophy of a student college complete burden for any such in-
~aper. Perhaps the following thoughts and be- ~viduals? Since selling Narcotics 
hefs are late, but I would like to see them 1s a Federal offense then there 
following in the next serial of The Ithacan. is no solution but to turn any into 
The editor of any student newspaper is in the Federal Authorities who is 
a precarious position, for he will be told many found possessing or selling Nar-
interesting bits of information "off the rec- colics. 
ord" so that he may better understand the 
Student Congress "administration" and m·ay better direct a gen-eral policy. He is, however, a student and at 
t~is college a representative, the representa- TREAS. REPORT 
tive of over 3000 students, all of whom will at 
one time or another have some legitimate com-
plaint which must be recorded in the annals 
of our college history. An editor cannot be1 a 
one man rule-nor can he kowtow to either ex-
treme in his function. 
Robert Baker presented the 
Treasurer's Report stating that 
we have $1,300.68 in the Treasury 
at the present time. 
There have been times throughout the na- I.F.C. 
tion's history that the purpose of a student There was no 1.F.C. Rep. again 
newspaper is questioned by the administration, this week, and due to his 3 un-
perhaps the faculty-but this is a rarity. The excused absenses the I.F.C. repre-
only real purpose of a student newspaper is to sentative to Congress is no longer 
criticize - especially the administration. Not a member (?f Congress. 
that all administrations are bad, evil, or ugly; 
but this is one way that the paper can repre- W.G.B. 
sent the thoughts of all students in a healthy W.G.B. wants to have a Student 
way; it does avoid riots. The student news- Government Weeek where by the 
paper is not supopsed to be a literary maga- Student Body can get to know 
zine nor a photo review. The paper is there the members of the Executive 
to respond to the needs of its constituents-- Committee, W.G.B., M.G.B. and 
all the'students. Obviously, we, as many other Student Court. This suggestion 
papers, have failed in some respects. But the will be discussed further at Ex-
b_ig thing is to try-try to pry out inform a- ecutiv:e Committee · for possible 
t10n, try to get to the bottom of every issue, adoption next semester. 
never to take an answer for the absolute. In 
other words, to represent the paying customers ATHLETIC COUNCIL 
FROM THE MAILROOM 
by Steve Schiffman 
. It had snowed the night before. On the park benches sat 
flakes of snow where old men used to sit, and watch the world. 
The trees, naked of leaves, were covered with a coat of snow. 
There was a cold, persistent wind blowing. Small snow flakes 
beginning to fall, were caught in the wind and never quite landed. 
The sun wasn't shining, and the brick buildings seemed to fade 
into the dark sky. Someone had cleared the sidewalks, and their 
paths made a weird ·patchwork in the white, very_white, ground. 
Six men hurriedly came out of the large building on the 
comer. Obviously aware of the cold, they walked rather quickly. 
The seventh man, to whom the cold didn't matter, took his 
time. The s!x men placed the burden they were . carrying, the 
cofjin of the seventh, in the waiting station wagon-like hearse. 
Slamming the back door of the vehicle, they moved to the 
warmth of their own car. The funeral procession moved out, 
lead by a gead man. 
The two cars traveled slowly along the wet roads. The snow 
fall increased. As the windshield wipers cleared the snow away, 
the six could see the coffin ahead of them. Each man thought of 
the day when he would be the leader of the parade. It was an 
obligation that each would, someday, fulfill. 
The autos arrived at the cemetery. The brakes were applied, 
the cars stopped, and the six men left their seats, and walked 
over to the hole which had been dug in the ground. Ironically, in 
order to return to the earth, blow torches had to be used to 
soften the frozen ground. The· coffin was lower~d, slowly, until 
it finally rested at the bottom. The falling snow had covered 
its top, and that too would be buried forever. 
The seven, minus one, returned to their cars, and drove 
away. In 12 eyes that moment a small tear appeared. These 
men had felt pain that day. · 
At the same time, but very far away, a tear formed in an-
other set of eyes. A young woman lay quietly, after having 
given birth - she had felt pain that day. 
BOOK REVIEW 
The Poetry of Lawrence Durrell ranges in scope from son-
nets to humorous bits of delight, each as effective as the other. 
Durrell captures in vivid imagery and unique, enrapturing ana-
logues what may be the very essenc!! of life. This is perhaps 
what one should stress most when speaking of Mr. Durrell for 
this is one of the points that makes reading his poetry such a 
pleasure. 
Durrell's presentation is such that the reader does not get 
bogged down by only one subject but his mind is constantly 
made to wander with the poet amongst the . depths of reflec-
tion and expression. 
The author draws his analogues from all aspects of civili-
zation, proving himself a most well-versed writer. He takes us 
from Biblical times to Greece to a cool Jake and back again. 
The reader cannot help responding to Durrell's style for he ex-
presses "sense" feelings as well as subtle emotional ones. 
. 0 0 0 
The Poetry of Lawrence Durrell, published by E. P. Dutton 
E!f Co., Inc., in 1962, is available in the Ithaca College Union 
Bookstore. 
0 0 
Dear Santa, 
Please give us Dr. Harcourt's 
last lecture on King Lear. 
Signed. 
Some Interested Students 
Dear Santa, 
Please send us some books for 
our library. Our shelves look 
empty. 
Signed, 
Some Bibliophiles 
Dear Santa, 
Please send us a semester with 
the pressure spread out--like the 
good old days when students 
weren't expected to -hand in pap-
ers and have finals the same 
week. It's easier on us also. 
Signed, 
Some Dying Professors 
• 
Dear Santa, 
Please renumber Union rooms 
1 and 5; there's no rooms 2, 3 and 
4. . 
Signed, 
~ Confused Janitor 
Dear Santa, 
Please don't let them change 
the architecture in the lower lec-
ture halls. It's restful on the eyes. 
Signed, 
Some Students Who .Aie 
Doing Very Well 
Dear Santa, 
Please give us some book-
shelves for our offices. 
Signed, 
Some Erudite Professors 
Dear Santa, 
There have been so many students who have 
worked on The Ithacan during these past four 
years that I find it impossible to list them 
all. To them, my thanks. 
Dr. Dillingham has been my publisher for 
all my college years. I have also found him to 
be agreeable to listen to students, to offer sug-
gestions, and to criticize and explain the atti-
tude of the "administration." He has won my 
of the institution of higher learning in the best Robert Baker, the newly ap-
way any paper can pointed representative to the Ath- Dear Santa, 
The Ithacan is not as presented in the Blue letic Council, presented a report Please make it snow orange for 
Please paint all the bricks the 
same color. 
'admiration in that he is for the students; this 
· attitude might not be known throughout the 
,campus due'to the fact that his policies and 
ideas often times become misconstrued on 
Jower official levels. I thank him personally for 
his kindness and in general for his indulgent 
attitude towards the student body. He com-
pletely understands that a student newspaper 
is for the students. 
There have been many times when The Ith,.. 
a.can could not have gotten off the ground 
without the workmanship and patience given 
to me and to The Ithacan for four years; 
the people who have made the job more easy 
· are those who work at Norton Printing Com-
pany. They have proofed our copy, set late 
type, found many mistakes and found lost 
· cuts; most especially they have been patient 
and Gold---that of a paper for the administra- from Coach Lyons. The problem Christmas. 
tion and faculty; The Ithacan is published by o £the cutback in football grant-
and for the students of Ithaca College. Yes, in-aid was brought up and dis-
students may be obstreperous at times; that's cussed by Congress. Because ot 
what makes us lovable. We are supopsed to re- the lack of information concern-
spond negatively to most things. A ne~ative ing this problem, Dean Noun will 
reaction generally induces clearer thmking represent Congress in the discus-
than could blinding faith shot out of the sky. sion at Athletic Coun~il this week. 
Signed, 
A Loving Husband 
A paper is supopsed to think and make, or 
Dear Santa, 
Please send us some edible 
cafeteria food. It's expensive eat-
ing out every night. 
Signed, 
Poverty Struck Students 
help, or go along with, student thinking. The NEW BUSINl!SS 
college paper is the main tool which can main- Several questifu were brought Dear Santa, 
tain the status quo or demand change. The up concerning the problem of the 1:~e:e keep the food as lousy 
paper is the spokesman for all thinking that changed calendar and what effect as 1 • 
can or will affect the underclassmen. this has had on the Students and 
The college paper--one of the most bene- Faculty. We also discussed why 
Signed, 
Some Prosperous 
Restaurant Owners 
Signed, 
A Cross-Eyed .Student 
Dear Santa, 
Please make the toilet pro-
cedure more reasonable. 
Signed, 
The GRE Smokers 
Dear Santa, 
Please give· us some more of 
those fold-out maps. 
Dear Santa, 
Signed, 
TH-V 
Please d'ln't let the perverbial 
hit the perverbial 
Signed, . 
PROGressive 
ficial and yet most undercut elements of un- Student Congress is no longer 
dergraduate life. A fine sword, and branch too. affiliated with any National Stu- Dear Santa, 
But, it must maintain its own; it must hang dent Congress Association. Both Make -the professors keep up Dear Santa, 
on. The college paper is for students. It must of these questions will be dis- the good work. Humbug I I I 
remain so; it is perhaps one of the most pre- cussed and looked into by the Ex- Signed, 
cious things we've got here. . ecutive· Conunlttee. Your.local Draft Board 
Signed, 
-Virginia -
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ClBII phaethon "Horo Uon Ph11othon wh:'drovo his r:O: 
car; though ho tD.l.lcd greatly, yot ho ven-
tured more. -Ovtd 
Title: THE GREMLIN AND BILLY DONNELLY 
Deep within the soul of every man, with eyes peerinf!; out 
of. the darkness_, thc_re lurks a gremli!1. At one time or another 
this creat~re_ ~ill seize control, wrestmf!; the power of the mind 
from !he md1v1dual. Man then ceases to be his own master. The 
gremlm takes over. It may happen only once. Yet from that 
ti~e. on m_an live_s in c~?stant fear, of the strange creature from 
w1thm wh1c~ whispers Go, baby! ' What follows was my first 
encounter with the beast. 
I ambled along my daily path to school. It had a different 
feel. My years of waiting were over. Ever since I could remem-
ber there had been the Big Kids. They lived in a world of their 
own, a mythical, godlike world, an Olympus far above that of 
me and my peers. But today -was to be my first day in fifth 
grade. I had finally arrived. I was a Big Kid. 
The !?!aground loomed into view. Scampering around the 
blacktop like ants was the rest of the school, a sad collection of 
Little Kids. But, in a far corner I spotted Billy Donnelly a 
sixth grader, one of the big, Big Kids. Billy was a true lead~r. 
It was he who first brought the pictures of naked girls to 
school. Only he had a pearl handled pen knife with six blades-
a true m~rk of greatness. There had always been an inpcnetrat-
able barrier between us. But that was all past. I was in now. I 
was a fifth grader. 
So I sauntered towards him. As usual he was surrounded by 
his discipl~s. People like Billy Donnelly are always followed by 
a short pimply-faced entourage. These are the first to cheer 
when their leader is winning the fight and the first to run 
when the teacher appears. I reached the group and reminded 
myself of ~y new status. But appearances are deceivinf!;. I 
loo~ed no d1f_ferent than when I had left school the previous 
spnng. I decided that I must make a move to achieve ·the 
recognition and respect due me as a Big Kid. 
My presence, however, was being ignored. The situation 
rapidly worsened as Billy displayed his latest "art" portfolio. 
I racked my brain for an idea. It hit me. Yet I hesitated to 
pursue my plan, knowing that my moral sense might never 
recover. 
It was then that I first heard that hoarse whisper echo 
up from the dark receses of my soul. "Go ahead," it rasped, 
"You c~n't lose." It took hold of me. I was no longer myself. 
As the lfrevocable words rolled off my tongue I felt a headi-
ness, a sensation not unlike a stiff drink on an empty stomach. 
"Damn it," I heard myself saying, "It's hot as hell." 
Ears perked and eyes widened. Words like that were not 
unknown to me. My father had often used such expletives. But 
until now they had always been part of a forbidden language. 
Billy was impressed. Yet how could I have done what I did? 
Almost at once I was myself again, but I was not the same. 
I now knew. 
Deep within the soul of every man, with eyes peering out 
of the darkness, there lurks a grepilin. 
Jeffrey Bruce Sedwin 
Bundle (bundled, bundling). To occupy the same bed with-
out undressin_g;-said of a man and woman, especially during 
courtship.-(Webster's Collegiate Dictionary et al). 
THE POETS WRITE ABOUT BUNDLING .•. 
There is hardly a subject under the sun that poets do not 
touch with their hand. Preserved in old almanacs and some books 
on the subject, we find occasional selections on bundling. Some 
of them are quite entertianing, as for instance: 
A NEW SONG IN FAVOR OF COURTING 
Adam at first was formed of 
dust, 
As we find record; 
And did receive a wife call'd 
Eve, 
By a creative word. 
From Adam's side a crooked 
bride, 
We find complete in form; 
Ordained that they in bed 
might lay 
And keep each other warm. 
To court indeed they had no 
need, 
She was his wife at first, 
And she was made to be his aid, 
Whose origin was dust. 
This new made pair full happy 
were, 
And happy might remained, 
If his help meet had never 
eat 
The fruit that was 
restrained. 
Tho Adam's wife destroyed 
his life 
In manner that is awful!; 
Yet marriage now we all allow 
(To) Be both just and 
lawfull. 
And now a days there is two 
ways, 
Which of the two is right 
To lie between sheets sweet and clean 
Or sit up all the night. 
MOVHE REVDIEW 
by Richard Gerdau 
Dur:ing the pandemonium of onrushing finals ( weren't 
things a lot easier on the old schedule?) there may not be much 
time for the movies. However, for those who enjoy a study break 
with the screen, E.U.B. is providing a final-week series of old-
time comedies; featuring, Laurel and Hardy, The Three Stooges, 
etc. Over our last busy weekend in the heart of the Finger Lakes, 
only one of the downtown theaters is offering any temptation. 
The Ithaca Theater is screening a delightful double-feature, 
Harper, and The Great Race. They are a perfect duo for relax-
ing viewing. Harper is a return to the old-fashion detective story, 
whose hero sweats and blunders like any human being. Its 
charm is in the fact that Paul Newman as Lew Harper, is the 
kind of private investigator who is unspoiled by modern gadgets. 
He carries nothing fancier than a 45. Lew is hired hy wealthy 
Lauren Bacall to find her missing husband. On the search, he 
uncovers many a ne'er-do-well, and a plot more complicated 
than he expected. Other members of the cast include: Julie 
Harris, Shelley Winters, Pamela Tiffin, and Robert \Vebbcr. 
They all do quite well with Harper's interesting script. It's a 
treat to see Bogartish humanism back in a sleuth story. 
The Great Race involves Jack Lemmon, Tony Curtis, Peter 
Falk, and Natalie Wood in an international auto race at the 
turn of the century. Veteran comedy director Blake Edwards 
(The Pinli Panther, A Shot in the Dark) gives over two hours 
of belly-laughs for the slapstick fan, and quite a few snickers for 
those who don't appreciate a good pie in the face. The Great 
Race ( especially when dealing with Jack Lemmon as Professor 
Fate and Peter Falk as his assistant) is loud, colorful, and very 
entertaining, for most of its two hours. However, too much of 
a good thing ruins its value. At least twenty minutes of un-
necessary material makes The Great Race merely a good one. 
The Strand offers The Christ1nas That Almost Wasn't, a 
children's show directed by and starring Rossano Brazzi. The 
Temple is screening Love and Af arriage, an unheard of Italian, 
four-part sex comedy. 
Alvarez Kelly with William Holden, Richard Widmark and 
Patrick O'Neal deals with a lot of cattle. I suppose it's trite to 
say its just bull, but the style fits the subject. 
William Holden ( who once-upon-a-time made good movies) 
plays the title role. He is a cattleman who drives a herd to the 
hungry Union Army during the Civil Wa~. Just after his profit-
able deal is completed, he is captured by the Confederates and 
forced to help them steal the cows from the Union. Richard 
Widmark leads the rebel band. You can tell Holden is the good 
guy because he says things like, "You can joke about God, and 
you can joke about me, but don't joke about my father." From 
the moment you see 'Widmark complete with black eye patch, 
and facial scar, you ~et a pretty good idea that he's supposed 
to be the bad guy. I• rom the instant he opens his mouth, you 
know he's acting in the sort of material he deserves. Holden, 
a!ld O'Neal however, rate better, but only O'Neal makes it ob-
vious. 
The script is an amazing amount of cliches and nothinp;-
ness. The music never quite fits what is going on. The photogra-
phy is of the cheapest quality, and director Edward Dymytrik 
(The Carpetbaggers) seems not to have cared. When Holden 
gets a finger shot off, he is allowed to look as if he stubbed a 
toe. Near the end he suffers; getting shot, being blown off a 
bridge, getting hit on the head with a log; and comes out of it 
all looking as though he was just getting up' from a good night's 
sleep. The exiting audience looks the same. Alvarez Kelly is at 
the State, you shouldn't be. 
But some suppose bundling in clothes 
The good and wise doth vex; 
Then let me know which 
way to go 
To court the fairer sex. 
Wheter they must be hug'd 
and bus'd 
When setting up all night; 
Or wheter (they) in bed 
may lay, 
Which doth reason invite? 
Nature's request is, give me 
rest, 
Our bodines seek repose; 
Nig_ht is the time, and tis no crime 
To bundle in our cloathes. 
Since in a bed, a man and maid 
May bundle and be chaste; 
It doth no good to burn up wood; 
It is a needless waste. 
Let coat and shift be turned adrift, 
And breeches take their flight, 
An honest man and virgin can 
Lie quiet all the night. 
But if there be dishonesty 
Implanted in the mind, 
Breeches nor smocks, not 
scarce padlocks 
The rage of lust can bind. 
Cate, Nance, and Gue proved 
just and true, 
Tho bundling did practise; 
But Ruth beguil'd and proved 
with child 
Who bundling did despise. 
(Continued on po.go 11) 
Drama Review 
'flhie !Hlo~Oy (Clirod 1rlhie Dvy 
This year, the Ithaca College Drama and Speech Depart-
ment has selected THE HOLLY AND Tl-IE IVY as its Christ-
mas presentation. The play, written by \Vynyard Browne, is 
from the London stage where in 1950 1t was acclaimed a play 
of the year. 
THE HOLLY AND THE IVY is a domestic play about a 
Norfolk vicarage. The occasion is the vicar's family-gatherinf. 
on Christmas Eve. Herc, in a modest living room in a smal , 
Norfolk town we arc given the opportunity to see and listen to 
the assorted characters that make up this family. Yet, very soon 
it becomes evident that this family isn't a conglomeration of 
disinterested personap;es thrown together for stap;e effect; it is 
a unity, a complex that is a union of related parts. The parson's 
children have gro\vn up with the belief that a man who has 
chosen to be ordained must be treated with "politeness." The 
sharper truths must be concealed. "Life with Father,'' when 
father is a clergyman, means keeping it from fatncr; and, at 
this Christmas reunion there pervades in the atmosphere en-
veloping these people the sense that there is something "askew" 
which only father can set straight. However, the discovery of 
what has been disturbinp; the household is based upon the knowl-
edge of just such sharp truths. In a most dramatic third act 
the priest and his children reach an understanding-an under-
standing of the real, profound truth. The vicar has been under-
estimated. He is just like any other human being-, only more 
sensitive and more pensive. This Christmas is trulv "l\1artin's 
queer time of year" when they all get to know - each other 
better. 
However, the presentation of such a theme could be deadly 
m1less the characterization is first-rate, giving- the touch of ani-
mation and vitality that \Vynyard Browne intended. First-rate 
It JS. 
Jeanne E. Merritt, as Jenny the stay-at-home daup;hter, 
~ives a fine performance. She portrays the dedicated, unselfish 
individual who would sacrifice her own happiness so as not to 
destroy that of others. She is the good, almost too good, person 
whose generosity of self may almost be a fault. Yet, we are en-
deared to her for although she would give up her lover for the 
sake of her father; it seems as though she could hardly have 
done otherwise. 
David C. Barrow ag-ain shows his skill as an actor in the 
person of the Reverend Martin Gregory. The aging- parish priest 
has an amiability and integrity about him that endear him to 
those he knows. The problem with Gregory is· that he is too 
near-sighted to the affairs of his household. 
This myopia is cured, ho\vever, by his son l'v1ick. The priest 
is enlightened about the pretenses that have been made by his 
children. The young soldier, as played by Kevin Cotter, is as 
natural as spring and, despite several Jig-ht-headed actions, shows 
a mature tenderness and understanding. 
Now we come to the most delightful characters of the play, 
and they are played to perfection. The two elderly aunts are 
truly a treat. Lynda Sales as Aunt Bridget /:'iives a consummate 
performance. Impossibly forthright, the Insh spinster is the 
epitome of the harrowing termagant. But, the artistry of Browne 
and the performance by Miss Sales leaves Aunt Bridget far from 
despicable; she remains a pathetic creature after our laughter 
has dissipated. 
Cynthia Judd as Aunt Lydia was ,equally commendable. 
The too considerate, too accommodating aunt who behaves as 
an exiled Grand Duchess is a delightful foil to her companion. 
However, Miss Judd did look a bit youthful for a woman at least 
in her late fifties. Perhaps it's the eternal youthfulness of her 
nature. In any case, the duly portrayed "perspicacious" aunt 
mitigates the discordant undercurrent present in the play. 
Also, Sal Mistretta, Mary McLain, and Robert Riggs gave 
fine supporting characterizations. Mr. Mistretta as the Scottish 
engineer is a dashing, virile, impetuous man who adds a fair 
amount of color and vitality to the scene; Miss McLain gives a 
fine impression of the subtle, one esde sister who is nerve-racked 
by her unpleasant experience Mr. Riggs as the favorite uncle 
completes the picture of a big, warm, generous man. 
The staging, thus, by Robert Bardwell must be compliment-
ed. For his direction of scenery, Peter M. Forward must be said 
to have made an achievement. The stage seems to come alive 
and we can actually believe that the various doors lead to the 
dining room, the study, and the hall. We also feel that if we walk 
out the door we will meet with a snowy, provincial English town. 
By the way, Aunt Bridget's costume is superb. 
Truly, to see THE HOLLY AND THE IVY makes for a 
pleasant evening. 
-Barbara Batinkoff 
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The lthocan will print all letters from Ithaca College students, 
faculty, and administration providing th.at they are signed. Although 
at times we may print letters from other sources, we do not make 
this our practice. 
The Ithacan respects our readers' opinions and will allow space 
for all to express their opinions provided that they are not libelous, 
slanderous, or directly injurious to a person's or institution's reputa-
tion and/or character. 
All letters become the property of the Ithacan, and we reserve 
the right to refuse to publish letters submitted to us. 
Physical Therapy 
Dear Editor, 
Eighteen credits and twenty-five 
hours of classroom and labora-
tory studies. Sounds rather ab-
surd doesn't it? However, that is 
the typical load of the second 
semester Phvsical Therapy stu-
dent at Ithaca College. This 
would lead one to believe that 
there must be something wrong 
with the existing curriculum set-
up in the P.T. department. But 
even the overload in studies could 
be bearable if other factors were 
not present. 
the bottom floor, but as statistics 
show, approximately 99 and 
44/100% of our library's meager 
contents are located on the top 
two floors. 
Now ,seeing as bow Webster de-
fines library as being "a place 
set apart to contain books and 
other literary material for read-
ing, study, or re~erence, as a 
room, set of rooms, or building 
where books may be read or bor-
rowed." 
I therefore ask what good is 
a building without the major 
components of its definition? 
Toni Seger 
P.S. Isn't it amazing that with 
curfews of 12 midnight Monday 
thru Thursday and 11 p.m. Sun-
day, the library closes as 11 p.m. 
and 10 p.m. respectively. 
What tremendous consideration 
and foresight of the college giving 
us an hour to get back to our 
dorms. In case of twelve foot 
snow drifts we'd certainly need 
the extra time. 
Dear Editor: 
I would like to know why the 
follov.ing paradox exists at 
Ithaca College. In his pamphlet 
on how to study Dr. Eastman 
suggests as one of the basic 
guidelines that the student choose 
a room where the temperature is 
school whose academic aspects 
are overshadowed by a new ca-
pus, two swimming pools, and a 
view of the lake. 
Susan Wayne 
Parking Lot Courtesy 
Dear Editor: 
I was a visitor at Ithaca Col-
lege this week and was very dis-
gusted with the perverted sense 
of humor of one or more of your 
"fine upstanding students." I hap-
pened to leave my' car "unguard-
ed" for a while in your Union 
parking lot and when I returned 
I discovered that some fun-loving 
chap had snapped off the aerial 
and smashed in the tail lights. I 
(and I hope a few others) fail to 
see the humor and sport of this 
perverted prank. If its creator 
thinks that he (used in the gen-
eric sense) can enlighten me, I'm 
willing to listen. 
I have travelled to many areas, 
including the poorer sections of 
New York City where these ac-
tions supposedly occur all the 
time, and nothing like this has 
ever happened. For your sake I 
hope that it's an example of the 
exception not the rule. However, 
it will take me and anyone that I 
can successfully influence a long 
time to reestablish the former 
impression of IC students, thanks 
to a student whose perverted 
mind is only exceeded only by 
his ,perverted mind. 
Kathy McCarthy 
Harper College Student 
Curfews 
Dear Editor, 
With all the changes that have 
now been made in curfews, it 
seems somewhat superfluous to 
have an 11:00 curfew on Sunday 
night. I realize that this is be-
cause of Penny Nite and so that 
dorm meetings can be held at a 
reasonable hour. 
However, if we were to insti-
tute a system by which "pinks" 
would be permitted to extend 
the Sunday curfew to twelve-
say five per semester for upper-
classmen, these objections would 
be satisfiea. This way we· could 
continue to have Penny Nite, ana 
we could forbid the use of them 
on nights that we want to have 
dorm meetings. 
Other schools lower the cur-
few dorm meetings, and in the 
past, on weekdays that a dorm 
meeting was necessary, most of 
the upperclassmen were in by 
11:00. The school has said that it 
has instituted the 11:00's for the 
benefits of the students so that 
they would not have to wait until 
twelve to have a meeting. This 
system would take care of the 
problem, and I am certain that if 
a vote were taken, most, if not 
all of the girls, would approve of 
this system over the old. Anyone 
who has wanted to stay a little 
longer on that weekend trip or go 
to ·that movie that ends at 11 :00 
would surely appreciate the use 
of "pinks" on Sundays. 
Karen Ramer 'G!l 
Cut Policy 
Dear Editor: 
Rumor has it that the adminis-
tration is angry that the studenb 
of Ithaca College haven't enough 
maturity to stay at school 
through their last classes preceed-
ing vacations, especially this just 
past Thanksgiving. Rumor fur-
ther has it that the administra-
tion is considering having classes 
on Friday after Thanksgiving 
next year to be sure that students 
don't skip out early-they'd have 
to stay right where they are. 
It would seem that the adminis-
tration is losing s.ome of its cool. 
Why, if a student has had the 
maturity to save up his cuts for 
some specific purpose rather than 
for sleeping late some morning, 
shouldn't he be able to make his 
vacation a little longer? These 
cuts are for our own use, to be 
(Continued on page 7) 
Do you know what pressure 
is ? If not ask any upperclass 
Physical Therapy student. He wi!l 
probably give you the best defi-
nition to date. Visit any P.T. 
course at any time and see the 
students quake. Visit their dormi-
tories, their rooms and see the 
constant glassy stare and ner-
vousness of temperatment. Does 
this sound like P.T.'s are a bit 
neurotic? That is exactly what 
they are being forced to become. 
The tremendous pressure exerted 
has caused each and every one of 
,us to live a life of constant fear. 
We are so afraid of not attaining 
the standards, impossible stand-
ards, set for us that we have 
even begun to turn against each 
other. We arc no longer compet-
ing against ourselves, our own 
capabilities, we have been pitted 
against every single member of 
our class to an unreasonable de-
gree. We do not dare help one 
another for fear that we will be 
one to get booted out if we do 
not pass pass the obstacle course 
set for us. This is no exaggera-
tion, I assure you. Examine the 
roster of students for next 
semester. Compare it to this 
semester's roster. What do you 
see ? You see that people are 
dropping out of P.T. like flies. 
Why you ask? Because they do 
not want P.T.? No!!! They all 
want P.T. Rather they are being 
forced to leave simply because 
they cannot withstand the tre-
mendous onslaught. It has be-
come a race to see who has the 
best endurance, who can survive 
the longest without a complete 
loss of values and sense. How 
ridiculous must this situation be-
come before someone wakes up 
to the fact that good P.T.'s are 
being lost to other majors in an 
effort to find some peace of mind, 
to gather their wits and to regain 
us would love to take a course 
in art or music or literature be-
yond our freshman require-
ments? If one does exert his right 
to take such courses, he feels 
guilty and then doesn't have the 
time to truly enjoy what he is 
learning. Of course you can go to 
summer school and advance in 
your Physical Therapy dictated 
courses so that you can fit art 
into your schedule. Somehow, 
this is not what education had in 
mind. We are travelling a narrow 
road in one direction without any 
chance for even a slight detour. 
The road is called Physical 
Therapy, and none can leave that 
road without special permission 
from the policemen. That per-
mission is almost impossible to 
get. If it is secured, it is done so 
very grudgingly. 
around 68 degrees, and yet the _____ ..__ ________ _.:,. _____________ __, _______________ _, 
So now we arc stifled with 
pressure and are forever being 
questioned as to whether or not 
we are sincere in our desire to be-
come physical therapist. In addi-
tion, we are forced to be denied 
any true clinical experience in our 
field until our senior year. If 
there is ever any question in our 
minds as to whether or not we are 
choosing the right field, we can't 
really satisfy that doubt until we 
get down to New York. By that 
time it is too late to leave P.T. 
and successfully complete our 
education in another field without 
going back almost to our sopho-
more year. That means three 
years of education and tuition 
virtually wasted. Ludicrous you 
say? Insane? Unrealistic? We 
agree!!! 
So now our gripes are out in 
the open. We leave this problem 
to our superiors. In the interest 
of our sanity, and our profession, 
the problem demands a solution. 
We await your reply. 
(Name withheld upon request) 
Library 
Dear Editor, 
There is a rumor freely circu-
lating that final exams are get-
ting closer. I am a supporter of 
that rumor and as such have 
reached that familiar state of 
panic where I feel a bit of study-
ing is in order. Unfortunately, 
the administration of this insti-
tute of higher learning is not in 
accord with that veiw. 
Much to my amazement, I 
found the library had closed its 
top two floors last Saturday at 
5 p.m.. Of course, this still left 
Ithaca College Library keeps its 
temperature around 84 degrees. 
Why? 
John Crittenden 
Dear Editor: 
In the three and a half years 
I've spent at Ithaca College. I 
have been impressed by the 
physical growth of the school. 
But, a new campus is not enough 
-students need a place in which 
to study. 
It is impossible to study in a 
library which operates at a temP-
erature somewhere between 80 
and 90 degrees. If the fault lies 
with ventillation system, I can't 
understand why it hasn't been 
fixed. It is only logical that the 
library should be a major concern 
of the college. But "logical" is 
a foreign word on this campus. 
It is also difficult to study in 
the new complex. First, we were 
plagued by no heat, no doors, 
broken water pipes, and noises 
from construction during the day. 
As I write this letter my dorm 
is now without water, and there 
is a continual wind blowing 
through my room. I have reported 
the faulty window, and I have 
taped it up myself. But, I still 
have to wear a coat when I study 
in my own room. There are other 
rooms with the same problem, but 
the only answer to this and other 
"inconvenienes" is to be patient. 
How can a school ask this of stu-
dents who have been patient for 
three and a half years? 
If the answer to this problem is 
to study at Cornell, I would like 
to point out that I am paying my 
tuition to Ithaca College, not .to 
ComelL I am disgusted with this 
some direction? .------------------------------. 
"Do you really want Physical 
Therapy?" How many times have 
each one of us heard these 
words? Of course we want P.T. 
That is why we're here. That is 
why we v.-ill stick it out until we 
can take no more. We have 
chosen P.T. because we feel that 
it is what we want to do, it is 
how we want to spend a good 
deal of our lives. We have sub-
jected ourselves to one of the 
most difficult courses at Ithaca 
College as evidence. We were well 
aware of its difficulty. However, 
recently, it has exceeded· even our 
greatest expectations. The courses 
keep getting harder. This is ex-
cusable because these courses will 
make us better prepared for our 
profession. But all this pressure 
in addition is insane. The class 
of. 1969 has lost about half of its 
original students to other majors. 
Again the question, "Do you 
want Therapy?" is not applic-
able. They drop out because the 
situation has become completely 
ludricrous. 
"These are the electives you 
can take." That is the policy of 
the P.T. department. We are not 
free to chose our own electives 
for the most part. Instead they 
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Come see ui. no,i:t i;pring about cyclo inwrancol 
are assigned to us. How many of ._ ___________________________ _, 
Don't wait to do your 
Christmas Shopping 
'til you get home. 
Think of the crowds -
the pushing, the noise, 
the crush-
Buy those gifts for 
the men on your list here, 
at Browning King & Co. 
Not that there isn't a 
State at Aurora 
crowd - or a little pushing, 
and some noise, even an 
occasional crush -
!But at least you're 
among friends. 
Free gift wrapping, of course. 
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was a very enjoyable parody of 
the cliches of western movies. As 
used at our discretion. Why must able to make travel arrangements a matter of fact, Mr. Bishop plays 
LETTERS (Continued from pago 6) 
the administration be so upset at that get us home at reasonable the very amusing part of an 
the exercise of our discretion? As hours. Indian notarizing such trite ex-
with any other cut we take, we All around, the question of pressions as "white man speak 
Thanksgiving vacation needs with forked tongue," etc. 
must make up the work that we d d 
some stu Y an revision, but I I have spoken to many others 
miss if we leave early for vaca-
tion; we are not asking for any 
favors. 
would urge the administration to who saw "Texas Across the 
show its maturity and not be River," and all have expressed 
hurt, like little children, because dissatisfaction with Mr. Gerdau's 
we used self-control in using our 
cuts to enable us to leave for 
vacation early. If we're hurting 
anyone by taking cuts, its not the 
school, but ourselves. 
May I also point out that if a 
policy of mandatory Friday 
classes were to be instituted, our 
pare11ts, the ones who are paying 
the money, would be rather irked. 
Thanksgiving is a family time; 
our parents will want us to be 
able to be home for the holidays. 
We realize, also why we had to 
have classes this year on the 
Wednesday before Thanksgiving 
-the semester is so short. But 
the administration is thus forcing 
more o:f us to cut some of our 
clnsses because of the distances 
we have to travel to get home. 
If classes were to end at noon 
on the Wednesday of Thanks-
giving, most Wednesday classes 
could be held and we would be 
Egan's House of Color 
~ 
PAINTS 
CARPET 
WALLPAPER 
FABRICS 
~ 
106 N. Aurora St. 
Karen Ehrlich 
Coyugan 
Dear Editor: 
We would like to thank the 
Greeks for their cooperation in 
the taking on the yearbook pic-
tures. Please remember to have 
your candids in before vacation. 
Thank you. 
The Editors of the 1967 Cayugan 
Movie Review 
Dear Editor, 
It has come to my attention 
after reading last week's movie 
review, that the reviewer either 
has a personal prejudice against 
Joey Bishop and Dean Martin or 
did not see the movie "Texas 
Across the River" before writing 
his review. 
I have disagreed with many re-
views in the past and decided to 
see this particular movie purely 
because Mr. Gerdau stated that 
it was "rotten" and should be 
avoided only because Dean Mar-
tin and Joey Bishop were the 
.__ ____________ _. stars. As it turned out, the movie 
Merry Christmas and Happy New Year 
from 
Academy Beauty Salon 
APPOINTMENTS NOT NECESSARY 
Open Weekdays from 8 a.m. to 1 O p.m. 
Sa1urdays· from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. 
113 5. Cayuga St. 272-5460 
review. 
I ask that in the future the 
Ithacan reviewer set aside per-
sonal prejudices and see each 
movie before presenting his opin-
ions for all of Ithaca College to 
read. 
Pete Cowan 
New Constitution 
Dear Editor: 
In commenting on the structure 
of student government, the Itha-
can displayed its total ignorance 
to the conduct of business in the 
organization. This was true es-
pecially in minimizing the role of 
student body president. 
When I revised the constitu-
tion, I seriously considered com-
bining the position of chairman 
of student congress and student 
body president to insure con-
tinuity in government. However, 
when I considered the amount of 
work each position involved, I de-
cided such a combination would 
be dangerous. In the present com-
mittee structure of Student Gov-
ernment, the Student Body Presi-
dent is chairman of Leaders 
Group, Executive Committee and 
attends, on invitation, meetings 
of the college administration. He 
is coordinator of the Ithaca Col-
lege United Fund Drive and or-
ganizes meetings of the College 
C'enter of the Finger Lakes and 
Association of Student Govern-
ments. Elected by the entire stu-
dent body, he must respond to 
their problems as well as fulfill 
campaign promises. At the same 
time, he is our representative to 
other colleges, the student repre-
sentative to the administration 
and staff, and is expected to 
handle inter-governmental prob-
lems. In addition, he must make 
____________________________ _._ sure his running mates are ful-
Happy Holidays 
For The 
On,,. The,,. Go Generation 
The Finest Ora Ski A.ppairea 
o PARKAS 
o SWEATERS 
o IHIATS 
o STRETCH SKB PANTS 
o SHELLS o BOOTS 
o KNICKERS 
Stop and see our lamous parade of stars 
belore you take your slci vacation. 
o White Stag 
o Dcelander 
o BeconR'cu 
o Mohawk 
o Aspellll 
o Wigwam 
o Henke o Nordica and Many More 
<> <> <> 
Sporting Goods & Sporisweali' 
Corner State & Cayuglll 
Tel. AR 2 - 9361 
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filling the requirements of their 
jobs and his committee runs elec-
tions. Many of these tasks are 
the direct responsibilities of the 
president and many are delegated 
by him. But all must be under his 
surveilance. Should he be chair-
man of the congress also? To 
ease the burden of attending so 
many meetings as chairman, I 
thought the president should be 
occasionaly relieved by a presi-
dent pro tempore; but this was 
actually tho creation of another 
chairman. 
What are the responsibilities 
of the chairman? Besides con-
ducting meetings, he delegates 
business to the various commit-
tees and sees that this work is 
done. He makes sure all organiza-
tions give their reports. Further-
more, he must, <1s an administra-
tor, keep after the congressmen 
to report back to their constitu-
ents. He is responsible for carry-
ing out all matters promulgated 
from student congress. 
Can one person do both jobs? 
Last year one person almost did 
and the Ithacan was quick to 
criticize him for his "overexpan-
sion" of duties. The last President 
of the Student Body was inept 
and unimaginative. He innovated 
no ideas ( except changing the 
name of congress), made no use 
of his executive committee and 
assumed no responsibility. Here 
indeed was a power gap. Dave 
Gearhart, at that time chairman 
of Student Congress, filled this 
gap diligently and effectively and 
saved Student Government from 
a good deal of embarrassment. If 
one person filling both jobs ever 
proved incapable, the result would 
be disastrous. 
In short, my point is that the 
creation of Student Congress 
Chairman and a Student Body 
President has contributed to effic-
iency in government by accruing 
certain duties of each office. 
y.rhat I cannot understand is 
what the Ithacan means by " ... 
hampering the operative func-
tional bit of Student Govern-
ment." What disadvantages were 
created? Where are your facts 
to support your charge? The 
"pulse" you speak of is quite 
weak. The apathy you often edi-
torialize about extends to Student 
Government too. Nearly all dis-
cussion in Student Congress 
stems from the interests of the 
congressmen, not their constitu-
ents. 
There is no B.M.O.C.-type "Big 
Weight" or "Big Leader" in Stu-
den Government, Ask any student 
if he knows who the President of 
the Student Body or the Chair-
man of Student Congress is. Any 
problem, any matter in congress 
is efficiently delegated to a perti-
nent committee or interested 
group of congressmen. It is not 
thrown on one person's back 
along with a myriad of other 
problems. 
I have demonstrated the many 
responsibilities of the two execu-
tive positions in student govern-
ment. To add the job of Student 
Congress Chairman to Student 
Body President is like adding 
the job of managing editor to 
editor-in-chief. It deprives both 
offices and the college of two im-
portant officers and full time 
leaders. Mr. McGuckin was more 
astute than you think he was. 
Daniel C. Karson 
Proper Policy 
Dear Editor, 
After reading my column in 
this week's paper (Dec. 1, 1966), 
I feel I must make my position 
clear to the students that read 
Bits and Pieces. I submit a col-
unm every week to the Ithacan. 
I get information from many 
students and try to make it a 
practice of knowing what each 
phrase means. However, some-
times I too am surprised when I 
read my column. Sometimes 
things are added to my column 
that I personally find are in poor 
taste. I renlize that articles, col-
umns, etc. sometimes must be 
edited. However, I question 
whether it is good journalistic 
policy to add phrases that might 
be in poor taste without the 
writer's consent. 
Susan Lenox 
Gripe of The Week 
Dear Editor: 
As I recall, in issue # 2 of the 
Ithacan this year, you proposed 
that readers write in their com-
plaints and you would answer the 
"Gripe of the Week." Then, in 
issue #4, you began the column. 
I was encouraged to see this type 
of column in the Ithacan. If there 
is one thing every college--and 
a perfect GIFT SET of 
JADElEASf 
exhilarating elegance 
FOR MEN 
4 oz. AFTER-SHAVE & DEODORANT STICK 
Woman instinctively recognize the man who wears Jade 
East. In a room with many ••• In-a room with just two 
••• luxurious Jade East marks the man of distinction. 
$425 
Store for Men, Street Floor 
State and Tioga Sts. 
Phone AP. 2 - 5000 
especially Ithaca-needs is a 
sounding board of some i;ort 
whereby students may express 
their views and criticisms so that 
all may hear. 
At this point, l am discouraged 
to find that no "gripc•s of the 
week" have appeared in the 
Ithacan since issue #4. It appalls 
me to think that everyone at I.C. 
is happy with the way things are. 
However, I know that many 
people (judging from the turnout 
at the discus8ion on Students Pro-
tests, November 2) are not satis-
fied with present conditions here. 
I would certainly like to see the 
"Gripe of the Week" column 
come alive again. 
Jim Coons 
Pot Pourri 
Dear Editor, 
Merry Christmas or Happy 
Chanukah which ever applies, and 
a safe holiday, in all respects. 
With the new year approaching, 
we would like to recap some of 
the highlights of this year. Living 
in Dorm 20 has been a com-
pletely unique experience for 
both of us, and we would imag-
ine quite a few others feel the 
same. We would like to congrat-
ulate all of those people who put 
up with the construction prob-
lems and the residents of the 
Terrace Dorms, whether they 
wanted to or not. We don't know 
how you did it. 
Clean mind, clean body-pick 
one. Speaking of clean mind, we 
don't have any water up here 
in Dorm 20. Three times in one 
semester ain't bad. We have 
tried to cooperate with the con-
struction company by giving 
them nice weather so why can't 
they give us water . . . and rail-
ings . . . and towel racks . . . and 
shower curtains . . • and lights 
in the parking lot, (which could 
account for the fact that we 
couldn't find parking spaces or 
was it ... ). 
We would like to thank WICB 
for saying that they're going to 
bing the BIG sound to the Ter-
race. They haven't and this di-
lemna has forced us, in pursuit 
of contemporary music, to seek 
out the confines of THE PUB. 
Too bad. 
Excuse the delay, we got 
thirsty and had to walk to the 
High Rise for a drink of water? 
To continue, we can't say that 
we appreciated it when the col-
lege put curtains on the girls' 
dorms and not the boys', but we 
could see you're point. This is 
a good example of some of the 
things that the administration 
tries to hide from us. 
Speaking strictly as outsiders 
we couldn't help but evaluate 
the Pub as a financial, social, 
and administrative s u c c e s s. 
Based on these observations, we 
would like to see the powers 
that be increase the Pub's wak-
ing hours. Show the world that 
the typical mature and responsi-
ble student is capable of over-
coming his basest needs and , 
doesn't let these interfere with 
his studies. 
In closing, we would like to 
show our appreciation for the 
many mudbaths that were made 
readily available to us without 
being accused of PDAing, speed-
ing, parking, immaturity, etc. 
. . . Cleanliness is next to 
impossible. 
Two Students Looking 
Forward to a Better Itbaea 
College, Tom Latham and 
Phil Sloat 
ClASSIFIED AIOS 
MUSICIAN NEEDED for Rock :ind 
Roll band - organist or bass playor. 
Call 273 - 2020 
Charles IBoykirrn's 
Body Shop 
Rcdllltor-Body Work-Gimm 
FREE ESTIMATES 
~19 W. Stato St. 
272-6050 
·,i 
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WGB Announce$ Resa1lt~ 
Of (urfew Suairw1w 
WGB questionnaires on extend- I Response to the questionnaire 
ed curfews were summarized and and the discussion was enthusias-
the results were mimeographed tic and the members of WGB 
for all interested. The majority want to thank all of you who took 
of the girls were willing to proc- time to inform us of your feel-
tor on both Friday and Saturday ings. As a result of WGB's 
nights for later curfews. Most grx .erecom 
girls listed 1 :30 AM for Friday recommendations, the Adminis-
and 2:00 AM for Saturday. tration has accepted the 1:30 AM 
WGB does not have the power 
to legislate on these matters-
only to make recommendations 
to the Administration. As a re-
sult of the questionnaire answers 
the following were recommended: 
1. A 1 :30 curfew on Friday 
becuase: 
a) Fewer Saturday classes 
b) Only half hour difference 
from 12:00 weekday cur-
curfew on Friday and the Junior 
Honor Dorm. Both of these new 
measures will go into effect 
second semester of this school 
year. 
Your opm1ons do matter! If 
there are any other suggestions, 
send them through inter-campus 
mail, WGB, Bow L-25. We will 
soon have a box behind the Union 
Desk. 
Zeta Sigma Nu 
huitiales Fifty-four 
Approximately 250 people, 
mostly parents and friends, at-
tended the cocktail initiation 
hour held for the Freshmen 
Honor Society at the Ithaca Hotel 
on October 30th. 
A candle light initiation cere-
mony, was held by the officers, 
for the students who had achieved 
a high scholastic standing, above 
a 30 cum, at the close of their 
freshman year. 
f ,_,,.,..,,' '" .... • .-.,..',, 
fews 
2. Strong consideration of lower-
ing Saturday curfew this year 
also, to 2:00 AM 
!Forensic Takes 
Awards at Peoria 
The following students were 
initiated: Ahart, Frederick; Allen, 
Marion; Askin, Rebecca; Barry, 
Barbra; Broido, Jeffrey; Borwn, 
Jeremiah; Carr, Christine; Cohen, 
Alice; Crompton, Soanne; Dinkin, 
Robert; Erdman, Deborah; Gilson, 
Eileen; Goldfarb, David; Gold-
staub, Paul; Green, Julie; Gordon, 
Marsha; Hainesworth, Judith; 
Harkins, Mina; Harrison, Dianne; 
Hayes, Jean; Heydt, Patricia; 
Hunt, Willard; Ives, Janet; Jacob-
son, Marjorie and Johnson, Gail. 
JBl:% Lab gave annual Christmas concert on Sunday, December 4. Featured among the many soloc• 
tlons wero some Stan Kenton favorites. The director of the band ls Ray Brown. 
3. A Junior Honor Dorm 
a) A 2.5 index 
b) No academic or social 
probation 
The questionnaire also pre-
sented a discussion of several 
other ideas. Most girls appreciate 
the value of freshmen and sopho-
more curfews and consider them 
reasonable. The issue of 21-year-
old girls having no curfew re-
gardless of what year in school 
was brought up with these points: 
Generally 21-year-old girls are 
seniors anyway, 2) A 2.0 index 
is necessary just to be classified 
as a senior, 3) Only a 2.1 is 
necessary for eligibility in the 
honor dorm, 4) No one has been 
denied honor privileges on the 
recommendations of the bead resi-
dents, 5) It would not be an hon~r 
dorm if age were the only quali-
fication. Sunday night curfew will 
not be changed as the 11 :00 cur-
few provides time for dorm meet-
ings and provides fund raising 
opportunities, as for Antigone. 
The Curfew Discussion held on 
WICB led to about 120 phone 
calls from IC coeds after the pro-
gram. They expressed opinions 
that a Junior Honor Dorm is very 
feasible. They also felt that 
there should be no senior curfew 
and that seniors without curfews 
should not be required to live 
apart from the other girls as 
they are needed in the dorms for 
examples and organization pur-
poses. 
All students interested in 
working in the Safety Divi-
sion Office as Clerk-Dispatch-
ers Drivers, and Clerks, dur-
ing the Christmas Holidays, 
the next semester, the sum-
mer vacation and the next 
school year, are invited to 
submit their application as 
soon as possible. Candidates 
selected must qualify under 
the Work-Study Program. 
Safety Division 
Job Hall 
Gee's Sports Shop 
210 W. State St. 
273-6971 
<> 
O Guns - New & Used 
O Ammunition 
O Reloading Equipment 
Q Quality Fishing Tackle 
O Gun Supplies 
REYNOLD'S 
Sports Center 
The Place to Go for: 
Legal Beverages 
Newspapers 
Magazines 
Toys 
Soft Drinks 
Block & Cube Ice 
ITHACA SHOPPING PLAZA 
Six members of the Forensic 
Association traveled to Peoria, 
Illinois the weekend of November 
18 and 19 to attend Bradley Uni-
versity's annual speech tourna-
ment, the biggest of its kind in 
the United States. Ithaca was 
one of 81 schools attending the 
tournament which had a registra-
tion of more than 700 students. 
All six of the IC representa-
tives brought back awards of ex-
cellent or superior in their events. 
Lesley Jarema was rated superior 
( one of the seven highest in her 
event) in oral interpretation. 
Larry Price was rated superior 
( one of the three highest in his 
event) in radio newscasting. Rita 
Hoffman received an ecellent in 
extemporaneous speaking. Rich-
ard Seewald was rated excellent 
in oral interpretaion. Linda Sar-
della was rated excellent in 
humorous after-dinner sepaking. 
Karen Ehrlich received an excel-
lent in original oratory. 
PICK UP JOB 
DI RECTOR I ES 
AT 
PLACEMENT 
OFFICE 
Mr. Lowe 
Also initiated were: Judd, Cyn-
thia; Karson, Daniel; Kenfield, 
Andrew; Kockenour, Beth; Koc-
zera, Lucia; Kohn, Susan; Krom-
berg, David; Leyburn, Alrdis; 
Lindemann, Bonnie; MacKenbach, 
Mary; McCarthy, Gail; McCoy, 
Harry; Putnam, John; Riale, Don-
ald; Rosenblum, Carol; RuUedge, 
Pamela; Schkurman, Gerri; Sch-
nitzer, Rhoda; Schoditscb, Peggy; 
Schwartz, Harriet; Waldran, Mar-
cia; Ward,Janis; Widmer, Sherry; 
Wallace, Stephen; Zahn, Elissn 
Kathryn; McGlen, Nancy; Palmer, and Zanetti, Diane. 
FAST EFFICIENT SERVICE 
For All Your Insurance Needs 
MOSES PETER 
419 W. Buffalo St. 
273-5693 
Season's Greetings 
11The Best Brand Names In Sound" 
!FRED'S RECORD SHOP 
124 W. State St. 
(lt,e run set loves 
hart holidays 
THE BACK All.EV 
THE MOD LOOK o 
HAS ARRIVED 
• 0 
V 
MINI SKIRTS 
SWEATERS 
PANTS SUITS 
at the 
bullseye 
107 S. Aurora St. 
DRESSES 
ACCESSORIES 
"Blues With A Feeling" 
·There's a certain kind of skier to whom the pleasure of 
the sport is everything,. His is the ski that gives him the 
most enjoyable skiing under any condition ofsnoworslop~. 
This is the skier for whom Hart Holidays are made. Hoh• 
THE Al T HEIDELBERG 
days' new Har-Tex "P" bases help you swing effortlessly ~ 
Into crisp and rhythmic turns. Their lifetime "L" edges. 
of diamond-hard spring steel are guaranteed never to· 
rip oat. The~ never need waxing and they're literally 
maintenance-free. Hart Holidays ••• $114.50. 
EVERYTHING THAT'S FUN 
420 EDDY STREET 
PHONE AR 3-3030 
mtACA. N.Y. 
"MAKE IT A SPORT CHRISTMAS" 
Sa_turday, Dec. 117 
presents 
The Finest New Sound in 
Rhythm & Blues 
'U0:08- 1:00 
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lODMlENSION~L SYY!LfE(O) 
fHlARR CUT~ 
Activities Outside Ithaca College 
$2.50 
Mr. 11 IE11 (1Ernes11') 
<> <> 0 
ROTHSCHIILI0>6$ 
3rd FLOOR 
273- 5000 STATE ST. 
Curfew1 s Out At UB The Inter-Residence Judiciary 
By JOAN ROBERTS will hear all violations of the 
News Staff Reporter system. 
Curfews were abolished yes- The curfew controversy began 
terday for upperclass women in September when the IRC Cur-
ending months of lobbying b; few Committee drew up a pro-
student groups. posal "to establish a residence 
Denn of Women Jeanette Scud- community with no curfews, but 
der made the following statement a group-responsibility honor sys-
to the Spectrum: tern." 
"The Committee on Student The basic proposal was first 
Affairs of the University (Fae- presented to Dean Scudder in 
ulty) Senate, upon recommenda- September. At that time she said, 
tion of the Dean of Women, bas "For the first time, I thought 
approved the proposal of the that such a proposal evidenced 
inter-Residence Council which a willingness for students to as-
eliminated curfews for senior sume responsibility for their own 
l=======================-==========::f junior and sopohomore women~ behavior." 
Cotfroll1l1 S Cardi Shop 
304 E. STATE ST. 
Christmas Cards - Ceramic Animals - !Peanut 
Cards and Dolls - Christmas Wrappings 
&::} 
BF YOU ARE HAVING 
an EYE EXAMINATION 
vtr 
THIS CHRISTMAS VACATION 
Bring your eye physician's prescription to Ithaca Cay-
uga Optical Service when you return to school. You will 
find it more convenient to have your glasses made and 
serviced here in Ithaca where you spend most of your 
time and need service most. 
Absolute Accuracy Assured Widest Selection of Frames 
Experience and Understanding for Comfort, Style and 
Functional Efficiency 
ITHACA CAYUGA 
OPTICAL SERVICE 
134 E. State St. Ithaca, N. Y. 
AR 3-4321 
SWAGGER 
,r D OJ lC lHJ 
Magnificent quality and dashing good looks set this 
shoe apart. The handsewn vamp adds the custom 
detailing discerning men appreciate. $21.95 
COSENTBNI 
217 E. State St~ Community Corners 
dnce 1920 
Student Charge Accounts 
the residence halls in favor of The Inter-Residence Council 
a system of ind~pendent and unanimously approved the cur-
group responsibility to be adm.in- few elimination proposal in Oc-
istered by the student govern- tober. 
ment within the halls. Last week Dean Scudder an-
"The halls will continue to be nounced her "tentative endorse-
locked at 2 am. on Friday and ment" of the proposal and pre-
Saturday nights, and at midnight sented it to the Committee on 
on other nights. Curfews for Student Affairs of the University 
freshman women will be gov- Senate. 
erned by these closing hours." Meetings were held with dor-
"The University believes that tory officers last week to explain 
this action is appropriate. It procedu~es of the entire system. 
places in the hands of students (Reprinted from The Spectrum, 
approaching maturity, responsi- December 6, 1966) 
bility for their own behavior in 
response to a request drawn by 
them after much deliberation, 
which expresses their willingness 
and their ability to assume re-
sponsibility. 
"The plan will take effect on 
or after Thursday, December 8, 
the date to be decided by each 
hall council. · 
This office is informing par. 
en ts of women residents of the 
new plan, with the reasons for 
it, by letter this week." 
Assistant Housing Director 
Donald McClain commenteci, 
"This has been the best job of 
committee work, student involve-
ment, and formal proposal I have 
seen at this campus." 
me President Joel Feinman 
explained, "The passage of this 
'Honor System for Women's Resi-
dence' provides us with further 
evidence of the will.ingness, on 
the part of this University as 
well as the students, to work 
toward an academic community 
in which the students play a 
meaningful and responsible role 
in the determination of policy 
and the development of individ-
ual and group responsibility." 
Residents returning after clos-
ing will be admitted to the hall 
by a designated student repre-
sentative or a campus police-
man. 
Residents planning to return 
late will leave the phone num-
ber and address of their desti-
nations in a sealed envelope. 
Only failure to check-in one 
hour after expected return . or 
family emergency would necessi-
tate opening envelopes and con-
tacting the residents. 
Students planning to return 
prior to dormitory closing time 
will imply check "in" or "out". 
All extended curfews, blanket 
permission, and weekend sign-
out procedures are now elimi-
nated. 
Academic Freedom 
By RONALD ROSENBERG 
Dr. William McBrien is one 
of the 31 teachers fired from St. 
John's University. Currently a 
visiting professor of English at 
Hofstra, he was one of the men 
who spearheaded the drive for 
academic freedom at the school. 
Relating his experiences, Dr. 
McBrien said that the fundamen-
tal question at St. John's was the 
role of the · factulty in develop-
ing the curriculum. Unlike most 
schools, where each department 
develops its own program of 
courses, St. John's curriculum is 
centralized. "At St. John's," said 
McBrien, "the curriculum is de-
cided by top administrators and 
a handful of professors." 
The firing of the 31 teachers, 
which received national public-
ity, drew a storm of protests 
against the university's adminis-
tration. Public and private uni-
versities rallied to the teacher's 
sides, most notably the large 
Catholic schools. Students from 
colleges in the metropolitan area, 
who sympathized with the cause, 
picketed with the expelled in-
structors while many St. John's 
students remained apathetic. 
Sympathy 
Commenting on the situation, 
Dr. McBrien said, "St. John's 
students were sympathetic with 
the faculty, yet they bad no prac-
tical commitments. I once ad-
dressed a student meeing where 
they cheered, screamed and 
stomped in support of what I 
said, yet in a practical way they 
couldn't convey their sympa-
thies." 
Among the reforms that the 
teachers who were eventually re~ 
moved tried to initiate, were an 
established policy of tenure, a 
greater voice in curriculum de-
velopment, and salary improve-
ments. 
You can buy Miro1s signature for $50 
at Gallery 1.21. !Puil something original 
in your parents1 Christmas stocking 
this year. 
<> <> <> 
121 E. Buffalo St. 
(Opposite Ithaca College Museum) 
Mon.-~at. - 1-5 p.m. 
"The faculty," noted the pro-
fessor, "should have a signifi-
cant voice in the development of 
the curriculum. I was the direc-
tor of the honors p.ogca111. My 
department had no say in what 
could be taught." He added that 
seven years ago a professor 
couldn't write a speech without 
prior written permission from 
the administration. 
Financial Aid 
In addition to the 31 fired 
teachers, 105 St. John's profes-
sors left the university in sup-
port of their colleagues. The 
American Association of Univer-
sity Professors provided financfal 
aid for the instructors. Dr. Mc-
Brien felt that, "the great horror 
was that there was no academic 
process. It's also dismaying to 
see so many stay on because of 
St. John's conduct toward us." 
McBrien, who had taught at 
St. John's for eight years with-
out tenure, went on to teach at 
the College of the City of New 
York. A number of his students 
left for NYU, Columbia, Queens 
College, and Fordham. As for 
teaching at Hofstra, he said, 
"I'm happy, though I don't have 
the feeling that I had at St. 
John's. I miss the honors pro-
gram I had there." 
Speaking about whether or not 
the strike accomplished anything, 
the professor maintained that, "a 
good many reforms were adopted, 
but under terror and persecu-
tion," Would he go back? "I was 
close to the school," said McBrien, 
"especially to my honor students. 
I would go back only after an 
ultimate genuine change; though 
not for now." 
Dr. McBrien concluded that 
the administration, "felt our ac· 
tions towards the school anct stu-
dents were treasonous. But we 
couldn't convince them that we 
had the good of the school in 
mind. Our real interest was to 
make something great out of St. 
John's." 
(From The Hofstra Chronicle) 
Alcohol on Campus 
(CPS) Washington, D.C. - A 
rule prohibiting drinking in 
dormitories b as unexpectedly 
been reversed by Georgetown 
University. 
Officials said the new policy, 
which allows all men to keep both 
beer and hard liquor in their 
rooms, was designed to help stu-
dents develop personal responsi-
bility. 
According to the Reverend An-
thony J. Zeits, director of student 
personnel, authorities who have 
studied the campus drinking issue 
have concluded that "the forma-
tion of young men is facilitated 
when they are given the freedom 
to choose whether to use or not 
to use alcoholic beverages." 
Georgetown officials also said 
the move was made to end the 
pretense of enforcing an unenfor-
cible rule - a primary consider-
ation, according to several stu-
dents. 
Studies of other colleges which 
allow liquor on campus have 
shown that "rnost students do not 
over-indulge when allowed to 
have alcoholic beverages in their 
dormitories," Father Zeits em-
phasized. 
The step taken by Georgetown 
is a surprising one, according to 
Gerry McCullough, news editor of 
the student newspaper. 
McCullough said the drinking 
decision was handled quietly. The 
Student Council discussed the is-
sue with administration officials 
last year. The newspaper knew 
nothing of the proceedings until 
the matter was settled, McCul-
lough said. 
No one circulated petitions or 
flyers in support of campus drink-
ing. 
For the past four years, Mc-
Cullough added, student leaders 
have been trying to liberalize 
Georgetown's policies. Dormitory 
curfew regulations have also been 
relaxed this semester, he said. 
With the lifting of the ban on 
campus drinking, Georgetown, a 
medium-sized Roman Catholic in-
stitution, has become the 11econd 
college in Washington to allow 
the privilege. The other is George 
Washington University. 
An interesting sideline, McCul-
lough noted, business is really 
booming at the corner liquor 
store. 
Class Rank 
An experimental college with-
out grades, departments, and 
course requirements may soon be 
challenging existing educational 
institutions in this four-school 
area-and the challenge has been 
initiated by the established 
schools thmselves. 
Hampshire College, spawned 
as a cooperati:ve endeavor among 
the University of Massachusetts, 
Smith, Amherst, and Mount Holy. 
oke Colleges last year following a 
$6-million grant, began taking ' 
shape with the release last year 
of a 500-page working paper "The 
Making of a College: Growth in a 
Major Academic Community." 
The paper, an "approximation" 
rather than a blueprint of Hamp-
shire's final form, calls for a 
small coeducation college of 1,440 
students and 90 faculty, a living 
situation organized around ''vil· 
lages" of "modular units," stu-
dent-oriented curriculum b .. sed 
upon "divisions" rather than 
courses, and a faculty sorting it-
self out by "schools" rather than 
departments. 
Hampshire students will be al-
lowed to complete their under-
graduate work at their own rate. 
The academic program is organ-
ized in a "divisional sequence 
rather than through a fixed series 
of four academic class years," and 
students will move from a Basic 
Studies Division to Intermediate 
Studies to Advanced Stduies. 
Although this sequence closely 
parallels a regular four-year cur-
riculum, students wil focus their 
work in interdisciplinary fields 
and concentrate on an aspect of 
a field. The emphasis in the "Ad-
vanced Division" will be on inde-
(Continu.ecl on page 11) 
Dn Othaca ies Kay1 s for Fabrics -
Curtains and Drapes 
0 0 <> 
[l{~y's IF~!bD"nC SlhlolJJ) 
124 E. State St. 
Ithaca, N.Y. 
1 6Your Electronics Supermarket11 
1201 Dryden Rd. -1thae1:1 
By N.Y.S. Electric & Gas Co. 
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Wednesday, Dec. 14 
6:00--Sign-on and News 
6:15--Mutual News Commentary 
George Hamilton Combs 
6:30--After Dinner Concert 
host Lynn Reina 
8:00--News 
8:10--Voices of Vista ·with 
Astrid Gilberto 
8:35--Music of the Christmas 
Season 
9:00--Escapade host Don Berman 
12 :00-Sign-off 
Thursday, Dec. 15 
6:00--Sign-on and News 
6:15--Mutual News Commentary 
George Hamilton Combs 
6:30--After Dinner Concert-
host Mitch Davis 
8:00--News 
8 :10--Showtime--"The Sting est 
Man in Town" 
9:00--Escapade host Tom Fenzel 
12 :00--Sign-off 
'.! Friday, Dec. 10 
;: 6:00-Sign-on and News 
·~.. •' 
,,\, 
6:15--Mutual News Commentary 
George Hamilton Combs 
6:30--After Dinner Concert 
host Al Toman-featured 
work Handel's "Messiah" 
8:00--News 
8:05--The Army Hour Christmas 
Shaw 1966-featuring the 
US Army Band and Chorus 
8:30--The State of the Univer-
sity Stat.e University of New 
York at Buffalo 
9:00-Escapade Ed Tobias 
12:00--The World of Jazz with 
Jeff Sedwin content with LP 
prize 
2am-Sign-off 
WICB-FM will resume program-
ming on Monday, January 16 at 
6 pm after the Ithaca College 
Christmas Recess. 
-w~ce NEWS 
TOI? TIEN 
This Last 
Week Week 
1 22 I'M A BELIEVER 
Monkees 
2 1 MELLOW YELLOW 
Donovan 
3 2 GOOD VIBRATIONS 
Beach Boys 
4 8 THAT'S LIFE 
Frank Sinatra 
5 16 SUGAR TOWN 
Nancy Sinatra 
6 3 A HAZY SHADE OF 
WINTER 
Simon & 
Garfunkel 
8 19 A PLACE IN THE 
SUN 
Stevie Wonder 
9 5 I'M READY FOR 
LOVE 
Martha& 
Vandellas 
10 7 DEVIL WITH A 
BLUE DRESS ON 
J'rtitch Ryder 
Pick Hit: STANDING IN THE 
SHADOWS OF LOVE 
Four Tops 
Compiled by Al Rosen 
Discussion 
Last week's DISCUSSION pro-
gram was about the "Funny, 
Funny Life of a Comedian?" 
Four Ithaca College students 
noted for their humor, talked 
about this topic. 
Even though the participants 
kidded around, they all admitted 
that being funny is serious busi-
ness. Sometimes, as one person 
said, you want to be able to get 
depressed, but because you're ex-
pected 'to be funny, you have to 
be funny. You develop an image, 
and then every where you go 
people say: "make me laugh" and 
you do. 
TUESDAY NIGHT DJ'S 
by Bill Petryna 
This installment is the second 
in a series of seven articles high-
lighting. the all-collegiate air per-
sonalities on WICE-AM. 
intricacies of a smooth air pro-
duction. An ardent audiophile, 
Bill plans to enter the directing 
and producing aspects of tele-
-..-:ision upon graduation from I.C. 
Next week's article will high-
light Bob Joe, Basil Matychack, 
and Lance Wheeler--Wednesday 
night's personalities. Don't miss 
it! 
Jim Chirumbolo, better known 
to those who listen from 4 :00-
6 :00 P.M. on Tuesday afternoons 
as Jay Richards, hails from Bing-
hamton, New York. An amiable STUDENTS TO PRODUCE 
freshman, Jay has had two years A CHRISTMAS CAROL 
of professional radio experience Some Ithaca College students 
on WNBF in Binghamton and is are producing a radio version of a 
well-versed fo the fundamentals CHRISTMAS CAROL by Charles 
of broadcasting. When Jay is not Dickens. Under the direction of 
studying or "deejaying the bright Richard Gerdau, a Junior Radio-
and lively sounds of tomorrow," TV major, 20 students are pre-
he is apt to be pursuing his hobby paring the show. 
of photography. Looking to the A CHRISTMAS CAROL, is the 
future, Jay plans to continue his classic yule tide story of Tiny 
announcing career and then focus Tim and Schrooge. Gerdau has 
his attention on the production adapted the original story to 
and management end of the radio. 
broadcasting spectrum. Schrooge is being played by 
The diversified Larry Price is drama major Robert Riggs and 
heard on the 6:00-10:00 P.M. Tiny Tim by Don Croll, also of 
shift. Larry, a sophomore from the drama department. Others in 
Parker, New York, is also the the cast include Jim Brownhold, 
news director and the coordinator Gary Gerard, Joyce Mizarahi, 
of special events at WICB-AM. Jeff Kramer and David Burrow, 
Larry enjoys his weekly show and Cindy Judd, Sal Mastretta, Silla 
describes it as being both enter- Cline, Alice Cohen, Jury Byron, 
taining and informative. A sports Pat Walsh, Rick Maxwell, Bud 
enthusiast, Larry lists the whole Garity, and Bill Little. 
gamut of athletics as his hobbies. DRESS REHEARSAL 
Presently Larry's aspirations lie On Tuesday night, WICB AM-
in the fields of either network FM aired the first in a series 
news production or advertising. called "DRESS REHEARSAL.' ' 
Bill Hergonson t e rm i n a t e s The shaw concerned its self with 
Tuesday night's schedule of music the backstage preparation of last 
on WICB. The well-travelled week's presentation of "The Holly 
freshman who now resides in and the Ivy." 
Syracuse is heard from 10:00 Jeanne Merritt, Dave Burrow 
P.M.-2:00 A.M. A devotee of the Sal Mistretta, and Mary Mclain 
universality of contemporary talked to host Steve Schiffman 
sound, "Hergy'' thoroughly enjoys about the action back stage 
the vibrant music he plays. Wo:rk- during the final rehearsals for 
ing for radio stations WQSR in a major drama. The four actors 
Salvey, New York and WNDR in who have leads in the show, told 
Syracuse and staff announcing about the play, their parts, and 
for WCNY-TV, Bill has amassea some of the things that take 
a considerable knowledge of the place before the curtain rises. 
, 
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Sawyer ViewmasR'er RCA 
6 Transistor Radio 
Below Cost 
Radiant Super Champion 
Projection Screen 
The silver lenticular surface that 
brings perfection to projected pic-
tures! Free from glare and hot spots. 
40 x 40 size 
the one gift all the youngsters want! 
At a low, low price! Extra reels for 
$1.97 $7099 $14~97 Airqu~p1l' Metal Slide Trays 
$]029 
The "Pockette" operates on one 9-volt 
battery. Earphone. Battery case. 
Compare at $24.97 
Other Screens as Low as $8.47, 
0 Elvis' Christmas .•• RCA 
O The Beach Boys Christmas Album ..• Capitol 
0 The Ventures' Christmas Album •.• Dolton 
O "Sing Along with Mitch Miller" ... Columbia 
O The Kate Smith Christmas Album .•• RCA 
0 'Twas the Night Before Christmas ••. Decca 
featuring Fred Waring. 
O Jingle Bells .•• featuring Guy Lombardo .•. Decca 
O Merry Christmas . • . featuring Bing Crosby 
Decca 
O Mary Christmas • • . featuring Bin"g Crosby 
Decca 
O Gary Lewis & The Playboys ••• Golden Hits 
O Al Martino ••• "This Is Love" 
O Robert Shaw •.• Christmas Hymns & Carols 
O Arthur Fiedler .•• Pop's Christmas Party 
O Mario Lanza .•• Sings ChTist_mas Carols 
O Christmas.with The Mormon Tabernacle 
$2.88 
List $4.89 
Kodak M2 lnstamatic Movie Camell'Cll 
Features instant cartridge loading, "no-wind" ele~ric: 
drive, fixed-focus lens for sharp movies from a few 
feet to infinity. 
$32.88 
Compare at $39.95 
DYMO' LABEL MARKER 
Drastic Price Cut '· 
$:t97 
Wonderful gift item for anyone in the family! Em-
bosses names, numbers, labels on colorful plastic stick 
tape. ¼" size. 
S!ENSAiTD©NAEL $AVDNGS !FOR IEVIER."tf MEMIBIER. OF "i!HIE IFAMDlLY 
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Musical Notes Oubido 11:haca a percentage point place one/ HIDGGllEIDY !PIGGLEDY student ahead of another. . (Continued from page 9) "The decision to abandon class (Continued from page 5) 
RECITAL 
pendent studx and integrative 
seminars. The only grades will be 
pass, fail, and distinction; and 
students will move from one "di· 
vision to another" on the basis 
of their performance in exams, 
not on a time-schedule. 
ranking was made celarly and \Vhorcs will be wr.orcs, and 
only for academic reasons," as- , on the floor 
Susan Jones, Piano 
Sonata Op. 53 (W aldstein) . . . . . . . . . . . . 
serts Dr. Hugh Borton, the insti- Where many has been laid 
tution's president. He cited in- To set and smoke ashes poke'. Beethoven 
Alegro Con Brio 
lntroduzione: Adagio Molto 
stances where an increasing num- \Vont keep awake a maid. 
ber of students have advised the 
dean that they were not taking 
certain courses because of an an-
ticipated lowering effect on their 
class standing. 
Rondo: Allegretto m-0derato; Prestissimo 
Phantasie Op. 17 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..... Schumann 
Motto: Durck alle Tone tonet 
Im bunten Erdentraum 
Ein Leiser T011, gezogen 
Fur d,en, der heimlich lau.schet 
. . .. Fr. Schlegel 
Durchaus fantastisck und leidensclzaf tlich vorzutragen 
Mauig. Durchaus energisck; Etwas langsamer; viel Be-
wester Langsam 'getragen. Durchweg Leise zu haltcn 
Sonata ( 1918) ........................... Charles T. Griffes 
Feroce 
allegretto con 11UJlto 
tranquillamente 
molto tranqui!lo 
Allegro Vivace 
appassionato 
lento 
tempo primo 
presto 
FORD AUDITORIUM 
Thursday, December 15, 1%6 
8:15 P.M. 
(Continued on page 16) 
The practice of evaluating col-
lege students by their rank in 
class is "academically indefensi-
ble" according to officials at 
Haverford College who an-
nounced recently that they would 
no longer maintain such lists. 
In fact, says Haverford, class 
rank is not only "imprecise," but 
use of the criterion in Selective 
Service procedures is forcing 
draft-conscious collegians to side-
step courses which might be more 
educationally beneficial to them 
in favor of classes where grades 
are likely to be higher. 
Haverford officials admit that 
the emphasis placed on class rank 
by the Selective Service system 
brought the issue to a head. But 
they quickly add that they have 
long been uneasy about an evalu-
ation system that "compares the 
incomparable" and lets a tenth of 
A MESSAGE TO SENIORS WHO ILDVIE 
BN THE BUFFALO AREA 
The Buffalo Area Chamber of Commerce will sponsor a 
get-together of Business Executives, who will discuss with you 
individually, the career opportunities available in the Buffalo 
area. 
This project is called "Operation Home Town Taient" and 
will be held at the Hotel Statler December 27, 28, and 29th. 
Possibly you have already received an invitation to participate. 
When you set up your interview schedule, be sure and in-
clude us on your list. We would like ·to meet you. 
\ 
1:RED H. WHITE, C.L.U., GENERAL AGENT 
and 
ASSOCIATES 
Massachusetts Mutual Life Insurance Co. 
523 Delaware Avenue 
Buffalo, Mew York 14202 
"It seems clear," concluded Dr. 
Borton, "that the fact that a stu-
dent's numerical rank in class 
will be used to determine his 
draft status is interfering with 
the best selection of courses." 
Dr. Borton contended that a 
student's choice of courses, with-
in requirements for his degree, 
should be based "only on the 
potential intellectual value and 
interest of the course." 
As to the Selective Service sys-
tem, Dr. Borton suggests that the 
"only numerical criterion for stu-
dent deferments" should be the 
newly-instituted Selective Service 
Qualification Test, which he terms 
"a uniform and, to a certain de-
gree, objective criterion which 
can be applied nation-wide." 
HOW TO FIND A SUMMER 
JOB 
Thousands of summer jobs open 
to college students are listed in 
the new 1967 "Summer Employ-
ment Directory" just off the 
press. 
Employers looking for help in-
clude resorts, camps, national 
parks, business firms, summer 
theatres, restaurants and ranches 
throughout the United States and 
Canada. 
Salaries are up $50 to $200; 
3.3% more jobs are avilable in 
1967. Job openings range from 
camp counselor to research 
chemist in a brewery. 
"Summer Employment Direc-
tory" may be ordered by mail by 
sending $3 to National Directory 
Service, Box 32065, Dept. C, Cin-
cinnati, Ohio 45232. Mark "rush" 
for first-class mailing in Decem-
ber. 
thursday 
dee.Z9,~966 
c:;, 
ooolS eollege green daSJ 
in S~raeuseo 
December 29tb. is the day set aside to acquaint you with the out-
standing career opportunities offered by Syracuse business and 
industry. The program, now in its second year, is called COGS 
. (Career Opportunities in Greater Syracuse). Registration starts 
Thursday morning, December 29th, at 9:30 A.M. in tlfe Hotel 
Syracuse. Personnel representatives from Syracuse business 
. and industry will be on hand for interviewing and explaining the 
many interesting and exciting career opportunities and employ-
ment challenges existing in the greater Syracuse area. 
~ollege senior;i enroll totiia,g ~~ a'Jlia~ @®OOfl)@ooi 
I COGS I 
~ Opportunltln In --8-
Spoosored jointly by tho Monufactunn 
Assodalion of Syracuse ond tho Greater 
Syracuse Cham!"!!: of Comnen:e 
r
1
;00ENTREG;TRAT;;------------------l 
Send to: 
I COGS, 770JamesStreet, Syracuse, N. Y. 13203-Phonc GR4-4201 I I Student's Name: - ~ 
I Home Address: Phone, I 
I I I College: I 
: Major Aren of Study: : 
I Date of Graduation: I L---------~-~--~--------------~ 
Bastards arc not at all times got 
In feather beds we know; 
The strumpet's oath convinces both 
Oft times it is not so. 
One whorish dame, I fear to name 
Lest I should give offence, 
But in this town she was took 
down 
Not more than eight months since. 
She was the first, that on 
snow crust, 
I ever knew to gender; 
I'll hint no more about this whore 
For fear I should offend her. 
"Twas on the snow when Sol 
was low, 
And was in Capricorn, 
A child was got, and it will not 
Be long ere it is born. 
Now unto those that do oppose 
The bundling traid, I say 
Perhaps there's more got on 
the floor 
Then any other way. 
In ancient books no knowledge is 
Of these things to be got; 
Whether young men did bundle then, 
Or whether they did not. 
Sense ancient books says wife the took 
It don't say how they courted; 
Wheter young men did bundle then 
Or by the fire sported. 
( But some do hold in times of old, 
That those about to wed, 
Spent not the night nor yet the light 
by fire or in the bed.) 
They only meant to say they sent 
A man to choose a bride; 
Isaac was so, but let me know 
If any one beside. 
Men don't pretend to .trust a friend 
To choose him sheep or cows; 
Much more a wife whom all his life 
He does expect to house. 
Sense it dont stand each one in hand 
To happy his life; 
I would advise each to be wise 
And choose a prudent wife. 
• 
Sense bundling is not a thing 
That judgment will procure; 
Go on young men, and bundle then, 
But keep your bodies pure. 
The above selection was taken from Little Known Facts 
About Bund/,ing In the New World by A. Monroe Aurand, Jr. 
and published by The Aurand Press, Lancaster, Penna. We hope 
that this article has proved educational. 
Woo~ AAe~il'oD'il CJP.(D). Slhiatrtrs 
$1.88 
[F(Cl]l7il"i)(0HW5 "(C(!Jl7il"il!P)l1.l1S11 Spoli"U' S1kin1Tfrs 
$2.88 fro $4.88 
0 Jl(C(Cl]l7il"il!P)l1.l1S 1BtrcnD'il<d111 Swe(!JfreD's 
$5.00) fro $]~.88 
!Leva JJeCOJD'ilS 
in black, blue, wheat, green as well as in corduroy 
ARMY 
NAVY 
106 - 108 N. Cay11.1ga St. 
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Betty Hoerner 
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Dave· Humphrey 
33 For Who's Who 
Mary Jo Juli~no 
Fred Lasky 
Betty Morgan 
(Continued from page 1) 
Biery, Margaret: Margaret is a 
member of Zeta Sigma Nu, Pi 
Kappa Lambda, the Orchestra 
and the Band. She was nomi'. 
nated for Who's Who last year. 
Her major is music. 
Bradway, Robert: The President 
of Rho Mu Theta, Brad is a 
chemistry major from Bath, Mc. 
Also listed in Who's Who last 
year, the Dean's List student is 
of Zeta Sigma Nu, and the Ameri-
can Chemical Society. Among 
his awards are the Rho Mu Theta 
Freshman Scholastic Award for 
the highest average, and the 
Freshman Math Award, again 
for the highest average. 
Hoerner, Elizabeth: Betty is a 
Senior Drama major living here 
in Ithaca. Besides being on 
Dean's List, she is Delta Phi 
Zeta's representative to IFC; she 
is the Alumni Secretary of TAP, 
and a member of Zeta Sigma 
Nu. A member of Oracle, Stu-
dent Congress, Forensics, WGB 
Antigone Chairman are some 
more of her non-academic ac-
tivities. She was also listed in 
Who's Who last year. 
Hoffman, Rita: From Kenmore, 
Rita is a junior in speech path-
ology and audiology. She is the 
Forensics President, a key mem-
ber of Sigma Alpha Eta, past 
vice president of Pi Kappa Lamb-
da, and a member of President's 
Host, and in Zeta Sigma Nu. 
Her awards include the Inter-
collegiate Public Speaking award 
the Roberta Barnett award for all 
around participation in Forensics. 
She is also on the Committee 
for the 75th Anniversary celebra-
tion. 
Houlls, Evelyn: 
Humphrey, David: This Dean's 
List student hails from Penns-
ville, New .Jersey. He was the 
President of the Junior Class, 
President of Delta Mu Delta, 
Pledgemaster of Delta Kappa, 
member of Zeta Sigma Nu, Spring 
Weekend Chairman, and a mem· 
her of Student Congress. 
Jacobson, Edna: The editor of 
South Hill, Edna is a Senior lit· 
erature major from Flushing, 
New York. She is treasurer of 
ENG, House Council Treasurer, 
and Oracle Secretary. She also 
apepars on Dean's List and is 
a member of Zeta Sigma Nu. 
Juliano, Mary Jo: A native of 
Ithaca, Mary Jo is a Junior Physi-
cal Education major. She is a 
memb/;!r and historian of Phi 
Delta Pi and Zeta Sigma Nu . 
She is a Dean's List student and 
a committee -member for the 75th 
Anniversary. 
Lasky, Fred: A Junior Chemis-
try major from Woodside, New 
York, Fred is a member of Stu· 
dent Court. He is also the Stu· 
dent Associate of the American 
Chemical Society. 
Miller, Richard: A Senior Physi· 
cal Therapy major, Rick has ap-
peared on Dean's List and is a 
member on the varsity Gymnas-
tics team; he was on the Fresh· 
man Gymnastics team and the 
Soccer team. 
Morgan, Elizabeth: From Massa· 
peuqa, New York, Betty is a past 
member of President's Host and 
is on Dean's List, in Zeta Sigma 
Nu, Vice President of Oracle, and 
chairman of the Honor Dorm. 
Nesbit, Georgia: A Senior Physi· 
cal Therapy major, Georgia is 
presently in New York at Al· 
bert Einstein. Georgia was nomi· 
nated for Who's Who last year. 
She is a member of Pi Theta Phi, 
Oracle, Zeta Sigma Nu, and on 
Dean's List. 
Price, Dennis: Dennis is a Senior 
in Music Education. He is a 
Dean's List student, member of 
Zeta Sigma Nu, Kappa GaJJUlla 
Psi, MENC, NYSSMA, and the 
Concert Choir. eH is a native of 
Ithaca. 
Sandler, Thomas: Tom is an Ac· 
counting major Junior. He is a 
member of Delta Kappa, Delta 
Mu Delta, Varsity Golf, and the 
Varsity Club. Tom is a Dean's 
List student. 
In 
Sounders, Holon: A member of 
Phi Delta Pi, Helen is a native 
of Ithaca. She has served the 
sorority as Corresponding Secre-
tary and Treasurer as well as 
being the Treasurer of W AA. She 
was also part of the Tutorial 
Program and appears on Dean's 
List. 
Schwab, Charles William: Bill is 
the Chief Justice of Student 
Court. His other activities include 
Delta Kappa Chaplain and Pledge-
!Ilaster, Dean's List, Zeta Sigma 
Nu, Newman Club, Resident Ad-
visor, and the American Chemi-
cal Society. He has been selected 
as Student Co.Chairman of the 
75th Anniversarv Celebration. 
Slotar. Nancy: This Delta Phi 
Zeta Junior has been on Dean's 
List for two years and received 
the Rho Mu Theta Freshman 
Scholastic Award. She is a mem-
ber of Zeta Sigma Nu and co,mes 
from Latham, New York. 
Snyder, Anne: Anne is majoring 
in Physical Therapy· and presently 
is residing in New York for her 
Senior Year. She is a member 
of Pi Theta Phi, Zeta Sigma Nu, 
Oracle, and the Swimming Club. 
She bas also been a DA and 
comes from Bridgeport. 
Stauber, William: Bill is a Dean's 
List student and secretary of the 
Karate Club. He is from Piscata-
way, New Jersey. 
Tom, Sandra: Sandy is a Dean's 
List student and member of the 
tutorial program. She lives in 
Ithaca and majors in Psychology. 
Thayer, Fred: From Ithaca comes 
this Senior majoring in Music 
Education. He is a member of 
the Concert Choir. 
VanPatten, Elizabeth: From 
Delanson, New York, she is a 
Senior Drama Major. Elizabeth 
is also Vice President of TAP, 
and has been in green rooms, 
major productions, scampers, and 
was one of the Vineyard Players. 
She is a Dean's List student. 
Vonsoosten, John: Representing 
the Radio-TV Department is this 
Senior from Merrick, New York. 
John is the WICB AM-FM Station 
Manager and was Junior of the 
Year in the department last year. 
He is also on the Dean's List and 
is Recording Secretary of Alpha 
Epsilon Rho. 
Wallace, Stephen: Steve is from 
Clarkson, Ontario, Canada and 
majors in Accounting. He is the 
Vice President of Delta Mu Delta, 
President's Host, and DA. He is 
also the Chainpn of the Liquor 
Commission and a member of 
Zeta Sigma Nu. He was Assistant 
Business Manager for the Ithacan. 
Weisenreder, Marl<: Mark, from 
Webster. New York, is a senior in 
Music Education. He is in Oracle, 
on the Dean's List, and a member 
of Zeta Sigma Nu. He is also in 
the Concert Choir, MENC, and 
Corresponding Secretary of Phi 
Mu Alpha. 
Whitcomb, Patricia: Pat halls 
from Osage, Iowa and is on the 
Deans' List. She majors in Music 
Education and is in Sigma Alpha 
Iota, the Concert Band, the Or-
chestra, Chorus and Brass En-
semble. 
Wllhem, David: From Kenmore, 
New York, David Wilhem is in Pi 
Theta Phi and is on Dean's List. 
He is a senior majoring in Physi-
cal Therapy. 
Zaher, Susan: Coming all the way 
from Hammond, Indiana is Sue 
whO specializes in Piano in Music' 
Education. Besides being Execu-
tive Vice President of the New-
man Club, and DA, she finds time 
for WGB, Zeta Sigma Nu, and 
President's Host. 
Ziegler, Janice: A Physical Thera-
py senior from Flushing, New 
York, Janice is also on Dean's 
List. She is in Oracle, Vice Presi-
dent of Zeta Sigma Nu, and a 
member of Phi Theta Pi. She is 
also a DA and member of House 
Council. 
Elizabeth' Spann was also nomi-
nated by the Dean's but did not 
respond to the letter. 
American College! and 
Dennis Price 
Tom Sandler 
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Nostalgia 
by Alex Bl~ck 
Nostalgia is a Sunday after- rans to the Giants. The Giants 
noon of fierce emotion. Nostalgia are now also-rans to the world. 
is the Giants on a Sunday after- I suppose it must be very em-
noon five years ago. Nostalgia is harassing to the once proud 
pro football before CBS. Giants to lose 72-41, as they did 
Sunday afternoons I watched to the mediocre Washington Red 
the Giants; not by choice because Skins. 
I hated the Giants in those days; I no longer hate the Giants, I 
I was a fan of the also r.m pity them. now. 
Browns; hut I was unlucky Their present quarterback, a 
enough to live in Giants television l\Ir. Tom Kennedy is not fit to be 
territory. ground into the same dirt (by 
Twice each fall the Browns and opposing lineman) Y.A. trod 
the Giants met. I anticipated upon; but he is. Each week he 
those two great days, and suf- spends more and more time face 
fered when they arrived. down on that glory packed sod. 
Jimmy Brown was my hero. 1 There is no need to mention 
Jimmy Bro"'7l, a giant of a man, their defense, it is non-existent. 
would meet his maker (Sam There is an S.O.S. upon the 
Huff). Sadness. , horizon for the Giants. Steven 0. 
Y.A. was there too. His arm a 
Hotel 
!Leonardo 
cocktail lounge 
Air Conditioned 
273-1893 
105 N. Aurora St. 
COUNTRY INN 
1734 Danby Road 
COMPLETE DINNERS 
call for 
reservations 
AR 2-9727 
CATER TO 
PRIVATE PARTIES 
THIE HEIGHTS 
TOMPKINS COUNTY AIRPORT 
\ 
Come.in for the Best Cocktails in 
New York State 
ENTERTAINMENT THURS., FRI., & SAT. EVENINGS 
Bring your birthday party up, and we will provide set 
ups to go with your cake. 
flash of perfection. I hated Y.A. 
On those two Sundays I lived 
with defeat. I felt true anguish. 
I knew the Giants' could not keep 
it up; not against the Browns, 
Spurrier, a talented quarterback 
presently practicing his trade in:=========================! 
giants of men. 
Florida. 
S.O.S. expects to play football 
for the Giants. He expects to be 
well compensated for it. I expect 
he will be well compensated for 
it. And then there were none. Re-tired - Tittle, Frank Gifford, 
Rosey Brown, Alex Webster, Jack A pro quarterback is not made 
Stroud, Joe Walton, John Lo- in one season, not even two. 
Vetere, Tom Scott, Hugh Mc- S.O:S. will need time, the Giants 
Elhenny and Andy Robustelli. have no time. 
Traded - Dick Modzelewski, Perhaps !,shall hate the Giants 
Rosebud Restaurant 
V 
Snacks, Home Cooked Meals 
line eating at low prices 
Just right for Student budgets 
V 
111 E. State St 
Take a break from studying!!! 
GOOD FOOD AT STUDENT PRICES 
Try some of our delicious varieties of Subs 
~andw~ches ... (Steak ones too'} 
Onion Rings 
122 S. Cayuga St. 273-4956 
CODDBNGTOM.'S CARRY-OUT 
124 CODDINGTON RD. 
WITHDN WALKING DISTANCE 
SANDWICHES COMPLETE DINNERS PIZZA 
FREE DELIVERY with $5.00 minimum 
HOURS•OPEN 
MON • SAT 11 AM. to 12 Midnight 
SUNDAY 12 Noon to 12 Midnight 
Call 272-1379 
Lane Howell, Erich Barnes, Phil yet another day. It · will not be 
King, Don Chandler and Sam next year though, and probably 
Huff. I hated Sam Huff. not the year after that. :,:============:::;".";::::::===========:!;!:::=====================~==! 
Cleveland won their champion- R.I.P. New York Giants; I 
ships, no longer are they also- hated you once. 
. Students desiring to apply for a spring semester Na-
twnal Defense Student Loan should submit applications 
as so~:>r~ as P?ssible ~o !he Finan~ial _Aids Office in the Job 
Admm1strat1on Bmldmg. Apphcat10ns are available in 
the Financial Aids Office. A Parents' Confidential State-
ment must be on file. 
In addition to the loan application a promisory note 
must be signed before a loan will be granted. 
ONE OF ITHACA's 
nicest eating laces ... 
where everybody meets 
0 
THE COLLEGE SPA 
216 East State Street 
0 
Noted for quality and 
service since 1938 
....... =-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-:71;=========~ ::========== 
PARTHENON 
RESTAURANT 
'V 
Good Foods at reasonable 
prices 
'V 
Students are always 
welcome at 
116 N. Aurora St. 
PIZZA and SUBS 
by 
IPIRRO'S 
Speedy delivery to 
your door 
4 p.m. 'til 2 a.m. 
115 E. Green St. 
AR 2-1950 
The Derby 
Cocktail Lounge 
Come with your dates and 
dance to a smooth band 
every Saturday night. 
ITHACA SHOPPING PLAZA 
Elmira Rd . • 272-9715 
TH9SE !PEOPLE ON YOUR UST ••• "WHO HAVE EVERYTHING" 
!ENJOY GOOD FOOD 
So Give Them All the Very Best With 
A KENTUCKY FRIED CHICKEN 
GIFT CERTIFICATE 
I 
It's Good for Six Months and Can Be Bought for ANY Quantity or Combination 
And Whenever the Certificate is Cashed 
THE t<U.JTUCKY FRIED CHICKEN WILL BE FRESH, CRISP-HOT AND ANGER LICKIN' GOOD 
EATS FOR A BOY AND HIS GANG MEALS TO REMEMBER A DELIGHTFUL DINNER FOR 1WO 
Buckets or Barrels and Extras 5 snack boxes for an for that nice young couple 
always-hungry student 
PIPING HOT EATS FOR A SKATING PARTY LUNCHEON FOR HER & "THE GIRLS" 
hearty and satisfying - and filling Crisp, delicate, Sflicy chicken and 
salads galore 
A "PARTY ON ME" FOR THOSE TEENAGERS 
Barrels O' Chicken - potatoes -
salads - gravy - biscuits & honey 
A COMPLETE DINNER FOR YOUR FAVORITE FAMILY - any size! 
YOU CAN THINK ·oF MANY MORE! 
Ktntueia, fried Ckieka .. 
704 W. Buffalo St. Ph. 273-8444 
McDOOBLE® 
HAMBURGERS 
NEW-'N .. BIG 
ONLY 2 9 CENTS 
A double portion of McDonald's famous hamburger-
served hot off the grill tender and juicy on a golden 
brown toasted bun. You're right-twice as big. Natur-
ally, it costs a little more-but this double goodness of 
McDonal~'s 100% Pure Beef Hamburger is yours for 
only 2~ cents-that's right-just 2'3 cents! Try it and 
you're sure to say, "This McDouble Hamburger is for me." 
Boole for the golde,:a arches I TM 
McDonaldS 
OMcDONALD•a CORPORATION 18 .... 
On the Elmira Road 
Who s,ays you can't buy any electric cars? •• We've 
got lots of them. Slot car sales, service and rentals. 
<> 
TIHHE fPDT STOIF 
in the MalB 
at the Triphammer Shopping Center 
CrwrrDey"s Chicken 1Hfo11Bse 
367 Elmira Road 
EVERY WEDNESDAY NIGHT 
All tl:he chicken you can eat lor just $1.85 
QUICK CARRY-OUT SERVICE 
FOR SNACK BREAKS DURING FINALS 
GOOD LUCK AND HAVE A HAPPY VACATION! 
A meal in a hurry Fast Take Out 
BIG DADDY SUBS 
Complete assortment of subs •• 
10 different good varieites 
(Discount on Orders over 20) 
273-9922 
Open Mon. thru Fri. - 4 P.M. to 12 P.M. 
Sat. and Sun. -12 Noon to 12 Midnight 
103 N. Aurora St. 
Repair Lamps, 
Small Appliances, 
Duplicate Keys 
<> 
JIM'S flX-DT SHOIP 
219 N. Aurora St. 
272-1820 
Stone House Inn 
1457 E. Shore Dr., Rt. 34 
V 
DELIGHTFUL ATMOSPHERE 
FOR COCKTAILS AND 
DINING 
Overlooking Cayuga Lake 
AR 2-9882 
Closed Mondays 
CLOVER CLUB 
356 EIJllira Rd. 
DANCING 
Every Evening 
~ 
Exotic Oriental Dancers 
Every Night But Sunday 
<> 
Sundays - Rock & Roll 
Free Delivery 
!?hone AR 3-6743 
$2.00 or more 
Free Delivery A go1&wD~ 
• (?~(Jut 
When You Pun::hasc 
A $5.00 Meal Ticket 
We Will Give You 
A Meal Worth $1.50 
Phone AR 3-67 43 
Free Delivery 433 N. Cayuga St. 273 - 6743 
Hot& Tangy 
~IZZA 
Homemade w/Everything 
Worth 1.25 
CASH 
PRIZES 
FREE 
YOUR CHOICE 
with Purc:hase 
of $5 Meal Ticket 
TWO 
ROAST BEEF 
SANDWICHES 
on Fresh Hard Roll 
Worth 1.30 
Next to Mickey's Market 
Real Italian 
Style 
VEAL PARMIGIANE 
with Spaghetti 
Worth 1.30 
Golden and Juicy 
3 Pieces G. Nugget 
, CHICKEN with Wafflo 
French Fries and Colo Slaw 
Worth 1.29 
lFREIE 
Win Cash Prizes 
$25.00 Every Month 
$5.00 Every Week 
Tender 
HOT ROAST BEEF 
w/Pot. & Veg. 
Rolls & Butter 
Worlth 1.30 
!FREE 
YOUR CHOICE 
with Purchase 
of $5 Meal Ticket 
CASH 
PRIZES 
--------SHELLS with 
Tangy Italian Sauce 
and Hot Sausage 
w/Rolls and Butter 
Worth 1.15 
Anyordor 
$2.00 or over 
dcllvorod 
FREE to your 
Dao,, Piping 
HllJ betwoon 
4,30 and 7;30 
THREE 
BELGIAN WAFFLE~ 
with Whipped Cream 
and Strawberries 
Crisp Fresh 
FRIED SHRIMP 
Dinner 
w/Frcnch Fries and 
Cale Slaw 
Any ordor 
$2.00 or over 
dolivcn,d 
RIEEtoyour 
Door Piping 
Hot betwoen 
4,30 and 7,30 
Evory Day 
Worth 1.50 Worth 1.35 Evory Day 
You automatically become eligible to win $25.00 !Every Month or $5 !Every 
Week when you purchase a Meal Ticket. 
Tho Golden Nuggot Guarantoo of Quality 
IF at any tlmo our product& aro not tasty, tempting, and freshly prepared 
Your monoy will bo choorfully rofundod. 
NOVEMBER WINNER 
$25.00 
Angie Macall 
211 N. Geneva St. 
Ithaca, N.Y. 
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Bob Armstrong and Lou Spiotti surround friend during post football season 
celebration. Bath claim Indian as trophy. 
WHILE STUDYING FOR FINALS 
WHY NOT TRY SOME OF HAL'S DELICIOUS SANDWICHES 
<> <> <> 
Pastrami - Corn Beef - Triple Decker Sandwiches 
<> <> <> 
GOOD LUCK AND BEST WISHES FOR 
A HAPPY VACATION 
IH1 a I's l:Oe Di ca tesse 1n1 
309 E. State St. 
Delivery to all Dorms $1.00 Extra AR 3-7765 
IIEIINYS 
~/UU.e-1u 
Featuring 1 Sc Hamburgers 
Also Fish, Shrimp, Chicken & Chili Con Carne 
211 Elmira Rd AR3-0407 
Across from Grand Union 
[F!RlElE !RUll)lE 
1i© fFDINIE IOBNN!E~ 
SUNNYSIDE'S SUNNYBUS SERVICE 
Tuesday through Sunday 5-8 p.m7 - Groups of 4 to 7 
Phone AR 3-1200 for free round-trip pickup service. 
Student Dinner Special $1.25 
R.!ESTAllJ RANT 
IElmlra Road and Mc:aclcrw St. 
where the GOOD food iG 
OLIVEITI 
UNDERWOOD 
Portable Typewriter 
$59-95 
A $12,95 informative 
World Atlas with every 
Olivetti-Underwood 
typewriter! This light-
weight, 44-key, all-
metal machine has both 
horizontal and vertical 
half-spacing, 2 colored 
ribbons, memory line 
finder, carriage lock 
lever and many other 
features. 
just say, "Charge it!"' 
201 East State Street 
Open every night 
'til Xmos 
~I 
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MUSICAL NOTIES 
(Continued from page 11) 
Sanata No. 1 in C Major Op. 24 
Allegro 
Carla Maria von Weber 
Adagio 
Minuetto 
Rondo 
Fantasy Pieces Op. 6 Charles T. Griffes 
Barcarolle 
Notturno 
Scherzo 
Bachelor of Music 
FORD AUDITORIUM 
Monday, December 19, 1966 
8:15 P.M. 
RECITAL 
Margaret Biery, Flute 
Arthur Wenk, Piano 
Sonata in A Minor for Unaccompanied Flute .......... Bach 
Allemande 
Corrente 
Sarabande 
Bourree anglaise 
Three Preludes for Unaccompanied Flute, Op. 18 ... Muczynski 
Allegro 
Andante 
Allegro molto 
Sonata IV in F Major, K. V. 13 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Mozart 
Allegro 
Andante 
Mewuetto primo 
M ewuetto secondo 
Syrinx ............. . .............. Debussy 
................ Prokofieff Sonata in D Major, Op. 94 
Moderato 
Scherzo 
Andante 
Allegro con brio 
FORD AUDITORIUM 
Wednesday, December 21, 1966 
8:15 P.M. 
To keep your Christmas Spirits High-Stop in 
and enjoy the treats at ... 
V as1reno ILoquoli" Store 
206 N. Tioga St. 
Across from First National Ban!c 
One of ihe leading 
Tobacco Shops in 
Central New Yor& 
Featuring also 
l?AIPIER. BACC< IB001l(S 
(over 2000 titles) 
for classroom work and general reading 
Sh@YPW&& !b@JiiiWMft:gJ;:• ,n: .. ;gegcw . .1.< 
A 
COMPLETE 
MUSICAL SERVICE 
V 
IHIICKIEY1S 
MlUSD<C STOlfUE 
201 South Tioga St. 
Ithaca AR 2-8262 
Central American 
Shop 
(GIFTS) 
111 N. Aurora St. 
<> 
Salad Sets, Place Mats, 
Cheese Boards, Stainless 
Steel, Fondue Pots, 
Casseroles 
Hand Crafted Sterling 
Combination coin 
purse and wallet 
in new wheat 
design $5.95 
Billfold with 
snap closing $5.00 
Key Case $2.95 
WlE IHI.A VIE WIHAT, YOU NIEfEfO> 
IE'V!ERV WOMAN ON YOUIR 
<CfHJRDSDMAS SIHOPIPDNG ILDS1' 
Lingerie - Hosiery - Sportswear 
ORMOND 9 S 
OPEN EVERY NIGHT 
TILII. 9 P.M. to DEC. 23rd 
134 EAST STATE STREET 
DOWNTOWN ITHACA 
Christmas Charm 
by 
iraBbot 
Left •.. the ultimate in easy care and 
wearability. A sweater "knit to fit". 
perfectly and permanently. Machine 
washable and dryable. Soft and . 
feminine to the touch. Mint green or 
Star Blue $12.00 
Matching skirt with elasticized 
waistband, all acetate li~ing. Figure 
flattering and machine washable c.nd 
dryable $12.00 
Your Christmas Fashion Center In Ithaca• 119 East State Street 
Shop at Holley's 
'til 9. Monday -
Friday. 
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Wrestling T earn ~xpects !Better Season 
VAN9S SHOES 
The Minuet-a sleek 
velvet little pump from 
Oomphies 
',, ', 
L ,n:, .: .. -.. ,: ,,..., 
Robert Franciamone 
Co-Captain 
Although the varsity wrestling team will not sec action 
until January 21 of next year, Coach Herbert Broadwell has been 
, working his squad hard since November 7 in an attempt to 
, mold a team that can improve on the performance of last year's 
squad. Their record last year was 4-8; however, that is certainly 
not indicative of the caliber of wrestlers that comprised the 
team. Coach Broadwell had good personnel, but that old nemesis 
: of any athletic coach, injuries, struck hard, leaving but four 
, , front-line performers and no depth to speak of. So as Broadwell 
prepares to start his seventeenth season at the helm of the 
· Bomber grapplers, his main concern is that all of his boys stay 
· healthy. The coach feels that barring injuries, his team could 
; have a good year. He has plenty of depth in the lighter weights, 
· although above the 157 pound mark, personnel is scarce. flow-
, ever, the people who do compete in those higher classes are 
men capable of handling themselves very well out on the mat. 
Heading this year's roster are two seniors who hail from 
Ithaca High School. They are co-captains Bob Franciamone and 
Gary Foote. Franciamone, in his second year as co-captain, 
holds down the 137 pound bracket, and in his two years of com-
petition has compiled an enviable 22-2 record. Foote, one of those 
, : hampered by injury last year, has an individual log of 9-4-2. 
Gary is a 177 pounder. Battling for the top spot at 123 pounds 
are two of the six returning lettermen, namely Stuart Allen and 
Tom Samter. Another native Ithacan, sophomore Rohen Auble, 
is a probable wrestler at the 130 pound level. Mike Turco, who 
last year compiled a 5-1 record, has a good hold on the 145 
r-------------, pound chores. Mike is still another of the Ithaca High School 
products who figure to make great contributions to this year's 
effort. 
Quality 
In black with a satin 
cling collar 
One of our most 
popular 
OOMPHIES 
Airstep_ 
Enna Jetick 
Smartaire 
Buster Brown 
Miss America 
l?edwin Robke 
Custom Framing 
Dry mounting - Picture 
Rentals - Mats - Arts 
Supplies - Non-glare glass-
Print Catalogues Available 
414 W. Buffalo St. 
272-1350 
.---------------. 
MACK'S 
Pharmacy 
Herritt Drug Co. 
FANNY FARMER CANDIES 
ITHACA SHOPPING PLAZA 
Elmira Rd. 
AR 2-6290 
There are a host of wrestlers vying for positions in the 
152 and 160 classes. Included are Terry Habecker, Roger Col-
burn, Neal Riggs, and Dave VanBrunt. Another senior who has 
compiled an outstanding record over the past two years will 
wrestle either at the 160 or 167 pound berths. His name is Howie 
Peirano and his current record is 18-5-1. As was mentioned be-
fore, the personnel gets mighty slim up in the higher weights, 
but the presence of Neil DeRosa can do nothing but brighten 
the picture. This heavyweight sports a lifetime record of 12-4-2 
and his illness last season dealt a telling blow to the fortunes 
of the Bomber wrestling squad. A healthy DeRosa could give a 
great boost to the other team members as they strive to have 
the good year that their coach feels is within their capabilities. 
Barring the "bad breaks" such as were suffered last year, 
1966-67 could be a fine year on the mats for the Ithaca College 
Bombers. 
The first opponent on the 13-match schedule is the Uni-
versity of Buffalo, who the Bombers will meet on January 21 
in Buffalo. The demanding schedule also has such tough teams 
as Syracuse, Lock Haven, and Wilkes slated to take on the I.C. 
matmen. So rest up over the mid-semester vacation and come 
back to school prepared for some interesting, exciting, and suc-
L---------------------------------------- ._ ____________ _. cessful wrestling. 
LUTTON'S goes to London for the 
cool look in high-intensity lamps. 
The London look is In fashion. -----------"\! 
Mod, mad, geometrically bril-
liant. And it's yours in a J,igh-
intensity lamp that literally 
turns itself inside out to help 
your vision. Without being a 
sight. Whether you use the 
Lloyd,.. 5-Way Lamp as a 
IR.eg. $14.95 
Special $8.50 
nightlight, spotlight, desk- 1,.......;;;"!""'....,"""""l""----,io~ 
light, plug-in flashlight or 
wall-light (free mounting 
bracket), it shines. Even when 
it's off, it's easy on your eyes. 
And your fingers. Bend its 
arm, twist its neck; Lloyd still 
keeps a cool head. Look at 
Lloyd today. You'll see the 
light. U.L. approved. Life-
time guarantee. Black, white, 
.red, green or beige. $12.95 
including bulb. 
llOYD™ 
5t?SWAY 
lAMPS 
Lifetime Guarantee: If any part, 
except bulb or finish, wears out or 
fails to function because of de· 
fects in material or workmanship, 
London Products, Inc., will fix or 
replace it free during the life of 
the original purchaser. 
B~ ' ' 
B > . 
Reg. $10.50 - Special $7.00 
UJ1TON'S, 'Tfhe Office Complete 
with many eltciting Christmas Gift 01l'ems 
108 W. Sll'ato Sheet 
Merry Christmas and Happy New Year 
from 
A1n1dly Soyrring ancll Company 
108 E. Clinton St. 
Buses for Charter - For All Occasions 
Local Intra-State or Inter-State 
THE BEST WAY TO GO- BY BUS 
~ll"DSIJ)ellll <Clhiall"fi'eli' Seli'VDCe, 0D'!l«:o 
716 W. Clinton St. 
TELEPHONE AR 3-2596 FOR QUOTATION 
If No Answer 539-7111 
All New Semi-Gloss 
LATEX ENAMEL 
o Beautiful Semi-Gloss Finish 
0 Resists Staining and Chipping 
0 One-coat hiding on most surfaces 
0 Recoat in 1 to 2 hours 
O Soap and water clean-up 
GALS 
FOR $9098 
2 Quarts for $3.49 
-~·~l~IJ MOIi THAN 1.000 STORU, COASJ 10 COAST 
Russell Hurlbut, Franchised Dealer 
Winter Hours 8:30 - 5:00 p.m. 
Sat., 8:30 a.m. to 1 :00 p.m. No Metered Parking 
930 N. Cayuga St. 273 - 6509 
.... 
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~-- Cagers Take First 
From Lock Haven 7 6-66 
ITHACA-Dec. 1-The Ithaca 
College hoopsters opened the sea-
son on a positive note downing 
Lock Haven State College of 
Pennsylvania, 76-66. 
The Bomber's sophomores made 
an auspicious debut as they paced 
the team in scoring and rebound-
ing. 
The team itself was not overly 
impressive as they played a slug-
gish first half, and a lackadaisical 
second half. 
close with Lock Haven having the 
edge. Ithaca made 29 of 77, and 
Lock Haven made 30 of 80 shots. 
The Bombers showed potential, 
but were extremely sfoppy at 
times. In the second half they 
were not as sharp as they should 
and could have been. Had the 
Bombers not had the height ad-
vantage, the superior material to 
work with the hustling Bald 
Eagles might have upset them. 
Ithaca College (76) G F T 
Andrejko 5-15 4- 6 14 
Barton 6-11 0- 0 12 
Swim Team Opens Second Year as Varsity .Sport 
The Bombers were outshot from 
the field 30-29, and won the game 
at the foul line getting 18 foul 
points to Lock Haven's six. Lead-
ing scorers for the Bombers were 
Don Bahrenberg with 22 points, a 
sophomore; Don Andrejko with 
14, a junior; and Dave Barton 
with 12, the lone senior to see 
action. 
Bahrenberg 10-20 2- 3 22 
Rosenthal 3- 7 5- 7 11 
Albano 0- 6 4- 6 4 
Five Lettermen Returning 
This season's varsity swimming 
team has five returning letter-
men among a fifteen man roster. 
Prospects are looking better for 
the Bomber swimming team in 
its second year of intercollegiate 
competition. Coach Ware has 
pieked up some promising pros-
pects to go with his returning 
lettermen. 
Senior Wayne Kaler will put 
his dual meet undefeated 200 
yard butterfly mark on the line. 
Ware is looking forward to a big 
year from Kaler. 
Last year's high point man, 
Alan Gantert is also back for his 
final year. 
A tough schedule, with peren-
nial powerhouses Oneonta and 
Brockport, is listed and will give 
the Bombers a goal to shoot for. 
John Ernisse-Sophomore from 
Rochester. Freestyle sprinter. 
Scored in all eight meets last 
year. On school record breaking 
400-medley relay and 400-yd. free 
style relay teams. John is a math 
major. 
Dave Humphrey-Junior from 
Silver Springs, Maryland. A 
diver in his first year, a hard 
worker who may be the Bomber's 
top diver at one meter. Music 
major. 
George Cancro-Junior from 
Newfield. Switehed to diving this 
year and doing a fine job at one 
and three meters. PE major. 
Andrew Miller-Junior from 
Jamaica. Working very hard this 
year on the backstroke event. Ex-
pected to be a real asset to the 
team. Majoring in physical edu-
AQU A SKETCHES: cation. 
Wayne Kaler--Senior from Ro- Johnathan Robbins - Junior 
chester. Co-captain last year. Un- diver from Weston, Mass. Last 
defeated in eight dual meets in year was John's first on the 
the 200 yd. butterfly last season. boards. Is showing real improve-
Took 6th place in N.Y.S. Champ- ment. Has great potential. Major-
ionships. Holds school and pool ing phys. ed. 
records in 200 yard butterfly. . . 
Also on school record holding 400 Richard Bishop - sophomore 
yard medley relay and 400 yard from Mooretown, N.J. F~rst. year 
free style relay teams. Physical out. Has excellent potential m the 
education major. 200 yard a~d 500. y?"rd !reestyle 
Alan Gantert-Senior from Ro- events. He 1s maJonng m Math. 
chester. Last years co-captain William Ware has the distinc-
a:i\d team high point man. Holds tion of being Ithaea's first inter-
school record for 50 yard free collegiate swimming coach. Last 
St. B0nnie1s Dowse Bombers 
Last Wednesday night the Ith· 
aca College men's varsity swim 
team lost their first meet of the 
year to St. Bonaventure. The 
Bonnies rolled up a total of 65 
points to beat Ithaca. St. Bona-
venture took nine of eleven first 
places. 
George Cancro and Wayne Ka-
ler , took the only first place 
finishes for I.C. 
Cancro amassed a total of 142.9 
points to lead the diving competi-
tors. In second place was Cancro's 
teammate Humphrey. 
Kaler set a new pool record for 
the 200 yard butterfly with a 
time of 2:21.5. St. Bonaventure 
filled the other two spots. 
The only other pool record set 
was in the 200 yard back stroke. 
Dave McCall of St. Bonaventure 
beat the old record by three 
seconds when he finished with a 
time of 2:16.4. 
The final score was St. Bona· 
venture 65 and Ithaca 28. 
400 yard medley relay 
St. Bonaventure-4:18.3 
50 yard freestyle 
1 S.B. Brand-23.3 
2 I.e. McVicker 
3. S.B. 
200 yard freestyle 
1. S.B. McCall--2:07.8 
2. I.e. Vollmer 
3. I.C. Bishop 
200 yard Individual medloy 
1. S.B. Culhane-2:20.5 
2. S.B. Bruchac 
Diving 
1. I. C. Cancro-142.9 
2. I.C. Humphrey 
3. S.B. Doherty 
200 yard butterfly 
1. I.C. Kaler--2:21.5 pool record 
2. S.B. Richele 
3. S.B. Antosh 
100 yard freestyle 
1. S.B. Brand-56.2 
2. I.C. McVicker 
3. S.B. Doherty 
200 yard backstroke 
1. S.B. McCall-2:16.4 pool 
record 
2. S.B. Stein 
3. I.e. Gantert 
500 yard freestyle 
1. S.B. Culhane-6:09.1 
2. S.B. McDonald 
3. LC. Vollmer 
200 yard breaststroke 
1. S.B. Mays-2:37.4 
2. LC. Adams 
400 yard freestyle relay 
1. S.B.-3.59 
Ithaca jumped to an eady lead 
in the first half and led at half-
time with a 33-27 edge. 
In the second half Lock Haven 
kept the game close as Steve 
Daley ret:led off six quick points 
to tighten the contest. 
The Bombers adopted slow 
down tactics in the fourth quarter 
causing the Bald Eagles to foul 
them to regain possession. 
From the floor the teams were 
Gustafson, W 4-12 3- 5 11 
Pratt 
Miller 
Tot~l 
0-10-2 0 
1- 5 0- 0 2 
29-77 18-29 76 
Lock Haven 27 39--66 
Ithaca College 33 43-76 
Raulovich 1-13 1- 2 3 
Lewis 4-11 1- 1 9 
McClean 4-12 1- 2 9 
Daley 8-13 2- 3 12 
Richards 5-18 2- 3 12 
Esenwine 3- 6 0- 0 6 
Young 3- 6 0- 1 6 
Arrowsmith 2- 2 0- 0 4 
Total 30-80 6-10 66 
STOCK UP FOR YOUR ''F INALS11 
HOLIDAY ... 
'V 
Fine Choice Meats - Produce - legal Beverages 
Sub Sandwiches, Only 59c 
Orders for Parties and Picnics 
'V 
Open 8 a.m. to 12 midnight 
SUNRISE MARKET 
(The World's Smallest Supermarket) 
512 W. State St. 272-6066 
style, 100 yard free style, and 200 year he joined the college after .-----------------------------------------------------
yard individual medley. Also on coaching five years at Eastridge 
school record holding 400 yard High School in Rochester. His 
medley relay and 400 yard free outstanding five year record was 
style relay teams. Physical Edu- 77 wins and 8 defeats. He coach-
cation major. ed the team to the sectional 
David Vollmer-Junior from diving title all five years. The 
Massapequa. Holds school records next meet will be December 16th 
in the 200 yard and 500 yard against Harpur. Last year the 
freestyle events. Last season was Bombers lost to Harpur 48-47. 
Dave's first in competitive swim- The meet begins at 4:00 in the 
ming. Business Administration South Jlill Gym pool. The public 
student. is invited. 
FREE GAS 
Woekly Drawing for 5 Gallon11 of Goa 
AT 
IR.AY SEARS ATLANTIC 
(Comer of Green and Cayuga) 
AR 2-2600 
Every dollar spont gives you a chance to this npocial offer 
for IC students. , 
What "'We" IIOII "Wo" Guarontoo 
This Week's Winning Ticket - 015553 
5 Gallons of Ges-FREEI 
<> <> <> 
Here comes Grossman to bid you 
good luck in your final exams and wish 
you a safe and healthy New Year 
SOS Third Stroot 
GO GREYHOUND andl leave the driving to us 
5 HR. EXPRESS FOR CHRISTMAS VACATION 
To New York City and Jamaica L.I. Railroad Station 
To NYC - - Port Authority 
Mon., Dec. 19--8:45 a.m., 3:10 p.m.1 6:05 p.m., 12:15 a.m. 
Tues., Dec. 20--8:45 a.m., 11 :45 a.m., 1 :45 p.m., 3:00 p.m., 
5:00 p.m. and 11 :45 p.m. 
Wed., Dec. 21--8:45 a.m., 11 :45 a.m., 1 :30 p.m., 3:10 p.m., 
600 p.m., 11 :45 p.m. 
Thurs., Dec. 22--8:45 a.m., 3:10 p.m., 6:05 p.m., 12:25 a.m. 
!Fri., Dec. 23~:45 a.m., 12:35 p.m., 3:10 p.m. 
.JJamaeca IL.D. Railroad Statiotm 
Tues., Dec. 20-2:00 p.m. and 5:00 p.m. 
Wed., Dec. 21-2:00 p.m. 
IRIEGULAR EXPRESS SCHEDULES IN EFFECT ON 
RETURN FROM PORT AUTHORITY 
One Way - $9.25 - - Round Trip - $13.SC 
CAU OR STOP IN TO MAKE RESERVATIONS AT 
GREYHOUND 1ERMINAL 
710 W. State St. -AR 2•7930 
HAPPY HOLIDAYS 
from your 
ITHACA BANKING 
HEADQUARTERS 
<> <> <> 
TOMPKINS 
COUNTY 
TRUST 
COMPANY 
Outlook for Gym Team Hopeful 
This season's varsity gymnastics GYMNASTS PROFILES: 
team can only be described as at Ithaca College, Gordon Eg-
William Cowden-Junior from gleston coached the Bomhers to hopeful. Coming off last seasons 
7-3 winning mark they have Jost Farmingdale. Return veteran of their first winning season with 
several key, players and will have two years and l!J65 team high an outstanding 7-3 record. 
a tough time matching that mark scorer. This season Bill will rep- He is a graduate of Milford 
this winter. resent the team competing in all Central School, receh·ed his BS 
Only three of last years win- events as an all-around entry. 
ning varsity has returned. Where- at Brockport in 1951. He received 
as last season's squad possessed His strong events are horizontal his masters at Georgia Southern 
great depth with 11 men, there bar, parallel bars and still rings. College where he was an assist-
have been very few uppcrclass- George Loveless--Junior from ant coach prior to coming to 
men out to take up the slack left Phoenicia. A letterman in 1965- Ithaca. 
by the 1965-66 graduated gym- 66 G ·11 · 
nasts. ' eorge wi compete in five Mr. Eggleston is national AAU 
Of the three '65 freshmen out events as Ithaca's second unlimit- Chairman of Gymnastics for the 
for the team last year, only one, ed event entry. Best events are Junior Olympic Program. 
Doug Lavery, has returned. long horse and trimpoline. During 1965 he was a member 
This will definitely have to be E. Douglas Lavery-A sopho- of the National Assn. of Inter-
a building season with concen-
trated effort being placed upon more from Bradfordwoods, Pa. Collegiate Athletics (NIA.A) 
teaching the nine freshmen out majoring in biology. This is Gymnastics Rules Committee. 
for the team, even though they Doug's first year as a varsity Mr. Eggleston coached 
are not eligible foi: intercollegiate member a nd he shows much po- Leesburg, Fla. gymnastics team 
competition. The three lettermen tential a nd will see action in for four years ending in 1963. 
from last year's team are already three events. He is a specialist in This team won the AAU 
proficient gymnasts. floor exrcise and trampoline. championship three of 
Two problems loom before the Richard Miller-A senior from years. 
team this year: (1) The possi- Mt. Vernon. Is a two year vet- The gymnastics team's next 
bility of injury to any on·e of this eran who will see action in three match will be Slippery Rock, De-
season's varsity, and (2) the events. He excels in the still rings. cember 16th. at Slippery Rock, 
maintaining of enthusiasm and Rick is a physical thrapy major Pa. The next home match will be 
team spirit after last seasons and this will be his last year of January 21st against Hartwick 
successful record throughout the varsity competition. beginning in the South Hill Gym 
season. Last year in his first season at 3:30. 
The latest thing in student accessories. It comes halfway up to regular 
JetCoachfare,butitcoversyouall thewayhome.Toqualify,youmust 
be young-under 22. You must be able to fill out a simple form. Then if 
you have $3, you're halfway home at half fare. You're a member of 
TWA's 50/50 Club ... eligible for Mini-fare everywhere we go in the 
U.S. Stop in at your nearest TWA office for a fitting. 
OScnicc lllllrk owned exclusively by Trans World AidlD=, Inc. 
WeYcome 
l1@llheworld of 
Trans World Aiiirline§* 
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Steve Forman, an Ithaca Puckstor, checking unidentified RIT player 
at last Saturday's game at Lynah Rink. IC won 7. 3. 
'THE NEW 
Hita:henRid 
Classic VariCycle 
portable dishwasher 
CJ Choice of 3 push button 
cycles: Rinse and Hold; 
Utility and Utensil; Full 
Cycle. 
O Gleaming Porcelain Enamel 
Inside and out 
O Automatic-Lift Top Rack 
CJ Exclusive new 4-Way Wash 
CJ Exclusive Flo-Thru Drying 
CJ Automatic Detergent and 
Rinse Agent Dispensers 
C Automatic Power Cord Reel 
PLUS MANY OTHER 
OUTSTANDING FEATURES 
Don't be switched 
from the best •• • 
Hita:henAid 
=sEE THEM Ar= 
Hull Heating 
& 
Plumbing Inc. 
802 W. Seneca St. 
272-3550 
Major leagues 
Change Rules 
!For Students 
PITTSBURGH (AP) - Major 
league executives adopted Friday 
a rule that prevents a team from 
signing a college player until he 
completes four years of school. 
There are four exceptions to 
the rule, which is the most favor-
-able the majors have ever given 
the colleges. 
Under the exceptions a team 
can sign a boy if he is 21 years 
old, if his college class graduates, 
if he failed scholastically, or if 
he drops out of school for 120 
days. 
Coiff ege Girod 
Squads !Passofl'tlSJ 
Hncrreasing 
NEW YORK (AP) - College 
football teams are thrmving the 
ball almost twice as much as 
they did 10 years ago. 
This is the finding of the Na-
tional Collegiate Athletic Bu-
reau in its final statistics on 
passing and pass receiving for 
major colleges during the 1966 
season. 
Whereas in 1956 the average 
major college game produced an 
average total of 28.2 pass at-
tempts a game and 12.3 com-
pletions, the 1966 figures showed 
an average of 43.8 attempts by 
both teams and 20.6 completions. 
The average yardage per game 
has jumped proportionately -
from 171.8 air yards to 265.8. 
It's the pro influence. 
[r U 'iT'IE !RN a 11'Y JHEWIE ll.. lR ir 
lby L G. IBALIFOUR CO. 
DR'haca College Class Rings 
lltay lltobinson-Rothschild1s Depll'. Slrorro 
First Floor 
IBAIOGIES- !FAVORS- MUGS - TROIPHIIES 
Phone AR 2-5000 
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MD.AA Basketball Standings (as of Dec. 11th) 
Goa.rt League Won 
by ''The Hulk" Dynamites 3 
Lost 
1 
1 
1 
1 
2 
3 
Games Back 
COIN-OP at the CO-OP 
Last Friday night, the 1966 
Men's Intramural Wrestling 
Tournament came to a close. It 
took fifty-two boys, in four days, 
and forty-eight bouts to deter-
mine the winners - the 1966 
Ithaca College Men's Intramural 
Wrestling Champions. 
. 86'er's 3 
-Jim Ryan dee. James Butts, 5-4, Association 3 
167-Dave Cornell dee. Art Ma· p· Lam 3 
rangi, 10-4, 177-Bob Schumacher T~ine Ticklers 2 
dee. Ron Doyon, 4-0, . 191:--Rod Summer School 1 
Howell dee. _Gary Me!erdi:rcks, Hot Shots 1 
4-2, ~10 - Jim Cronkite pmn~d Losers O 
Denms Moore, (1:07), HVY-J1m 
A crowd of 100 screaming fans 
turned out to cheer their favor-
ites on. The Brothers of Pi Lamb-
da Chi edged the team from 
Delta Kappa to win the team 
trophy, while Pi Lam Brother, 
Pete Gilpatric was awarded "out-
standing wrestler" of the tour-
nament. All of the first and sec-
ond place finishers received a 
certificate for their efforts dur-
ing the contest. 
Five of the wrestlers success-
fully defended their crown, Bill 
Cook-123 pound weight class, 
Pete Gilpatric-130, Chuck Brack-
enridge-137, Bob Schumacher-
177, and Jim Cronkite-210. Dave 
Cornell, last year's 160 lb. cham-
pion, also won a number one spot, 
but this year, in the 167 class. 
Delta Kappa's Bruce Clarke-145, 
Pi Lam's Jim Ryan-160, along 
with Ron Burnstein-152, the 
Jocks' Rod Howell-191, and Jim 
Benedek-HVY, were the other 
winners. 
Summary: 
Benedek pinned Bill Horne (5:45). Pacific League 
Third Pl.aco 
finishers: 
130-Bethcil 
137--Serbalic 
145-Cowdcn 
152--Gebler 
160-Moskow 
167-Maron 
177-Hess 
C.B.'s 
007's 
Expendables 
DK"B" 
Camel Herders 
Whistling Moons 
Pick-Ups. 
Phi "K's" 
191--Jurgens Colonial League 
!Ivy-Richardson Dark Horses 
Fourth Place 
finishers: DK"A" 
130-Price Mixed Up 
137-Yamagata Firehouse Five 
145-Kelly Bushwackers 
152-Annis 3 +2 160-Kenyon 
167-Rochester P. H.'s 
177-Donlick Re-mouse 
191--Greenburg 
I-Ivy-Munn Individual Scoring Leaders 
Fencing--At the second meet- Coast League 
ing of this newly formed organ- 1. Hoffman 
ization, Don Schanpf, Steve Wil- 2. Cronkite 
son, and Irving· Pikscher were 3. Waterhouse 
appointed officers. The Fencing Colonial League 
57 
56 
52 
Team scoring: Pi Lam 69, Delta 
Kappa 66, Phi E K 28, Jocks 17. 
Club plans to start its activities, 1. Adams 52 
as soon as possible next semes- 2. Busch 46 
Individual results: 123-Bill 
Cook pinned Mike Schell, (1:07), 
130-Pete Gilpatric pinned Pete 
Greco (3:06), 137-Chuck Brack-
enridge judgement over Jay 
Swainbank, 145-Bruce Clark dee. 
Fred Schoback, 2-0, 152-Ron 
Burnstein dee. Bob Joly, 8-7, 160 
ter, those, who may still be in- _3_. _M_cC_a_u_Ie_y ______ 4_,2 
terested may contact any of the 
three officers. 
Mr. DeLuca and M.I.A.A. wish 
all of you a Very Merry Christ-
mas and a Happy New Year! 
(P.S.--Just a bit of information, 
l\'[r. DeLuca is not the Hulk!!!!!!! 
CHERRY RED 
TO 
If your monthly certification of attendance was re-
ceived in the Buffalq Regional Office on or before De-
cember 5th you should receive your Novemoer payment 
on December 14th. Certifications received in the Regional 
Office on or before December 9th will generate checks on 
December 19th. 
PURITAN BLUE 
<> <> <> 
Christmas Gilt Odeas 
Coty, !Faberge, Revlon, Max Factor, Givenchy, 
Jean D' Albret, Chanel, lanvin and many others ... 
<> <> <> 
. . 
.:. 
Jade East, !English Leai!'her, Canoe, That Man, Brut, Old Spice, 
CCen1i' of D.ondon, IBuxl!'on Walle1i's and Accessories 
<> <> <> 
lltussell Stover Candies 
!Pipes & Smokers Needs 
OPEN 
Mon.-Sat. 9 a.m. io 10 p.m.-Sun. 9 a.m. to 7 p.m. 
Pharmacy, Unc,, 
TRIPHAMMER SHOPPING CIEN1'1Ellt 
273-5523 
4 
4 
2 
2 
2 
2 
0 
0 
3 
3 
3 
2 
2 
1 
1 
0 
3 
4 
0 
0 
2 
2 
2 
2 
4 
4 
0 
1 
1 
2 
2 
2 
3 
3 
1 
2 
2 
3 
2 
2 
2 
2 
4 
4 
½ 
½ 
1½ 
1½ 
2½ 
2½ 
3 
609 W. Clinton St. - - Phone AR 2-4967 
• 
CLEAN YOUR CLOTHES FOR THE HOLIDAYS I 
Sweaters, Skirts, Blouses, Slacks, Shirts, Jackets ... 
~ 
NORGE DRY CLEANERS 
SINGLE WASHERS 
DOUBLE WASHERS 
TRIPLE WASHERS 
DRYERS 
• 
PROFESSIONAL DRYCLEANING AND SHIRT LAUNDRY 
WITH SAME DAY SERVICE 
IN BY 9 A.M., OUT BY 4:30 P.M. 
<> 
Quality Guaranteed! 
Pleasing You Pleases Us! 
Pacific League 
'Twas the night before Christmas 
And all through the dorm 
1. White 
2. Dyer 
3. R. Fuller 
·63 
58 
56 
Not a creature was stirring 
Because they were all at 
THE 
ORIENTAL 
SHOP 
Chinese, 
Japanese 
East Asian 
Foods 
Oriental Gifts 
Pottery Teak 
AR2-7710 
130 E. GREEN ST., ITHACA 
CIHIARJAN 1 S 
Corner State & Tioga 
buying her Christmas cards and gifts! 
Melvin wishes all a Happy Holiday Season! 
<> <> <> 
Listen to the David I. Stewart Day-~nd News on 
WTKO at 4:30 
Best Wishes 
ffor A Merry Christmas 
crandl 
A /Happy New Year 
ire ADU The Studentl:s and/ StafJ{f 
Uthaca College 
lioberfi' S.Boothroyd .Agel1ilCf D filnl<Co 
312 E. Seneca St. 
Ithaca, M.Y. 
Tompkins 
!Photography 
Applications and Passports 
Quick Service 
134 E. State St. 
272-3000 
MOE'S 
Barber Shop 
MOSE NORMAN, Prop. 
118 N. Aurora St. 
272 8184 
Your Friends Will 
love You 
If You Shop at 
Tfhie Corrrneir Book Store 
109 N. Tioga St. Downtown Ithaca 
ITHACA COLLEGE CLASS RINGS 
Guaranteed Against Loss or Damage 
or Theft for 2 years 
(> <> <> 
Where College Ave. Meets Dryden Road-
in Ithaca it's ... 
"Sam Gould' s11 
COLLEGETOWN STORE 
HEADQUARTERS FOR EVERYTHING 
Phone 272 - 6988 
Chuc:k Schirmer Selected 1f@ 
AH-East ~CA C Grid Sqw,©1~ 
With the 1966 football season 
officially wrapped up, a number 
of Ithaca CoJlege players are re-
ceiving accolades for their efforts 
during the eight-game schedule. 
Linebacker Chuck Schirmer 
received the highest honor. The 
200-pound junior from Saugerties 
was an honorable mention pick 
on the Little All-America team. 
Schirmer was also selected on 
the first team All-East E.C.A.C. 
Division II team at the end of 
the season: Coach Dick Lyon calls 
Ithaca's leading tackler, "the 
toughest linebacker we have had 
at the College." 
Sandor Szabo, the Bombers' 
All-America soccer player turned 
field goal specialist, ranked 
fourth in the nation in the Small 
College Division in field goals 
kicked, with nine. His longest 
boot was a 43-yarder on his first 
attempt. The Hungarian-Ameri-
can now holds the Ithaca College 
season and career field goal 
record. He was selected on the 
E.C.A.C. weekly team after boot-
ing four field goals against 
American International College. 
A number of professional teams 
have shown interest in the 5'7, 
180-pound senior. 
Al Guenther, crafty split end 
from Berkeley Heights, N. J., es-
tablished a new College career 
record for · pass receptions. The 
6'1, 185-pound junior has caught 
53 passes in two seasons. 
The University of Bridgeport 
named offensive tackle, Bob 
Burnham, Ballston Lake, and de-
fensive middle guard, Bill Horne, 
Roselle Park, N.J., to its All-
Opponents team. Horne made the 
E.C.A.C. team for his play 
against the Purple Knights. 
Senior halfback Frank Fazio 
received E.C.A.C. honors for his 
outstanding play in the Tufts 
contest. The speedy back from 
Watertown sat out the last four 
games of the season due to an 
injury, but still led the team in 
rushing with 301 yards in 42 
carries for a 7.2 averag-e. Coach 
Lyon considered Fazio one of the 
greatest halfbacks to ever don a 
Bomber uniform. 
Ithaca finished the season 4-4, 
beating Tufts, Susquehanna, 
Bridgeport, and A.LC. It lost 
to Tangerine Bowl-bound West 
Chester, Montclair, Cortland and 
C.W. Post. 
The Bombers open the 1967 
campaign on September 23 at 
Lehigh, the only new team on 
the schedule. 
E.C.A.C. Divi!lion 2 
Ends-Craig MacDonald, North-
eastern; and Bill Vasilios, New 
Hampshire. 
Tackles-Tom Phillips, Williams, 
and Paul Maczubak, Bucknell. 
Guards-Herb Slattery, Dela-
ware, and CHUCK SCHIRMER, 
ITHACA. 
Center-.John Huard, Maine 
Quarterback - Dave Bennett, 
Springfield. 
Halfbacks-Bob Mitchell, Ver-
mont, and Dick Nocera, Southern 
Connecticut. 
Fullback-Steve Bradnt, Gettys-
burg. 
SCOREBOARD 
Football 
C. W. POST 25, Hofstra 21 
College Basketball 
HARTWICK 102, Siena 98 
CLARKSON 71, Queens, Ont. 47 
HOBART 92, Alfred 72 
BROCKPORT 60 , 
St. John Fisher 63 
RIT 96, Detroit Tech 76 
BUFF ALO 88, Toronto 55 
Gannon 68, BUFF ALO 51 
RIT 76, CLARKSON 75 
LEMOYNE 72, CORTLAND 56 
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Intramural Volleyball winners: Hogan's Heroes, top row; and Order 
of Diana, bottom row. Patti Harrison, program manager, is at top left. 
W /AA 
by Pam Davis 
The Ithaca College women's 
swim team accumulated a total 
of 56 points on Saturday, Decem-
ber third at Cortland. The wo-
men beat Syracuse, Geneseo, and 
Cortland in that order. 
The medley relay, the first 
event of the day, forecast what 
was to come, as Barb Olds, Ray 
Corley, Brenda Kruse, and Jenny 
Clinton finished on top v,rith a 
time of 2:23. Syracuse separated 
the two I.C. teams as Gail Rie-
man, Pucky Chapman, Pam 
Davis and Penny Curtis swam 
into third place. 
Ithaca placed at least two girls 
in all the other events except for 
the 100 yard freestyle. Ray Cor-
ley the only I.C. competitor in 
the event finished in first place 
,v:ith a time of 1:1. 
In the 100 yard breaststroke 
Gail Rieman and Pam Davis 
placed second and fourth respect-
ively. 
Head to head competition in 
the 100-yard backstroke resulted 
in Ithaca taking first and second 
with times of 1:22.9 and 1:23. 
Barb Olds and Brenda Kruse were 
the swimmers. 
All three competitors in the 
50 yard butterfly placed for 
Ithaca. Gail Rieman was first fol-
lowed by Brenda Kruse. Syracuse 
swam into third place followed 
in fourth by Beth Boyd of Ithaca. 
Diving competition was the last 
event of the day. Jenny Clinton 
and Sue Sanders executed their 
dives well enough to place them 
first and second respectively. 
In the final tabulation Ithaca 
totaled 56 points followed by 
Syracuse at 31, Geneseo 6, and 
Cortland, 2. 
In another Sportsday activity 
Ithaca placed third in Volleyball 
behind the Cortland A team and 
Geneseo. The Cortland B team 
finished fourth. 
The Ithaca women who played 
were Judy Weissman, Sue Weiss-
man, Bobby Goldstein, Joy Wal-
ker, Kathy Joslin, Gail Cote, Puff 
Cramer, Linda Zwahlen and Patti 
Harrison. 
The only other activity at 
Sportsday was bowling. The I.C. 
team placed second behind Cort-
land. 
BOOK SALE 
OUR MAN IN THE KITCHEN. Dy 
Hynum Goldberi: (formerly Prudence 
Penny). Illus. by Wm. liog11rth. .A. 
cook book for bridos of nil ni;os, bo· 
,;1nnore ond experts. 4.11 fabulous ro-
cipos. gourmet cooking rondo oosy to 
propo.re nnd ensy to nfford. recipes 
for complete dinner pn.rtios with 255 
Jokos. facts & fancies for which thlo 
noted columnist ond chef oxtrnordin. 
cure is fomous. Pub. ot $3.05 
Only $1.00 
THE WORLD'S GREAT RELIGIONS. 
.Uy tho Editors of Lile. With hun-
dreds o! Full Color Photos. Puintings 
& Mnps. Tho major religions of tho 
world-tho customs and beliefs o! tho 
pcoplo - including Hinduism, Budd· 
hism. Judaism and tho Glories of 
Christendom. Spocinl Family Edition. 
8¼ x 11. 3 Volumo Set Complete, 
Only $2.98 
A TREASURY OF GREAT AMERI-
CAN LETTERS. Selected by Choe. & 
Elennor Hurd. Illus. with as photos. 
~~er\c:r:;a 1~:nJ:~:: r:~::;ry Col!:ittts~: 
lotter to tho 'l'rcosurcr of Spain to 
• JFK's advice to n. younr; friend, in-
cluding thoso of FrMlklin. Jefferson, 
Thoreau, Lincoln. Custer, 0. W. 
Holmes. F. Scott Fitzi:crnld. and many 
oth'\rs. Pub. at $5.95. Only $1.98 
TRE WORLD WE LIVE m. By tho 
Editors of L1!o and Lincoln Barnett. 
With hundreds of Full-Color Photos, 
Paintings & .Mnps. Fnecinnting oe· 
count of our world-how it cBme into 
being our mountains, our oceans, nnd 
our doeorts: tho dovolopmcnt ot liv-
ing things - animals. birds, plnnte, 
otc.; OUT weother: nnd thonsn.nds of 
other things told in n way which hne 
<"nptivntcd hundreds of thouennde at 
rc1>ders. Spocinl Family Edition. 8 ¼ 
x 11. 3 Vol. Sot Oomplote. Only $2.98 
FIELD OtTIDE TO l:ARLY .l).MERI-
CAN FURNITURE. 13y Thomae R. 
Ormeboo. With 360 illus. A unique, 
hondy roforonco designed for cosy, on· 
tho-spot use in antique shops n.nd ot 
auctions for tho bogninor a.nd votor-
nn collocto,.. A quick, euro guide to 
tho idontifi-cntion, period and vnluo of 
nil types of !urnituro before 1850. 
Orie. l'nb. at $4.!JS. Now. complete od. 
Only '1.98 
FIELD GUIDE TO AMERICAN VIC-
TORIAN FURNITURE. By Themns 
H. Ormsbee. With 314 illus. A hnndy, 
~~i~t0·ia~!uf1°c':ti~':ic0of b~~; \Tri~:~:~~ 
pieco produced in .America. between 
1840 ond 1880 giving chnrnctcristics, 
npproximnto vnluo and littlo known 
dotnils of one of our favorite :furniture 
periods Orig. Pub. nt $4.95. No,v. 
complete ed. Only $1.98 
GOLDEN ILLUSTRATED CLASSICS. 
:n:1ni;nificcntly produced now permnn· 
ent ed1tione of old favorites to bo rend 
or ho rend to. .All nges. S1zo 8 ½ x 
10¼. 
KING ARTIIUR & ms KNIGHTS OF 
THE ROUND TABLE. 100 Pnintingo 
in rich Color by Gustof Toni;s-ren. The 
glorious adventures of King- Arthur, 
Merlin the Mug-icinn. Lancelot and 
Gu1nevorc. nnd nil tho rest. Pub. nt 
$5.00. Only $2.98 
MERRY ADVENTURES OF ROBW 
ROOD. Robin Hood. Will Scnrlet, 
Little John. Allnn Dnlo nnd nil tho 
other Sherwood Foroat nd\·cnturors 
in their most enchanting presentation. 
Vivid to:tt by Howqrd Pylo. Ovor 100 
Full Color lllus. by Benvenut,. Pub. 
,Lt $5.00. Only $2.98 
AROUND THE WORLD IN 80 !DAYS. 
By Julee Verne. New. enchanting 
translation of tho fascinating chronicle 
of Philene Fos-g by Gcorgo M. Towle. 
Over 100 Full Color Illus. bv L 
Mnraja. Pub. at $5.00. Only $2.98 
THE JUNGLE BOOKS. By Rndynrd 
Kipling. Profusely illustrated in 
boautiful color by Tibor Gorgely. All 
the Jungle Stories. complcto nnd un-
nbridi:;cd. Size 7 ¼ x 10¼. Pub. nt 
$5.00. . Only $2.98 
PWOCCIDO. By Cnrlo Co!lodi. Donn· 
tiful color illustrntions throug-hout by 
Sorg-io Rizzato. Tho beloved classic in 
n no, .. - edition. cQmplctc and un· 
abridged. do luxo format 10¼ x 
13 ¼. Pub. nt $5.00. Only $2.98 
CARE AND REPAIR OF ANTIQUES. 
13y Thomae H. Ormoboe Illus. with 40 
pl1otoe. How to kcop old furniture in 
good condition. restore broken and 
nogloctod pieces; ropll.ir and enhance 
tho luster in oilvor. Old Sheffield. 
pewter. braes, copper, chino. gloss, 
pottery, old pa.intings u.nd other nr· 
ticls. How to detect fukcs and rocon· 
structcd pieces. Orig. Pu!>. at $3.00. 
.:-;cv complcto edition. Only $1.0Q 
OF SHIPS AND MEN. Compiled by 
Alan Villiers. \Vith -10 mnf:,"llif1ccnt 
photon. llerc arc stories and memoirs 
of the real seo by such ~iftcd writers 
us: Conrud. Ynscficld. Von Luckner, 
Sir \V. H.nleigh. Gnlsworthy. nnd oth· 
ers. Pub. at $j.95. Only $!?,98 
THE GOLDEN AGE OF EROTICA. 
By B. J. Unrwood. A bnwdy. lusty 
tour thron,::h the erotica of the 1600's 
con t1numg throu~h tho cnc.l of tho 
lHth century. with tonguc-in·choelt 
l"Ommcnts by the a.uthor. Pub. u.t 
$6.50. Only ~l.98 
PLAIN & FANCY CATS. Ed. b~· John 
Beecroft. Photos-rnphs by Walter 
Chundohn.. A bii; collection of famous 
cnt piecce, fiction nnd non·f'iction, long-
nnd short by Pnul G.'.ll1ico, Suki. Cnrl 
V""nn Vcchtcr. Kipling-. Coletta . .Agnes 
Rcpplicr. Don :\la.rquia, ])L Twain nnd 
others. Pub. at $4.95. Only $2.98 
THE SHELL GUIDE TO BRITAIN . 
Ed. by G. Boumphroy. Hundreds of 
Photos & Maps in Color & B1uck & 
\Vhito. Thie is tho comprehona1vc 
,::uido co,.·crin,:; overy county in En,::--
lnnd. Scotland & "·a1cs1 hohdn.y ,,.·ca• 
thcr, hOH and plants. prehistory in 
Britain. climn.te. nrchitecturul Rtvles 
otc.-808 pug-es of explicit mfoi-mn.· 
tton nnd h•story. Pub. ut $7.93. 
Only $1.98 
ANTIQUE COLLECTING FOR 
EVERYONE. By Kuthcrino l\Iorrrnon 
McClinton Over 200 JJhotos. How t-<> 
build your own collection in tho vnri· 
ous f1rlds of antiques: pottery, ~bss-
wure, brnus. copper, wooden ware, 
nN~dlowor~. andirons, mirrors, picture 
frnn1rs, silk. etc. How to dotormino 
nuthentiC"ity by color, to:i:turo. nhnpo 
Ori~. Pub. nt $5.00 Xcw, complete ell. 
Only $2.98 
JERUSALEM: Tho Picture Story of 
tho Holy City. Ed. by Michno! An· 
Yonnh \Vith o'\"or '200 illus .. 70 in 
full color. A b{lnutiful volumo depict-
the holy city of tho ~foelom, Chrieitinn 
in~ tho history, tradition nnd life of 
and Jewish foiths with superb photos, 
mups, rebtorut1011s nnd ancient draw· 
ini;s. 8 ¼ x 10 ¾.. Pub. ot $9.~5. 
Only $4.96 
THE SONNETS OF MICllAELAN• 
GELO. Vefinitwc (•d1tion of the 77 
sonnets and their ulternutc rL•n.d1ngs 1D 
tho renowned translation with intro. 
und notes by John _\. Symods nnd 10 
drawutJ:"H 111 deail by )l.jchelnn,;olo. 
Orir;-. Pub nt :;i::!.95. :Sow, complete 
ed. Only $1.00 
CHESS: FIRST STEPS. I.!, R. Bott 
& S. ~orrrnon. \\Tith hundred.A of illus. 
The idenl book !or bcg1nnerR 10 
u1mplo lu.ngungo for young- nnd old. 7 
x 9 1/4,. Pub. ut $3.!J.:i. Only $1.08 
CATS. CATS. CATS. By John R. Gil· 
ht•rt Over :100 illuf,., :JG in color 
ComplNe book on cuts co..-orin.i::- c..-rry 
uspct·t from unc1cnt tunes to the pref'!· 
ent-thc fantasy nod folklore. fads 
!ind fancies. fnces ond fii;urcs-fnll_ot 
1nformu.t1on und wonderful photo-
g-r,.phs. Only :S2.98 
CHWESE ART. D,· .Tnd,th & .\rthur 
H. Burling-. \V1th 2-ia illus., 9 in color . 
.A wcll-1llustrntcd nnd comprC'hcnb1\·c 
h1stor:r on nil phascH. including: pot· 
tery unc.l porcrlnin, sculpture rn wood 
.stone nnd ivory, ,::old. liilvcr, jewelry 
nnd ironwork. pnmtini::-. tcxtIIP~, nrch1-
tcC'turc, costume. embroidery, clois· 
sonne, carpctR, etc. Orig- Pub. nt 
$10 00. Xcw, complete ed. Only $4.05 
SKI RACING: .\<Incl' 13y The Ext>erts 
By Curtis Cm,ewit Introd bv Robt 
Ucnttie \Vith 250 photos & nra.winr,-s 
.\ C"om1irch£'ns1,.·o book on ski in~truc-
t1on. trnm1ni::-. cqu1pzn<mt for rn.c1ng-. 
slnlom. jumpmi::- & cross-country b,,-
Ernch experts ns Stpin F:r1kr,en Bud 
\YL•rnl'r And('rl :.\loiterer. Jleidi' n1eh1 
ancl rnnny otlicrfi 8 x l O 1.:.! Pu1> nt 
$6 jO. Only S!?.98 
THE EATING-IN-BED COOKBOOK. 
ny Bnrbara Nmdo Bvfit.•lcl Over 100 
unut=mul rC"r1pe!1 to f'nhnn<"(• one's time 
1n h('d ( th(' bathhth too) toi;:('thcr 
with !'!OTn{l othl'r interestrn[:' hit'i of nd. 
'\"l('C C'ontnn,cd inn bctrntiful 10 ~ 71.4, 
... -olumP Pub nt $3.95. Only $1.69 
A MILLION MENUS ror Dinin~ & 
Entertuinm,c:- At Home By Lc>nore 
,Toyco·Cowcn Ilhu,trn.ted throug-hout 
~\n 1ui;en1ous new 1dell m cook bool.:.Ei 
-each y,a~:c of the recipe bcction con· 
U1ins t\. comp1cto menu for u. mc::d-
.a mu.in courbcs. The pu.i;cs are cut 
hor1zontn.lly Ml tb!lt by turnini.; O\"Cr 
uuy ouc scct10u, a d1ffcrt•11t combma-
tlOil of ,h~he~ muy be mudc. Por ex· 
1u11plc. ~lcnu ·1 con~H,t'i of Lobhtcr 
P1..•rnod; Jfom en croutc; (irand ~fur· 
111er Pud<l1ni;. Other fcuturcs: ,;loc;-
bary of food & cooking- hmh,. larg-c 
S<'ctlon 011 bUUC-C!l, p1cturr-... index. 
Spirul bound for conYl•n1eut u..,e III 
the k1tcht.•n. 7 ::,.4, x 8 ~~. Pub at $1 !l3 
Only $2.98 
TH7 ARTS OF MANKIND. l'nmt111~. 
.\rclutecture nnd ~lm,1c \\"1th hun 
<lrL·<l~ of 11iu~. 1n full color. Tho hi..,. 
tory of tho growth o! the U':iCful orts 
bridgrs. churches. etc. of Eni::-lnnd, 
S('otlJ.nd. Bclgmn1, :,; ct~erlondu. 
F'runcc, Swe<len, l>enmnrk Germany. 
.\.u<,tri11, Sw1tzcrbu<l, Spu1n. Grt•cce, 
llonacu. Italy nnd \"nt1cu,n City. Size 
10 ~~ ,x 1·1 Oru~ Pul, a.t $17.50 :-.;cw, 
complt"le L'<l. Only $6."96 
THE AMERICAN CIVIL WAR. Dy 
J..;arl Schenck ~lien. The full Rwcep 
of the war from the hrmg- ou Sumt<•r 
to .Appomattox. and the dt•nth of l..m· 
coin, told 111 c:t.lH'TL nu.rrut1\·e by th(' 
noted lu..,torrnn unll 1l1ui,.truted with 
:11:.! tlrnw1ni..:-..,, pamt1111..:-~. l'llJ.,:ravmg-.1 
and mup~-rnauy 1n Full Color-by 
the ,c::rcat coutcwporary artu.,t::. mclucl· 
1111.!' \\"m..,Iow Homer 1u1d 'l'homui, 
):'.1~h 10~.a. ~ I.J:\.4, Pub. at '$1!, 00 
Only $7.95 
as Wf'll as thl• !me nrH,. ~ueh u.:.: ard11 , PAINTINGS & LETTERS OF TH£ 
tecturt.•, llltt'rlOr dccorut1on, f1n,l11nn I GREAT ARTISTS. :.! \"olum(• z..t•t, 
JH~:ntn~g-. ,tl~c:~trc. l!l~h_lt'. mdu<.trrnl" ~t·· Bux('d \\'ith :io~ reprodu( tion:,., l l(l 
Hl,.,n, l! le. l uh. at ::, ' . .>O. Only s .... ua m t·olor E<l h\' R1<·iiarU l•'rit.•dL•ntlrnl 
BBRNARD SHAW. Hi Li!, \\"ork .\. truly har11bomC' Murvt•.., o! thf' work-. 
und Frwn<l.., Uy St. ,Joh~ Irva~l·C'. ll\u.., \ 1if the !,!'real nrl1'it.., "1th th1•1r com· 
. tl •>o I t p l t ...... ~0 i IIH'nh and M·lf-rt•\"l•lut1on~ on tn.fit(• \\ 1 \ - "I> H> O'-o u i. t~ ::- ' '} .., 9 ; :,.1:) h• att1t1Hlc1) to\\ unl, tht• pub he On Y s ..... 8 1 l'ic wh!ch infha•n('t•d their work. Bl'trn· 
11(111 n•prn<lurt1,m<, frorn tht• Early 
LI.FE AND ITS MARVELS Plant • Ht•rw1•,,1uHc to thi· ~Ot!1 cpntia:y. 
Animal • llumnn .• \ bus1c gu1c.lc to I>urer, ~f1C"l11•lnncl•lo. Rt•mhrandt 
knowlcd,;e, tht• hl'Cr~tr, or 1dl liYm!! ,~PlnzQUC';", Go} n, Hoc:irtli Blnku, 
thing.?-, from thP .... unplc,-;t ori.;z1nl',III.., to 1)1•I:icro1.-,;:. Corot, ~1nnl't, H.('111or Ho 
man 111 a V1\·1d prcRentu.t1011 with bril drn l'i1..·n, .. o. Chu;.:-ali, Koht1<.,< hkn. und 
l1ant Urnwint::~, mnpH and drn,;r.,nH, 111 muny othl'r" \\"1th notl" to tht• plat<.>~. 
1:ol(!r on on~ry fnc1ng- pni:.;-c. Pub. at -.ourl'P., n•(1.•n•n1 P'- & u11IC':-.. 7 !~ ,: 
:;,7 .• ,0 Only S2.!)8 q 1,1. Puh :1t Slj 00 r.f'h(• ~ vol o;pt 
: m ,11p cH:--(· · Only $5 OJ 
l'AULKNER"S COU?,.-'l'Y B'" M11rt>n ,T 1 
Dnn1. \\"ith 173 m,ii;ni°f1cCnt photoh t A TREASURY OF SCA..""lDINAVIAN 
.\. photog-raph1c ei::irny \\."1th appropr1- l DESIGN. Ed h-.· l~r1k Zahlr \\"1th 500 
d~~n~,~~\li!1;n;h/r;~1~-ir!~~1;~~h~~:~;~ ! !p;!!?" ~~\!'~:1';:~~·;l ~~it~\:i1~;·1~'" l ~1~1 11~ 1~~~~:. 
nnd tOJ?oi::-.r11pl11cul of LafoyC'ttO Coun· J 11annn·<lrRig1wd f•1rn1tur1• t1".til1•., 
ty, :M1ss1ss1pp1. hfclon,:; home o!\ t!'.Jn.,.., <'t>r,un1ci-., nn,I mctnl 1n a rnal'.!:ni· 
l·~uulknt.•r nnd thf' pr_111c-1pnl mocl,•1 o{ f1rpntb 1l111o;tr:ib•<l \·ohu•1p ,i x ] 1 '\ 
l oknapntnwphn of Ins !:rl'11.t f1rt1onal I !'uh nt ~ l i !l5 Only $7 05 
rhron1clc. !J;.i, .'C 11!;,I, Pub at $1.) 00 
Only S5.D5 CHESS· TIH' ~tor\· of <~hf",..,JIH'rf•t, 
1 Frnm .\r:tiqutl'\ Tu ~Jod1•rn T1m,,., lh 
EUROPE: .\n .\C'r1nl Clo'-P·l"p Low.
1 
Ilun .... f,, ~H·a:fr1Pd \\"11 h11:nnr1 Ch,•:- ~1)() 
LPvPl .\('r111l Photoi::-rnph'-1 o( tht• C1t1pc., hP11util11I liluqrnt1on ... lfi •JI full rolor 
nnd L11nchn11rk•:; of \\"('<1.tPrn E11rc,p1> Tlw h,.,torv drn•lopn;,,nt meaning- nncl 
206 handH<mw lari::-r photO'i rrproduc('d I11rt1..,t1r PX0PrUt1on nf ch(;?,!>rlH'n 1., t{>]t1 
1n i::ravurr-mnny full pn~t' Rl7.f' nnd in th1.., mu:.:-111f11t•nt phnto..;-raphiC" ri•i• 
o:;omt.• douhll'·<\J)rNi.ds ('l,~nr dc>tn1lc:; o{ nrcl with t,•-...t cI1•v1•lofWcl h\" 1ntc>r,..,1.,.. 1~ 
th(• hi:,tor1c hom('c; Cortrt•c.,o:;('s. ca..,th•, '"I holnr1\ rl''H'art'iwi, 11 1,:, .._ I~ Puh 
1.:-uvcrnmcnt buildmJ,!'i..., monunu•nt~. :it $1."'1 no ~ Only $0.95 
illTff &}.. tf'<I A (rl~ W T:;f ID~ rn TIJ;)(IT)@ TJX ~Pff'11,JT\ T.ID T1)I 11. ~ \a._./..fi.l, \JJ\1.Jj' JILd.fili.A.Jll~~ .L1li)\J.W\l.W ~~ _ta 'U.lY tllil,.Led 
i.'' I 
l,;;,!..j 
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Sports Scope Text of Pres. Johnson's Reply to Sports Scope of December First 
Dear Santa: 
In this holiday season I wish you and everyone else greet-
. ings for a happy and healthy holiday and New Year. . 
I have been a good boy the past year, I have _hardly _lied 
about the Bomber's at all. Thus I call upon you to fill my httlc 
Blue and Gold holiday stocking with the few little trivial gifts 
I have listed below: 
Bring the Bomber's a winning season in Basketball, Hockey, 
Gymnastics, Swimming, Wrestling, and Skiing. 
Turn Coach Hurst's crutches into stilts he can put under 
his -players, and a special backboard that only repels Ithaca re-
bounds. 
Bring the hockey team skates with wings, and homing pucks 
that always head for the opposition nets. . 
Bring the swimmers a mermaid to inspire them. to victory. 
Bring the gymnasts suregrip hands that never shp from the 
bar when they should not. 
Bring the wrestlers a second wind that cuts in when needed, 
and never runs out. 
Bring the ski team the funds to compete. 
Bring coach Lyons a composite quarterback with the arm of 
Slattery, and the legs of Giroux. . 
Bring the baseball team eight .400 hitters and a pitcher 
with an E.R.A. of less than one. 
Bring John McKay a football team that can sit an Ara 
Parsekhian's head to the tune of 52 to 0. 
Bring the cross country team enough runners to compete. 
Bring the ITHACAN. 
Make the Yankees big and strong again. 
Make the NFL cat crow in ·the superbowl. 
Bring UCLA a loss, just so they know how it feels. 
Bring me a train load of happy rooters ready to travel to 
Lehigh. 
Bring me a Corcoran who can run eighty yards and laugh 
about it. And a Gavender who can run eight yards and laugh 
about it. 
Fill my stocking with sweet victories to write about, and a 
schedule to brag about. 
I do not want much, just everything. 
• • 
Laughingly yours, 
Alex 
.. 
Courage Department-Last Thursday the ECAC honored 
John Siebert, a Hamilton College tackle as the outstanding 
player in Division 3 . 
Siebert played the final two games of the season with an 
acute knee sprain. 
According to Hamilton trainer, Gene, Long the player's 
knee was taped in-such a way that it kept him in a bent position 
and limited his action on defense. It became impossible for him 
to play offense because it meant he had to straighten up and 
run. 
Despite the handicap he made the ECTC team of the week 
for his play against Union in the final game of the season. 
• • • 
Greek Peak, as always, will get a big play from Ithacans. It 
is the nearest ski center and the skiers speak of it with esteem. 
Near Virgil in Cortland County it may be best reached from 
Ithaca by highway. That means Route 366 or 13 out of Ithaca 
to the east and through the four comers at Dryden. Continue 
on route 13 past Cortland ... and you can't miss it. 
• • • 
In four seasons· under Coach Jim Howard," Ithaca College 
grad, Oswego wrestlers have compiled a 27-6 dual meet record 
... Last year Ed Frev, another IC grad, helped Jim with the 
frosh and they were 9-0 . . . There are 12 sophomores on this 
year's varsity that grapples with the Bombers February 18th. 
• • • 
Skipping around-In the Southwest Football is king, so 
much so that when basketball began to make inroads with 
Texas players the Texas High School Athletic Assn. prohibited 
organized basketball except during the months of the season. 
All organized practice and summer camps other than from 
October to March were banned. Texas schools have some great 
football teams, but that is a miserable way to do it ... Howie 
Pierano, Ithaca grappler, has the longest consecutive win streak 
on the team, eight matches. He has not lost since last January 
6th ... The 35,400 fans who attended the Cassius Clay-Cleve-
land Williams fiasco in the Astrodome drank more than 15,000 
bottles of beer ... National Hockey League players are rough 
on sticks. Each club demolishes about 1200 per season ... The 
association was picked in the last edition of this paper as the 
team to beat in intermural basketball this year, so the Pi Lam 
JUST SCOPING-The race in the eastern division of the na- A team promptly beat them ( OK Jim): 
tional basketball association is shaping up into quite a two team • • • 
fight. The Philadelphia 76ers, Alex Hannum presiding, are play- , 
ing and winning at an unbelievable pace. The first varsity hockey contest in the history of Ithaca Col-
The Boston Celtics are used to winning, and will be there if lege was held December 3rd, under the most adverse of condi-
the 76ers falter. Prediction: The 76ers will never give the Celtics tions, in far away (?) Brunswick, New Jersey. Be it recorded 
a chance ... this is their year and they are going all the way! that the Bombers won that first one, and have the team of the 
Speaking of the NBA a few facts on the world's toughest year on the college's sports scene for ·1966. 
basketball league. ~odney Frith, freshman, _from Syracuse, New_ York sc?red 
The average age of the hoopsters in 25 ½ years . . . the ~he first goal for the Bombers Just as he was to do six more times 
average weight is 208 pounds ... average height is 6-6½ .. ·Im the cours~ of the w_eekend. " . ;, 
average experience of the pros of the NBA is three years . . . . . Joe M'.1ire was eJected from b~th games f?r defendmg 
average salary is $17,500 ... the players represent 74 colleges ~1ms~lf against the affronts of opposing players, m other words 
and universities, with no more than four players from any one fightmg. 
school. 
• • 0 
Dave Bing, Syracuse All-American, now playing for the 
Detroit Pistons is making a shambles of the NBA rookie of the 
year competition. 
Bing was the losers share of a flip of the coin. Last winter 
the Pistons and the Knicks finished with identical records in 
the basement of their respective leagues. To determine who 
would have the first draft pick, the representatives of the two 
teams flipped a coin. The Knicks won and chose Cazzie Russel, 
who is not exactly burning up the Pro ranks. 
Bing will probably lead the Pistons to their first playoff 
berth in five years, while Cazzie Russell will not be a real asset 
to the Knicks for several years yet, if at all. 
0 • • 
. This year's hockey team is building a record to be proud of. 
Home contests are held at Linah Rink, Cornell. The Bomber's 
play a fast, rough, exciting: brand of hockey; support them. 
., • 0 
' Bill Robinson, recently traded from the Atlanta Braves to 
the New York Yankees first learned of the trade when his 
mother phoned him and called him a "damn yankee." 
• • • 
, Last year only one-fifth of one percent of the giants of the 
rugged game of pro football were drafted. The other 958 were 
mysteriously propelled over waiting lists and inducted into Na-
tional Guard and reserve units. 
• • • 
During the recent KC-Jets game, football ala AFL, Johnny 
Sample got into a sideline flareup with Chris Burford and swat-
ted the big end in the face. 
Asked by newsmen what happened, Sample gave this ver-
sion: "I was complaining to the official that Burford had pushed 
me before taking the pass. Just as I was moving my hand to 
demonstrate Burford walked between us, and his face hit my 
hand." 
• • 0 
A closer from the recently completed baseball meetings in 
Pittsburgh. 
Somebody mentioned that Houston isn't exactly the swing-
ingest city in baseball, and that Bo Belinsky might have trouble 
finding romance there. "Don't Worry," said Bob Lemon. "He'd 
find it in a monastery." • 
The following is the text of a 
reply to my SPORTS SCOPE of 
December 1, 1966. The article 
made references to tennis and 
the future of minor sports in 
this country. I found the reply 
informative and interesting, as I 
hope you will. 
A copy 'of the article was also 
sent to Senator Robert Kennedy, 
and I will publish his reply as 
soon as it is available. 
Dear Mr. Block: 
I have been asked to reply to 
your recent letter to the Presi-
dent. I appreciate the opportunity 
to read and comment on your 
article. 
Frankly, I · cannot agree with 
your proposed solutions to some 
of the problems we have en-
countered in the so-called minor 
sports, particularly with your 
suggestion that the top athletes 
in the sports be exempted from 
the drafs. 
The fact that other countries 
do provide governmental subsi-
dies for athletes does not seem 
tc me to be ample justification 
for our doing so. There obviously 
is ample .private capital easily 
available for sports development 
PUI"P.oses, and the fact that our 
sports governing bodies have 
failed to tap these sources is no 
reason for abandoning the ama-
teur principle. Rather, it would 
seem to call for a hard look at 
our sports governing bodies. 
It also seems to me that the 
problem of uniform playing sur-
faces and equipment in ·tennis is 
one which should be resolved by 
that sport's national and inter-
national governing bodies. Ob-
vioU)3ly, the great differences 
which exist would not be allowed 
in sports such as ice hockey, soc-
cer, basketball, etc. 
Off the record, it appears that 
our international tennis players 
and officials have more alibis 
than reasons for their disappoint-
ing performances. A lot of people 
are of the opinion that it was 
Mr. McCall's poor judgment in 
player selection, rather than the 
kind of courts and balls used, 
which led to the U.S. defeat by 
Brazil. . 
The federal government has 
taken the lead in · the effort to 
create a private national sports 
development foundation, and I 
believe this project presently is 
in the hands of Mr. Julian Cahn 
in the Vice President's office. 
Preliminary explorations' indicate 
that ample funds and assistance 
could be obtained from profes-
sional sports, and other sectors of 
private enterprise, so that our 
athletes could be properly selected 
and trained while still remaining 
amateurs. 
I know of no federal legislation 
./ 
MICKEY'S 
MARKET 
handuafls • C,ifls 
handwroachr jewelry 
Belly MIiiard - 128 East Senet:11 Street - lthat11, N. V. • 272-8641 
435 N. CAYUGA ST. 
AR 3-0961 
Open 9 a.m. -10:00 p.m. 7 Days A Week 
CUSTOM CUT MEATS 
FROZEN FOODS 
IBEER & .. ICE 
BAR. B Q -CHltKENS'. 
QUALITY GROCERIES 
pertinent to these problems which 
is being considered at this time. 
However, I have heard reports 
that the California Legislature 
is considering a measure to tax 
profesional sport in that State 
with the revenues to be used for 
amateur sports development. 
Also, I know that the Inter-
national Council on Physical Edu-
cation and Sport ( a division of 
UNESCO) is spearheading an ef-
fort for more uniform interpre-
tation and application of the 
amateur rule. 
Sincerely, 
V. L. Nicholson 
Director of Information 
To keep your spirits up! 
H & H Liquor & Wine 
218 E. State St. 
Ithaca 
272-2111 
He: Hortense ... they're 
playing our song! 
She: Yes, Edgar, it brings 
back those wonderful 
days when we first met 
in the lobby of the 
Sheraton-Atlantic Hotel 
. .. seven years ago. 
He: Seven wo~derful years 
. . . and every college 
vacation since then 
we've been coming back 
to New York and the 
She rat on-At I antic. 
For-Thanksgiving, 
Christmas, Mid,:years, 
Spring vacati-ons . _ . 
She: And the Sheraton-
Atlantic has such con-
venience to theatres, 
museums, libraries, 
Lincoln Center, Fifth 
Avenue shops, and with 
such swinging restau-
rants right in the Hotel 
and dancing nightly and 
such low prices . _ . no 
wonder we students al-
ways make out best at 
the Sheraton-Atlantic. 
He: You were always such a 
romantic, darling. 
STUDENT RATES:ic: 
Single ...... $8.00 per person 
Twin . . . . . . . 6.00 per person 
Triple . . . . . . 4.50 per person 
Quad . . . . . . 4.00 per person 
Faculty rates are low too: 
Single ..• $8 • Twin ... $12 
For reservations contact your 
Sheraton Student Representa-
tive or In Boston dial (617) HU 
2-2004 for immediate confirma-
tion of student rates. 
*Student rates do not apply March 
17•18, 1967. 
SHERATON 
-ATLANTIC 
'ff OTEl Broadway and 34th St., 
N. Y., N.Y. 10001 (212) PE 6-5700 
Ralph Hitz Jr., v. P. §, Gen. Mgr. 
Wilk~s Downs Ithaca Quint_ 90-65 · 
BASKETBALL-WILKES 
Wilkes-Barre, Pa.-12/3/66 
The Itha~a College Bombers', 
court five took the floor against 
Wilkes with something to prove. 
They had won their first game 
over hapless Lock Haven in a 
highly unimpres_sive manner. If 
the first half of the season was 
to be a successful one they had 
to do it here. 
The exact opposite occurred, 
the Bombers continued to play 
erratic, sloppy basketball, and 
Wilkes proceeded to clobber them. 
The Associated Press reported 
the game as follows: 
Wilkes led throughout as it dis-
played hot shooting, like 37 for 
66. 
Ithaca was just as cold as 
Wilkes was hot, caging only 20 
for 69. Ithaca spurted at the 
start of the second half and 
closed to within ten points. Then 
it became frigid again and fell 
way behind. 
Ithaca now is 1-1. Greg Albano, 
a sophomore, was most impres-
sive for Ithaca with 20 points l\Jld 
15 rebounds. 
Pat's Tailor Shop 
... 
Cleaning, Pressing, Alterations 
Formals for All Occasions 
273 - 5741 11 O S. Aurora St. 
111f you're in need of a bottle or a 
case, try the M & M for a change of 
pace .. . 11 
Ithaca College (65) 
G 
Albano 6 
Andrcjko 2 
Barenburg 3 
Barton 3 
Rosenthal 4 
Burr O 
J. G'stf'sn O 
W. G'stf'sn 2 
R. Miller 1 
Truhn 0 
Dirk 1 
Total 22 
Wilkes (90) 
G 
Sharok 6 
Robinson 0 
Stankus 5 
Daniels 7 
Smith 6 
Peterfund 0 
Kemp 2 
Swistowich 2 
Ryan, 1 
Letts 1 
Nicholson 7 
Total 37 
Ithaca 33 32-65 
Wilkes 46 44-90 
F 
8 
0 
4 
3 
I 
0 
0 
1 
1 
0 
3 
23 
F 
3 
2 
3 
0 
2 
1 
2 
0 
2 
0 
1 
16 
T 
20 
4 
10 
9 
9 
0 
0 
5 
3 
0 
4 
65 
T 
15 
2 
13 
14 
14 
1 
1 
4 
4 
0 
15 
90 
M&M 
RUSSELL"S IMoi.iil 
SERVICE~ 
STATION 
u 
s 
I 
C 
liquors and Wines 
S06½ W. STATE ST. 
272~3678 
\-· .. ·,_ 
I ' ,. •.' ... ~ . . . - • • .&. 
211 W. STATE ST. 
FREE PICK UP & DELIVERY 
Open 24 Hours-7 Days 
273-3711 
Central New York's 
· Largest and Most 
Complete Music Store 
Feat~ring 
O Records - a huge selection, including 
all major labels - Columbia, Capitol, 
Reprise, London, A & M, RCA, Warner 
Brothers, and morel 
e Stereos - fabulous compacts,·portables, 
and consoles by KLH, Zenith, and Syl-
vania! 
O Guitars - folk, classical, and electric -
choose from dozens of models, with 
such famous names as Martin, Gibson, 
Gretsch, Hofner, · Goya, Fender, and 
more - plus a complete selection of 
amplifiers and accessories! 
Q Drums - both complete sets and indi-
vidual instruments, including such fa-
mous names as Ludwig, Rogers, Slinger-
land, Gretsch, Premier, and others! 
O Pianos and Organs - the finest selec-
tion in the area - such famous names 
as Steinway, Knabe, Yawaha, Ham-
mond, and Lowery! 
Competitive Prices ! 
Excellent Terms Available! 
Stop in today at 210 N. Tioga St. 
Telephone 273-0161 
Also in Cortland, at 19 Main Street and 
Binghamton, at Vestal Plaza 
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Oswego Cagers Outshoot Bombers 82-72 
Also Lose To Hartwick 
Ithaca-12-10-66 - Once more 
the Ithaca College. hoopsters took 
the floor in search of their 
second victory in four starts. 
Once more the Bomber's found 
only frustration and another loss 
as the Oswego Lakers downed 
Ithaca, 82-72. 
The Laker's led throughout the 
entire first half as the Bomber's 
just could not get started. The 
Ithacan's showed little or no 
spirit in the first half as the team 
shot poorly and was outrebound-
ed by the smaller Oswego cagers. 
The second half started about 
the same way. The Laker's bad a 
twelve to fifteen, point lead and 
were in complete control. 
Coach Hurst substituted. In 
came sophomore Dave Rosenthal, 
and veteran Don Andrejko. 
With about eight minutes left 
in the contest the Ithacan'& came 
to life. Dave Rosenthal, Don Bar-
enburg, and Greg Albano alter-
nating took control of the boards. 
The squad went into a full court 
press. Team captain, and Ione 
senior David Barton began to 
score. 
Several fast breaks later the 
Bombers were within three points 
NARDl'S 
Cocktail Lounge 
308 Elmira Road 
New Bands Every Weekend 
by Alox Block 
of the new frigid Lakers with a 
little two minutes remaining. 
First a foul on Rosenthal under 
the boards, then a missed layup 
by Barton, followed by another 
foul and the Bombers had sus-
tained their third loss against one 
victory. 
The events in those closing 
minutes were heated agony for 
the Ithacan's. Barton, in a flash 
of chilly football days body 
checked a Laker guard in the 
process of the full court press, 
adding a few wrestling tactics to 
boot. 
Rosenthal on a jump ball went 
as much for the Oswego hoopster 
as for the ball. 
Defeat came hard for the Bom-
bers, which is a good sign for the 
future. The Bombers showed a 
great deal of unpolished poten-
tial in those closing minutes of 
psyched hysteria. Under that dis-
mal surface there may lay a ball 
Hartwick, on it's home court 
was hard for Ithaca to handle. 
Hartwick, on any court would be 
hard for Ithaca to handle. "We 
just couldn't contain them" said 
Hurst. 
The Ithaca frosh tumbled 86-74 
in the prelim for their first loss 
in two starts. 
Ithaca College (85) 
Albano 
Andrejko 
Bahrenberg 
Barton 
Rosenthal 
Burr 
J. Gustafson 
W. Gustafson 
Milier 
Truhn 
Dirk 
Pratt 
Totals 
G F 
2 1 
6 0 
7 0 
0 1 
2 0 
1 0 
3 1 
2 0 
6 2 
1 0 
7 5 
0 1 
37 11 
T 
5 
12 
14 
1 
4 
2 
7 
4 
14 
2 
19 
1 
85 
club yet. Arnold 
Hartwick (109) 
G 
Oneonta-12-7-66 - The Ithaca Davenport 
College varsity hoopsters contin- Kenney 
ued their losing ways in this -Lane 
southern tier city losing to Hart- Mallor z 
11 
3 
1 
7 
1 
F T 
3 25 
wick 109-85. Moreland 
For the Bombers this was their Reissig 
second steback in three starts. Wright 
Outmanned and outplayed the Zwinscher 
Bomber's trailed all the way. Totals 
"Our sophomores did the best 
jobs for us," said Ithaca coach 
Hugh Hurst. Huckeba 
Richie Miller entered late in Renovech 
the game and boosted the sagging Berry 
Ithaca forces. Miller scored well Webster 
and showed a lot of hustle. Rowley 
Greg Albano rebounded well Rich 
and Dale Dirk also was impres- Wells 
sive. Don Andrejko, a veteran, Oliver 
turned in another fine game. Goessling 
Stewart 
Totals 
6 
2 
10 
7 
48 
IC Frosh (74) 
G 
4 
3 
0 
2 
9 
5 
4 
2 
0 
1 
30 
1 7 
0 2 
5 19 
0 2 
1 13 
1 5 
1 21 
1 15 
13 109 
F T 
2 10 
2 8 
0 0 
4 8 
5 23 
0 10 
0 8 
1 5 
0 0 
0 2 
14 74 
Hartwick Fr. (86) 
G F 
9 7 
Connie Lou 
Horvath 
let Connie Loui IHlorvath 
lthCDca College '67 
help you with your gift 
selections at 
Cullen 
Davies 
McClelland 
Blank 
Phillips 
Neville 
Harmatuk 
Phelan 
Weston 
Totals 
1 0 
2 3 
7 1 
1 0 
7 0 
7 7 
0 0 
0 0 
T 
25 
2 
7 
15 
2 
14 
21 
0 
0 
86 
ALTMAN & GREEN 
JeweleB'S 
Frank Hammer, Successor 
144 E. State St. - - AR 2-1810 
OPEN FRIDAYS TILL 9 P.M. 
Fnnk Hammer 
34 18 
WDLLBAM H. EGAN 
Decorator 
<> 
General Painting 
Contractor Decorating 
Interior Decorating 
Artistically Done 
<> 
273-5533 
106 N. Aurora St. 
,L 
;,•., 
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Ski Team 
To Train At 
Greek Peak 
This year the Ithaca College 
Ski Team will be training at 
Greek Peak in Cortland, New 
York. 
The majority of the races the 
team will compete in are sanc-
tioned by the United States East-
ern Amatuer Ski Association. 
Some of these are: Okemo Mt. 
Downhill-Ludlow, Vt., Pennsyl-
Drive Safely! 
Barnetts1 Sunoco 
519 W. STATE ST. 
272-9881 
<> 
''We're proud of 
our lube jobs" 
'<> 
Ted and Rollie 
DONOHUE-HALVERSON, 
INC •. 
0 
Plumbing and Heating 
0 
Estimates Cheerfully Given 
0 
602 W. Seneca St. 
273-3393 
. ,, A.·~~ 
· ~~ 
vania State Championships - -------------...a --------------• 
Seven Springs, Pa., New York.----------------------------
.- ' State Giant Slalom Championship 
-... . , --Greek Peak, Cortland, New 
._. York, Mt. Sunapee Trophy Race-
. .'P'!:.", Sunapee, N. Y., Stowe Sugar 
·· · · \ . Slalom-Stowe, Vt. 
. \:, · · Co-captains Pete "Rocket" Bur-
~-; rell and Jed "The Jet" Lipsky 
.:; ~<. were very pleased with the en-
thusiasm at the first meeting 
Ithaca College Skaters Down R.I.T. 7-3 attended by 18 boys. The team hopes to stimulate interest in 
skiing by sponsoring a Ski School 
at Greek Peak. More informa-
The Ithaca College Hockey 
team brought their record to 
three victories and one loss over 
the weekend losing Friday night 
to the always tough Lakers of the 
State University of New York at 
Oswego 7-1, and downing Roches-
ter Institute of Technology on 
Saturday, 7-3. 
Oswego, N.Y. (AP) - Bruce 
Boissoin scored two goals and 
five of his teammates each con-
tributed one to lead Oswego to 
a decisive, 7-1 hockey victory 
over Ithaca here Friday night. 
Tony Diagostino, the center 
and captain of Ithaca's team 
scored his team's only goal. 
This is 'the first year the l'f CAA 
has recognized hockey as a varsity 
sport at either college. 
• • • 
As we went to press we had 
only vague details concerning the 
Saturday victory. · 
Ithaca led all the way amassing 
a 5-0 lead before RIT scored in 
the opening seconds of the third 
period. 
Late in the third and final per-
iod Rod Frith body-checked an 
Rrr against the boards and the 
skater was carried off the ice 
on a stretcher. He reportedly had 
no serious injury .. 
The Ithacan's won 7-3 and next 
take on Utica December 17 -at 
Utica; starting time will be 4:00. 
HOCKEY-RUTGERS 
by Rick Fidgeon 
ll.ose To Oswego 
In the second period the Bomb-
ers started to gel, and Frith pop-
ped in three more goals. 
In the third period the center 
of Ithaca's "production line," 
Tony Diagostino drilled home 
two more. The "production line 
consists of Frith at 1eft wing, 
Diagostino at center, and Burns 
Moore at right wing. Moore had 
three assists int his game. Bob 
Aloian and George Calver each 
got a gotal apiece to make the 
final score 8-1. 
A word of praise must be given 
to Al Cox. Al is actually a winger, 
but when Bill Simpson became 
ineligible Al donned the pads he 
had worn only a few times be-
fore. He had only one night of 
practice before the team depart-
ed for Philadelphia. 
Friday night young Al Cox, 
only a freshman, had 13 saves 
and Saturday night against U of 
Penn. he stopped 34. 
A word of praise must also be 
allotted to the defenseman Tom 
Cowan, Steve Forman, Dave Pat-
terson, and Doug Arnett. They 
helped to keep a lot of the pres-
sure off of Al over the weekend. 
Philadelphia, Penn.-12/3/66-
Saturday night the Bombers ven-
tured to Philadelphia for a game 
with the University of Pennsyl-
vania varsity. 
New Brunswick, N.J.-12/2/66 
-Last Friday night, the Ithaca 
College Hockey team battled bpth 
Rutgers University and the ele-
Again both teams got going 
slowly v,rith Penn's Byrnes draw-
ing first blood. But less than two 
minutes later Burns Moore poked 
the puck into the net to end a 
mad scramble in front of the 
Penn goal. This was how the 
first period ended, 1-1. 
The period ended with IC one 
goal up. 
Six minutes went by before 
Ithaca's Tom Cowan scored on a 
long slapper. Ralph Cox added 
another one with a little more 
than three minutes to go in the 
game. 
Penn, however, was not to be 
denied; and with 1:31 left in ,the 
game they pulled their goalie in 
order to have six skaters. 
The six of five proved to be 
too much, and with 31 seconds 
left in the game Penn tapped in 
a shot to put them only one goal 
behind. 
Penn left six skaters on the 
ice hoping for a tie; but Rod 
Frith looped along, bouncing 
shot from his own defensive zone 
down the ice. No-one from Penn 
could catch up to it. By the time 
the puck got to the net the rink 
was so quiet, the clank of the 
puck onto the metal rim of the 
net sounded like an explosion. 
iiocKEv-=-cu 
by K. Gerbino 
Cornell University-11/29/66 
-Ithaca College was turned back 
by the Cornell freshmen last 
week, 13-3. The freshmen who 
held the Cornell varsity (Num-
ber one in ,the east and possibly 
the country) to a 1-1 tie for two 
periods and eventually lost 5-2, 
skated out for what most fans 
thought would be a massacre. 
The Ithacans had other ideas 
... First period score 2-0 Cornell 
. . . the second period was all 
Cornell as they tallied nine 
times ... third period score 1-1. 
Scoring for the Bomber's was 
by Alan Cox (2) and Tony 
Diagostino. 
tion will be available about this at 
a future date. 
Ski Club Meets 
The first meeting of the Ski 
Club will be held on Wednesday, 
January 18, at 7:30 p.m. in the 
Union Recreation Room. Gordon 
Richardson will be the guest 
speaker. 
Richardson is the Director of 
the Greek Peak Ski · School and 
will talk about skiing and a 
special program for Ithaca Col-
lege students. 
Ski lessons will be given for 
l½ hours each Monday followed 
by free skiing. There will be an 
Apres Ski in the lodge. The 
total price for the seven lessons 
is $15.75. All classes will be reg. 
ular sized. 
Following Richardson,. there 
will be general announcements 
made concerning the plans for 
the Ski Club this year. 
. ments. Playing under the ad-
verse conditions of an outdoor 
rink with freezing temperatures 
and numerous \vind gusts, neither 
Rutgers or the Bombers could 
seem to get organized in the first 
period. 
At the end of the first period 
the score was 1-1, with Rod 
Frith getting the Bombers first 
goal of regular season play. 
· In the second period IC started 
fast. Rod Frith, on a breakaway 
knocked over the Penn goalie and 
neatly flipped the puck into the 
upper right hand comer with 
only 1:03 gone by. 
Frith scored once again in the 
period; and with :27 seconds re-
maining in the period Byrnes 
scored again for Pensylvania. 
Bill Simpson, Ithaca's veteran 
goalie, stopped 57 shots as the 
Cornell team took 94 shots on 
the goal. It was a brilliant per-
formance and many Cornell 
rooters were amazed at his 
display. 
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This is the season your floors need ... 
WAXING 
Use This Valuable Coupon 
DAY FREE:RENTAL 
ELECTRIC FLOOR POLISHER 
with purchase of 
BUTCHERS WAX 
And This Coupon 
Phone you rreservation now 
272-890Q 
Coupon Good Only at 
I 
Sherwin-Williams Ceo 
320 E~ State St. 324 W. State St. 
Stone Travel Agency 
<> 
1
~ It costs no more through you, travel agency11 
/ 
Airlines - Steamships - Resorts 
Hotels - Tours 
Plan early for your spring vacation ... 
Check lor excursion and group rates. 
<> 
Personalized Attention Devoted to Your Travel Plans 
414 Eddy St. 
273 _ 4443· 
Ithaca, N.Y. 
We'll-
.buy your 
BATTERY 
TROUBLES 
272-3092 
i 
j 
( 
